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Abstract 

Bharucha, T. 2022.   Sunscreens Imploded: An eco-cultural exploration of enskinment, pro-

tection, and vulnerability 

Bharucha, T. 2022. Samtiden i solskyddskrämen: En hudnära kulturstudie av 

solskyddsfaktorkräm, världslig intimitet och sårbarheter 

 

In this thesis I explore sunscreen use-practices, imaginaries, and material flows. I aim to un-

derstand how young people in the globally-immersed UK use sunscreens and how they make 

sense of them. Specifically, I follow Donna Haraway’s practice of implosion, employing the 

concepts of care and toxicity to explore how sunscreens are employed to protect particular 

bodily ideals, aspects of embodied subjectivities and material-discursive boundaries. In fol-

lowing these various forms of protection, I ask what normative discourses, ecologies and 

bodies are, in turn, made vulnerable. The main corpus of my study comes from interview 

conversations with eight people. Their stories highlight how sunscreens mediate understand-

ings of skin, places, bodies, and social relations. I analyse sunscreen advertising from 1979 

to 2019 to investigate harmonies and conflicts between the cultural imaginaries curated by 

sunscreen companies and the stories which emerged from these interview conversations. I 

also put these materials into conversation with sunscreen discourses from the biological sci-

ences, asking how these cultural works infuse sunscreen practices and material-semiotics. 

This thesis is an exploratory journey which encounters tanning, ageing, beauty, ‘race’, 

smells, places, intimacies, sun-burns, skin cancers, bodily boundaries, ‘Endocrine Disrup-

tors’, toxic ecologies, and emplaced knowledges. It traverses disciplinary boundaries, fol-

lowing attitudes from the feminist and environmental post-humanities in bringing together 

approaches, methods and theorising from many varied fields of scholarship usually located 

in the humanities, social sciences, and ‘natural’ sciences. As such, this thesis is a wide-rang-

ing, thick description of how sunscreens are used in desires for protection and what is con-

tingently and consequently made vulnerable.  
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1. Introduction 

“I just think it’s not that deep. [You] Could do so much more […] Realistically sun-

screen is just so irrelevant when it comes to love and toxicity”1 

When was the last time you wore sunscreen? Reading this in summer might lead you to a far 

more recent memory than if you are reading this in winter, or it might not. Your response 

concerns the factors which motivate and cue your sunscreen use, and where such ideas come 

from. Following the threads which emerge from this question – to protect from skin cancers, 

sun-burns, photo-aging, and darker skin – leads to diverse, entangled and situated histories, 

intersecting sciences, cultures, politics, and technologies. It also involves issued or proposed 

bans on the use of certain sunscreens in places like Hawaii, Palau, and the Maldives and reg-

ulations which allow the use of certain sun-screening ingredients in the EU but not in the 

US. Hence, to follow the sunscreen, to ask where it goes after use is to bring in questions of 

ecologies, dense materialities, and Anthropocene heritages; what will the legacies of today’s 

sunscreen use be in decades and centuries to come, as the knotty temporalities of persistent 

sunscreen ingredients unfurl in different localities? This is the aim of this thesis: to explore 

and illuminate sunscreens as “imploded objects” (Haraway 1991a), as objects seeping with 

cultural narratives of beauty and health, intimacy and integrity, as well as environmental, 

scientific and geopolitical concerns around toxicity.  

To follow this implosion is, as Donna Haraway describes, to be “teased open to show the 

sticky economic, technical, political, organic, historical, mythic, and textual threads that 

make up its tissues” (1997, p. 68). It is a project in “thick description”, as anthropologist 

Clifford Geertz called it (2005 [1972]). Here, I will be tracing these entangled threads from 

their emergence in sunscreen stories and seeing where they lead, centring detail, richness, 

and descriptive stories. At the heart of this implosion, or exploration, is a simple question:  

What does it mean (for young people) to use sunscreen (in the UK today)? What is 

protected and what is made vulnerable through sunscreen practices, their material-

semiotics, and imaginaries?  

This is a question of global cultures and global natures2 which must thus be limited geo-

graphically to allow for a rich exploration of sunscreens in place, and so I have focused on 

the globally immersed UK of today, with reference to Sweden too. More precisely, my tar-

geted analysis takes in multiple points of encounter: I have spoken with eight young people 

about their sunscreen experiences; analysed contemporary and more historic advertising 

campaigns; and consulted scientific discourse on sunscreen function, skin health and endo-

crine activity. I have approached these different corporeal elements with a specific focus on 

what is protected and what is made vulnerable, employing the analytical concepts of care, 

toxicity, and trans-corporeality (Alaimo 2016; Alaimo 2010), drawing from feminist, queer, 

 

 
1 This quote comes from my Instagram inbox and was sent to me by my brother. Having responded to my call for interviewees 
by saying “Jesus Christ rethink this”, this quote details why he was unimpressed by my burgeoning thesis project. I hope to 
show him and other readers of this thesis that sunscreen is critically relevant for issues of toxicity, love and care, protection 
and vulnerability, in intricate and varied ways.  
2 I follow Franklin et al.'s (2000) exploration of globalising processes in Global Natures, Global Cultures here.  
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and critical literatures of environmental post-humanities. My methodological approach is un-

conventional in how it situates varied human experiences in an ecological context, and re-

situates environmental and medical concerns in cultural, ethical, and political contexts, com-

bining approaches from cultural studies, affect theory, masculinity studies, and feminist the-

orizing on embodied subjectivities with research from oncology, dermatology, endocrinol-

ogy, and ecology. This research adheres to the defining characteristics of feminist and envi-

ronmental post-humanities in how it refuses the division of labour between the natural sci-

ence’s “doing” nature, and humanities “doing” culture, in a world where ‘humans’ so clearly 

affect environments and environments affect societies (Åsberg 2021). 

Sunscreens today are complex formulas of UV-filters, emollients (moisturisers), emulsifiers, 

water and ‘sensory enhancers’ such as arcane perfumes3 (Osterwalder et al. 2014; 

Nicolopoulou-Stamati et al. 2015). Here I will ask: What do these formulas do materially? 

With skin? With sun? Within bodies? Many of the UV-filters central to sunscreens’ named 

purpose ̶ to screen sun ̶ are coming under increasing scrutiny for their potential action in hor-

mone systems and ecologies (Krause et al. 2012; Ruszkiewicz et al. 2017; Huang et al. 

2021), with many scheduled to be or already under investigation for prospective EU legisla-

tion to restrict their use. Endocrine Disruptors, as they are coined by science, are not simple 

toxic agents but challenge traditional laws of toxicology; these unruly, ‘un-natural’ hormo-

nal actants transiting through and are stored in bodies, as their poorly known effects and af-

fects unfurl over generations (Langston 2010). Given that these UV-filters are presumed to 

have a nefarious side, what may this mean for sunscreens and the ways in which people use 

them? Would drastic changes in formulation regulations affect the aesthetic experiences of 

sunscreen users and thus their sunscreen practices? What would happen if there was greater 

knowledge of the mobilities and materialities of sunscreens and their constituent parts, and 

how does this extend beyond sunscreens? This is not a simple question of ‘sunscreens: toxic 

or not? Use them or do not?’; this exploration is about contradiction and friction, about how 

protecting one thing can make something else vulnerable, and how these tensions can be 

navigated.  

Sunscreen practices in Princess Cyd: a cultural entry into the sunscreen 
imaginary through film 

Hollywood is often called the dream factory, speaking to cinema’s role in giving shape to 

globalised social-fantasy landscapes or, as I will refer to in this exploratory thesis, shared 

cultural imaginaries. Images are broadcasted through media, commercials, and films, to 

such extent that they attain and signify multiple metaphorical messages. When these images 

are easily interpreted at the collective level, these cultural imaginaries act as shared societal 

psyches which provide signposts for individual’s identity formation, as has been explored in 

decades of cultural studies, feminist theory and cinema studies (e.g. Davis, 2013; Dawson, 

1997; Jackie, 2010); as celebrated actress Laverne Cox recently put it (Drew 2022), “I be-

lieve that storytelling, actors, writers — I guess Hollywood — when we do it right, we are 

the arbiters of empathy.” Drawing on this research, Princess Cyd (Cone 2017) is a very 

vivid example of a cultural entry into the sunscreen imaginary through film, precisely 

 

 
3 The word arcane is defined as “secret or mysterious: known or understood by only a few people”, a definition perfectly 
fitting the perfumes used in sunscreen formulas. Nicolopoulou-Stamati et al. (2015) note how the exact chemical identities 
of perfumes (or parfum) used in cosmetics are kept hidden under trade secrets agreements, thus flattening a broad group of 
fragrant compounds into one opaque, mysterious, and secret ‘ingredient’ for the vast majority of people.  
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because it uses conventional sunscreen tropes to challenge and speak to norms surrounding 

(hetero-)sexuality, family, ageing and femininity.  

In Princess Cyd (2017), sunscreen and sunbathing moments are recurring scenes, guiding 

the key storylines around family, romance, sexuality, and finding meaning and pleasure in 

life. It is a film which primarily explores the relationship between 16-year-old Cyd4 and her 

estranged, acclaimed-novelist aunt, Miranda. This is the first time they have seen each other 

in some 8 years, since the funeral of Cyd’s mother/Miranda’s sister, as Cyd visits Miranda 

for the summer. The pairs’ sunscreen and sun-bathing practices are key devices to explore 

two of the central themes of the film: exploring personal joy throughout life and the specific 

relationship between Cyd and Miranda.  

Quite early in the film (24mins), a swim-suit-clad Cyd asks Miranda to apply suncream to 

her back for her. A bit taken aback; Miranda then happily agrees. This encounter of the skin, 

an act of care both intimate and familial, connects the bodies ̶ the skins ̶ of Miranda and Cyd. 

This is a re-connection, materially feeling out the contours of their bodies as they are navi-

gating the contours of their unfamiliar relationship. This image conveys a sense of kinship 

and care, even as the unfamiliarity of this configuration for both characters is deftly illus-

trated. It employs a familiar trope of parental care to begin to explore the relational dynam-

ics between Cyd and Miranda, unsure how they will relate.  

Sun-bathing is a practice which brings Miranda and Cyd closer together and facilitates con-

versations about youth and sex between the pair. At first contrasted to Miranda’s mature, 

scholarly practices, Cyd’s swimsuit-clad sunbathing acts to signify youth and vitality. Mi-

randa then shares in this atmosphere as she finds a “forgotten” swimsuit and the two ‘lay-

out’ together (Fig. 1). The scene figures as a collapsing of boundaries between the pair, as 

they both share in a moment of calm and easy pleasure. It also facilitates a first discussion of 

their sex-lives, thus connecting sun-bathing and sunscreen with the sexual and romantic. 

This is a common media and artistic trope, and yet Princess Cyd deploys this trope in a more 

unfamiliar way. Here, sunbathing is not a context for sexual attraction but a space to explore 

questions of sexuality between family members, between women  ̶for and by themselves5.  

The figuring of bodies visually affected by the sun, or sunned bodies, acts in the film as cata-

lysts for skin encounters and relating attraction. Cyd has spoken to both Miranda and, her 

long-term friend, Anthony about the potential for a romantic relationship between the pair. 

Anthony’s attraction is signified in the film by a scene in which he comments on Miranda’s 

‘catching of the sun,’ articulating the attention he pays to Miranda’s appearance and compli-

menting her pigmentation. The film flips this ‘attractive’ pigmentation on its head in a later 

scene, where Cyd returns from a day at the beach with Katie, someone she has appeared to 

be romantically interested in throughout the film. Attending to Katie’s sun-burn presents a 

skin encounter – one in which the smells and fleshiness of the body are signified through 

sweaty, sandy, sun-burned skin. This scene catalyses Cyd and Katie’s sexual relationship in 

less conventional, queerer shades of the traditional sexy-sunscreen trope. Princess Cyd thus 

acts to harness and subvert popular imaginaries of sunscreens by playing with these easily 

recognised conventions. It is a fruitful first look into what sunscreens can mean with regard 

 

 
4 Played otherwise excellently by Jessie Pinnick, Cyd’s intended age doesn’t come across too believably: this film follows 
contemporary practices of casting 20-something-year-olds (a few months shy of 23 in this case) in teenage roles. 
5 This is a film in which the classic Bechdel test ̶  whether a work features at least two women talking together about something 
other than a man ̶  fades into irrelevance from the start.  
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to intimacy and kinship, and how they can come to signify specific meanings through the 

cultural cultivation of sunscreen imaginaries.  

Some context: What are sunscreens? 

To begin to explore sunscreens it is important to ask what sunscreens actually are, and how 

they came to be. This question is in part definitional and may invoke ideas of criteria, but it 

also speaks to so much more, such as the history of sunscreens. How interviewees talked 

about sunscreens invokes a collection of imaginaries and embodied encounters which entan-

gle form with function and sensation, yet these aspects of sunscreens are contingent upon the 

practices which enact them, and their histories as consumer products. This is to say that sun-

screens become sunscreens through practices of use; practices of manufacturer and design; 

and practices of advertising and the re-production of imaginaries. These practices also enact 

sunscreens as collections of material actors participating in diverse systems across unwind-

ing temporalities, partially when situated outside of intended systems of operation: what 

happens to sunscreen after it leaves the bottle, I ask you? By asking this same question to 

others, I was able to explore imaginaries of dispersion and entanglement, questioning how 

the materialities of sunscreens can be conceived beyond their popular spatio-temporal sphere 

of action. Bringing this into conversation with scientific research explores dispersal of sun-

screen actors and elaborates their temporalities beyond the hours following application. In 

other words, how do users’ stories align with research showing sunscreens and their consti-

tutive ingredients are not only found on skins and in sunscreen bottles, but have been meas-

ured in human blood, urine, and breast-milk (Hiller et al. 2019; Schlumpf et al. 2010; 

Mínguez-Alarcón et al. 2019), as well as lakes, aquifers and oceans (Casas-Beltran et al. 

2020; Jurado et al. 2014; O’Malley et al. 2021). This blurs easy distinction between sun-

screens and the molecules which constitute them, particularly the UV-filters which enact the 

protective identity of sunscreens. Part of asking what sunscreens are is to ask: When sun-

screens unravel into these constituent parts, are they still sunscreens?  

Figure 1. Still of Miranda (left) and Cyd (right) “laying-out” in the sun together. This im-

age is the only shot from the film which is available under creative commons licensing, 

somewhat illustrating the centrality of these sunscreen-related scenes to the film. ("Prin-

cess Cyd" by Pink Cow Photography is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0.) 
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To start with rhetoric and description in the register of scientific discourse, sunscreens are a 

heterogenous group of chemical mixtures which are sold and advertised with a shared in-

tended function – to protect their user from being damaged by the sun. Today they may take 

a range of forms- creams, sprays, foams, and powders- and contain a wide variety of active 

ingredients which can be grouped as organic and inorganic UV-filters. Organic filters, such 

as Octocrylene and Homosalate, are highly conjugated organic compounds in solution, 

which absorb UV radiation across specific spectra, and thus are often used in combination 

for greater protection across the full-range of solar irradiation. Inorganic filters, such as zinc 

oxide and titanium dioxide, are more insoluble, solid particles within sunscreens which ab-

sorb solar rays through semi-conduction (Osterwalder et al. 2014), although are often mis-

takenly confused as scattering or reflecting solar energy (Ruszkiewicz et al. 2017). Inorganic 

UV filters are becoming increasingly popular in commercial sunscreens (idem.), largely due 

to the advent of nanoparticle technology which reduces some of the previous- principally 

aesthetic- drawbacks of such sunscreens. Notably, before the commercial rise of sunscreens, 

diverse societies have historically used various compounds to protect their skin from the sun 

across thousands of years, including through the use of zinc oxide pastes (Ma & Yoo 2021). 

This is a description of what sunscreens are today, but it is important to acknowledge that 

sunscreens become these things through the discursive and material practices of sunscreen 

users, scientific researchers, medical practitioners, cosmetic company employees and the 

marketing creatives which they contract: what sunscreens are and how they are identified is 

constantly negotiated and interpreted by those who enact them, particularly those who’s 

work with them exerts material-discursive power. 

 

Sunscreen histories are a critical element of these negotiations of meaning, influencing how 

sunscreens are conceived of, formulated, and practiced with today. However, the histories of 

sunscreens are very limited, with the few scholarly texts I was able to find (Ma & Yoo 2021; 

Drissi et al. 2022; Sakkaravarthi 2022; Aldahan et al. 2015; Svarc 2015) published in natural 

science journals. These articles offer very brief, chronological accounts of events which the 

authors deem important for understanding the origins of contemporary sunscreens, often in 

lists (e.g. Drissi, Carr and Housewright, 2022; Sakkaravarthi, 2022). Many historians have 

taken issue with such simple chronologies of events, as Costanza et al. write "events can be 

selectively chosen from the past to support almost any theory of historical causation" (2007, 

p. 523). As such, the events that have been selectively reported in these histories can be read 

as both a snapshot of the view of sunscreens at the time, but also as documents which reflect 

broader histories of sciences and technologies, cultures, onto-epistemologies, and colonial-

isms as they are articulated in contemporary historicizations of past events.6  

 

 
6 For a problematised outline of this history, see Appendix 1. 
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2. Methodologies and Methods 

Hmm. Maybe this interview is gonna make me scared of sunscreen. [Laughs]7 

What do sunscreens and the sun, and all the practices and relations which they act in, mean 

to people? This is to say, how are habitual practices given meaning and made meaningful 

through specific activities, relations, and historical contingency? I follow Davies (2008) and 

Brinkmann (2014) in understanding interviews as providing a specific social configuration 

to work together with others to recall practices and experiences, and to reflect upon and try 

to articulate why and how these configurements of sense and sense-making came to be. Set-

ting these interview stories in conversation with vignettes from a rich set of sunscreen imagi-

naries, circulating in visual media and culture, facilitates analyses of conflicts and harmo-

nies; by looking to advertising and film, I am able to see where lived histories come into 

contact with cultural imaginaries and how these images are absorbed and/or rejected.  

Interview Methods8 

The central corpus to my analysis is a series of semi-structured conversations conducted 

over two weeks at the end of January 2022. I spoke with eight people over the course of 

seven different meetings, one with two people together. Six of these people are from the UK 

and two are based in Sweden, one of whom is Norwegian. Each person was sent an inter-

view guide (see Appendix 3) and consent form before-hand, which they were asked to con-

sult before agreeing to participate and again in the days before the interview. This was to 

provide greater detail on the aims of the thesis and the background of why they were being 

interviewed, partly to prompt reflection on their part before we met. I met all but one person 

online, recording our conversations using ZOOM and the online transcription software Otter. 

The exception was my in-person interview with Katarina and this conversation was recorded 

by audio.  

All interview conversations were with people whom I have had some kind of prior connec-

tion. This allowed for a sense of immediate understanding with interviewees and aided hon-

est and vulnerable conversations, whilst I was conscious to ask for extra explanation of con-

textual information that was implicitly understood between interviewees and me. All inter-

views were conducted with people of a similar age to me, ranging from about 23 to 30. Par-

tially, this reflects that I reached out for interviewees through my own social networks, using 

Facebook and Instagram to seek out interviewees in the UK and Sweden. Yet, I also specifi-

cally sought to interview ‘young’ adults as this allows for some kind of generational con-

sistency between interviewees and perhaps between interviewees familial relations. I wanted 

to hear different stories and to illustrate as a rich a story as possible of recalled practices, 

which also influenced my selection of volunteers.  

 

 
7 This quote is from Siri during our interview conversation. 
8 I expand on my interview methodology and analysis in Appendix 2 
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The structure and style of interviews inevitably changed across the course of the research, as 

I learned from conducting and transcribing previous interviews and took those experiences 

with me into the next interview. All of the interviews were between 1 and 2 hours and con-

ducted over a two-week period. I transcribed interview recordings as soon as possible after 

each one, often between interviews. As the ways in which I conducted myself changed 

across different interviews, I began to see these not as separate events, but a series of inter-

related and contingent conversations. From about the third interview, I was able to follow up 

interesting points and break with any pre-sketched order of questions, which was informed 

largely by transcribing the first interview and recognising multiple semi-missed opportuni-

ties to go into greater detail about certain topics as they arose. 

The ways in which I conducted myself and prepared for interviews were inspired partly by 

ethnographic research methods, particularly as outlined by Charlotte Aull Davies in Reflex-

ive Ethnography (2008). I leant on Davies discussions of the co-production of meaning-mak-

ing, between interviewees and interviewers, where both parties are always necessarily ac-

tive. This approach has ties in feminist theory and differs from classical research methods 

which strived for a neutral form of ‘objectivity’, albeit an unattainable one Here, I was also 

massively influenced by Donna Haraway’s seminal paper Situated Knowledges (1988) and 

Haraway’s assertions that ways of knowing must always be situated, and thus partial and 

perspective. I was also taken by Svend Brinkmann’s opinion that “some of the most interest-

ing interview studies are those in which analyses of the “what” and the “how” fertilise each 

other in productive ways” (2014, p.295).  

I also incorporated ethnographic and post-phenomenological attitudes into my interview 

practice, asking interviewees to use their own sunscreens, which they had brought to the in-

terview. Everyone I interviewed used sunscreen to some extent, although in January many 

had to search for bottles unused since summer. As they applied their sunscreen, I asked them 

to describe what they were doing and feeling, as well as recalling memories and experiences 

of being in the sun and relating to sunscreen. This was a substitute for actually being ‘in the 

field’, to use an ethnographic expression; I could not engage with people actively using sun-

screens on their own accord and being in the sun, as I conducted this research in winter, 

when very few people I interviewed regularly use sunscreens. However, this configuration 

of being ‘out of time’, as it were, provoked interesting reflections and recollections by 

providing some temporal distance to certain sunscreen practices. When I reference ‘the field’ 

here, I do not reference a specific social grouping of practices or ‘culture’, as in a more clas-

sical anthropological definition (c.f. Emerson, Fretz and Shaw, 2011), but to a diverse set of 

practices which cross-cut and intersect across social configurations and groupings, to form 

their own ‘world’ of practices and material-semiotics. Even where sunscreen may not be 

used by some, this absence will likely relate to specific, and potentially alternative, sun-re-

lated practices, as well as particular narratives and ways of making sense of sun-skin interac-

tions, bodily interactions and sunscreen formulas. As such, ethnographic research ideas and 

practices have influenced how I undertook this research, but also why I selected interview-

ing as a research practice, to understand some of the socio-material practices and relations 

which re/produce particular material-semiotics and naturecultural configurations of sun-

screens.  
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Methods of Analysis 

Heuristic lenses: feminist and environmental post-humanities 

In this thesis I discuss, sunscreen- and sun-related-practices as remembered. These practices 

are predominantly recalled through a series of semi-structured conversations rather than ob-

served as practiced. The temporal and spatial distance between emplaced sunscreen use and 

the specific configurations of interviewing allowed interviewees and I to reflect on and de-

scribe the practices which were recalled in conversations. This was a strength of the method-

ology, as it facilitated deeper exploration of interviewees’ stories and the memories and af-

fect bound within them. The ambition is to provide a thick description (cf. Geertz 2005), 

seeking to bring detail and close attention to the stories and materials encountered in this 

thesis.  Through these stories I chart how practices of protection and vulnerability are en-

acted through sunscreens, the sun, and configurations of environed, socio-material bodies. I 

draw on Annemarie Mol’s formulation of the term ‘enact’ here (Mol 2002). For Mol, “In 

practice, objects are enacted” (2002, p.41), attesting to the fragile and spatially situated 

identities of objects which emerge through practices, whilst granting objects “a contested 

and accidental history” (idem., p.  43). This approach operates hand-in-hand with Mol’s on-

tological thesis of ‘the body multiple’, whereby a ‘single’ object is made multiple by its di-

verse enactments, thus steering away from fragmentary realisations of an object. This onto-

logical understanding of the object is extremely relevant for thinking with sunscreens and 

the sun, where multiplicities exist through the particular ways in which they are then enacted 

through practice. Yet these interview conversations are not just a means for conferring mul-

tiplicity but should rather be seen as an intervention to understand how sunscreens are en-

acted and the material-semiotic technologies which are wielded through and upon sunscreen 

practices.  

Another component to this heuristic analysis is naturecultural entanglements. If practices are 

how objects are enacted, naturecultures could be described as the entangled contexts of ob-

jects, and enactments. It would be easy here to talk about sunscreen ‘cultures’, but this 

would be to hide or wilfully forget the very stickiness of the stuff, the instantly recognisable 

pungencies (for some) and the ways in which sunscreens mingle and intra-act with bodily 

systems of non/human animals and ecological systems. I use intra-act here following post-

humanist Karen Barad (2003), to take seriously the manifest entanglements of objects, their 

co-enactments and conviviality. The interview conversations thus provide stories of prac-

tices, but also motivations, idea(ologie)s, norms, and discourses. Naturecultures here, as for 

Haraway, provide a new topology, “the whole sketchpad […] with which to  draw relation-

ality” (Haraway, 2003, p. 8). Thus, let us call this thesis a series of sketches, tracing mate-

rial, political, social, spatio-temporal relations of sunscreens and their co-enactors. 

If naturecultural entanglements provides the sketchpad, where do my pencils come from? I 

employ understandings of gendered, racialised, and classed bodies in socio-material relation, 

from feminist, especially Black and Brown feminist, scholarship on embodied subjectivities. 

I rely on work from thinkers, such as sociologist Avtar Brah (1996), who have demonstrated 

the slippery, historically contingent re-enactment and interpretation of ‘race’. In addition, 

Sara Ahmed in Queer Phenomenology (2006) describes how certain objects and bodies are 

brought close whilst others are kept out of reach. This is to follow the feminist post-humani-

ties (Åsberg 2021), bringing in the very materialities of bodies and their socio-material con-

figurations, asking how re-constructed, systemic ideas about ‘race’ (‘gender’ and sexuality) 

affect particular bodies in diverse ways. 
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Advertising, film, and TV 

I have consulted a series of adverts to provide insights as works of cultural fantasy produc-

tion, alongside some scenes from TV shows and films. I worked with 22 video adverts from 

the best-selling UK brands: Nivea, Boots Soltan, Garnier Ambre Solaire and Piz Buin, as 

well as some for La Roche-Posay Anthelios and one from Hawaiian Tropic. Advertising is a 

rapidly changing industry, with most advertising now online, targeted, and personalised. I 

chose to work with TV adverts as they offer the best comparison between earlier time peri-

ods (before 2000) and the most recent campaigns (2012-2020), as the format, distribution 

and target audience is relatively conserved in comparison to print adverts or more recent 

online campaigns. This was another reason I sought to interview young adults, as the adver-

tising narratives of the 90s will have likely affected how they were subjected to sunscreens 

by carers, whilst their attitudes today may be enthused with more recent messaging. The best 

source of UK television adverts should be the archive tellyAds (“Watch UK TV ads free - 

tellyAds adverts” ). However, tellyAds uses an old format of video which makes their ar-

chive unusable. Thus, I used YouTube to search for all of the UK adverts that I could find 

through two methods. I searched each of the main brands with words ‘sun’, ‘sunscreen’, 

‘ad’, ‘advert’, ‘advertisement’ and ‘UK’. I also found the official YouTube pages for each 

company, which I systematically scrolled through for all published sunscreen content. The 

result was 22 adverts from 1979 to 2019. I found many of the adverts in the tellyAds archive 

on YouTube. Whilst this is clearly a sample of the advertising which has gone on over the 

past 30 years or so, and it may be that particular adverts are immortalised on YouTube for a 

reason, I argue that these adverts offer an important snapshot of the cultural imaginaries re-

produced and circulated through advertising. 

Where YouTube posts were unclear as to the year the adverts ran, I verified the dates of ad-

verts as much as was possible: using tellyAds; searching for the campaigns by title; and even 

corroborating with the release dates of the music used. The exact years of publication of 

each advert cannot be confirmed exactly, but I assume that the estimated years of advertising 

are approximately representative of when the advert was in the public, cultural sphere.  

First, I transcribed the audio of each advert automatically using Otter.ai, correcting it manu-

ally. Using Microsoft Excel, I produced a table: noting the year, brand, audio dialogue, 

printed words, which bodies were shown and how, advert tone (using images, language, and 

sounds), narrative (what happened) and the overall message or focus of the advert, as well as 

anything additional of interest. I then identified patterns in the imagery, tone, narrative, and 

presentations of bodies, within and between brands, with time. Having analysed these ad-

verts using close-reading heuristics, I deploy them as vignettes throughout the thesis to add 

further richness to thick descriptions. As one generous reviewer, Nicole Miller, described, I 

use these adverts analogously to the way they would have been intended on television, punc-

tuating the broader analyses with vivid descriptions of images and brief narratives.  

Research from the Biological Sciences 

Scientific research and publication is itself a specific form of cultural-fantasy production 

(Haraway 1991b), which I argue exerts particular material and discursive power related to 

sunscreens (especially in its conjunction with advertising). By reaching into the world of sci-

entific research, I seek to again identify tensions and refuges between the rich stories told in 

interview conversations and the scientific discourses which penetrate societal understandings 

of sunscreens. I wanted to learn of the relations and the in-betweens of these stories, re-col-

lections, and beliefs: what semiotic technologies and devices do they use to connect and 
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make cohesive these arrays of narratives, images and memories? What are the material-se-

miotic glues and threads which hold these stories together?  

I have drawn upon a wealth of biological and medical discourses on sunscreens and UV-fil-

ters, skin-health epidemiology and physiology for this thesis. I have consulted over 90 publi-

cations of primary research and review articles from journals such as Toxicology Reports, 

Reviews in Endocrine and Metabolic Disorders, British Journal of Dermatology and the Eu-

ropean Journal of Cancer ̶ a sub-set of which is referred to throughout this thesis. These arti-

cles have informed some of the questions which I have posed in conversations and allowed 

me to challenge some of the beliefs I held about sunscreens and their actions. I have engaged 

with and reviewed some of this discourse throughout the thesis in order to contextualise and 

enrich some of the analysis and discussion, as well as explore how knowledges compare 

across different fields. Again, these will mostly take the form of vignettes which support, 

problematise and enrich the analyses from interview conversation material, although this 

analysis is also foregrounded at relevant points, such as when exploring human and ecologi-

cal health, skin-cancers and sun-burning.  

Bringing these interview conversations together with advertisements and film, as well as the 

scientific literature regarding sunscreens, required some kind of fair playing-field, where text 

could be analysed and compared across diverse sources as well as within them. The recollec-

tions of everyday practices and descriptions of perspectives in interview conversations; the 

peer-reviewed and cited cultural texts of scientific research, seeking to make and break 

knowledge; and the carefully curated dreamscapes of advertisements and film, reaching for 

desires and anchoring popular knowledges: each set of sources contains a distinct collection 

of texts with consistent logics and aims. I was initially inspired in this process by Donna 

Haraway’s re-employment of A. J. Greimas’ semiotic square (1992) but moved away from 

this tool during analysis as it proved too clunky and rigid for the exploratory nature of this 

thesis and the networked, interweaving themes9 which ultimately emerged.  

The briefest outline of this thesis 

I begin Chapter 3 by introducing the concept of enskinments to articulate how skins become 

lively, imperfect, affective, and material records of lived temporalities, focusing on tanned 

skins. I then delve into the entangling role of sunscreens in ageing, exploring how interview-

ees and advertisements employ ideals of youthful beauty in relation to sunscreens. I end by 

focusing on skin marked by ‘race’, exploring how such racialised understandings of skin and 

racialised beauty ideals differentially affect the sunscreen practices and imaginaries of those 

who are not defaulty racialised as ‘white’. Chapter 4 is about contemporary sunscreen en-

counters and how they are registered affectively. I start with how sunscreen smells are meet-

ings between pungent materialities and smelling noses, creating olfactory events which give 

recurrent meaning to sunscreen practices. I then figure these aesthetic, sensory experiences 

in sunscreen places, exploring how specific places become sunscreen places through cultural 

imaginaries and use-practices. In Chapter 5 I focus on how sunscreens figure in ‘health’ dis-

courses. I duck and dive between analysis of biological literature and interview material to 

put these related stories into conversation. Having looked at sunburns, I then explore how 

sunscreens fit into ideas of health, specifically in relation to skin cancers. In Chapter 6, 

 

 
9 These themes built outwards from protection, taking in skin, care, beauty, exposure, place, ‘holidays’, occasions, weather, 
intimacy, boundaries, norms and sun, to name a few. Due to the networked form of this theme exploration, identifying what 
is a theme and what is a sub-theme is open to interpretation. 
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Boundaries, I turn more attention to the active ingredients of sunscreens and how they inter-

act with bodies and environments. I begin Chapter 6 exploring the ways in which sun-

screens- materially and semiotically- act to protect and to make vulnerable the boundary be-

tween inner and outer bodies. This exploration also takes in where sunscreens go after they 

leave their bottles and how little this enters sunscreen imaginaries. 
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3. Enskinments 

we call for a skin-tight politics, a politics that takes as its orientation not the body as 

such, but the fleshy interface between bodies and worlds.10 

Figuring the Skin 

Throughout my interviews, the skin was differentially employed by interviewees as signifier, 

as story, as boundary and as feeling entity. At times it took on a life of its own, as I dis-

cussed with those I spoke with how skin changes in the sun, acting in relation to solar energy 

to ‘tan’, ‘burn’, ‘peel’ and ‘react’. The ways in which skin was figured and located in our 

conversations, how it was given meaning and made meaning with other relata, and how its 

materiality and agency shifted, were dynamic and ever-changing. Yet there were identifiable 

registers among this material semiotic landscape. Aligning with contemporary scholarship 

inspired by phenomenology and affect theory, particularly the work of Sara Ahmed (Ahmed 

2006; Ahmed & Stacey 2001), Luna Dolezal (Dolezal 2015), Gail Weiss (2015),  and Frantz 

Fanon (Fanon 1986), I will describe at various points in this thesis how those I spoke with 

perceive skin; following Emma Bond’s articulation of how skin becomes stories and memo-

ries (2018). I introduce the concept of enskinment; inspired by formulations of embodiment, 

enskinments are processes of skin becomings, whereby matter and affective (social, politi-

cal, naturecultural) meaning are absorbed and surfaced by skins through skin-encounters and 

practices, enacting skins as perceiving and perceivable objects to be made sense of.  I mobi-

lise my conception of enskinments throughout this thesis to describe how broader material-

discursive elements and narratives become materialised and signified through skins in rela-

tion to sunscreen. In this chapter, I focus on how normative ideals, memories and meaning 

become embodied and enskinned through sun-screen practices and imaginaries, across sea-

sonal and lived temporalities.  

Informants articulate skin across shifting semiotic registers. If I take sun-‘burning’ as a 

quick example, there are times when ‘burns’ are seen and made sense of, where skin is 

viewed as material-semiotic record. Here ̶ like with wrinkles, spots, tattoos, and scars ̶ skins 

act as material archives of lived biographies, although, as Bond describes (2018), these are 

dynamic, fallible records where skin holds the capacity to heal and regenerate, also figuring 

futurities in layered temporalities of pasts folded into the present. When discussing seeing 

intensely pink bodies or, as Tim11 describes, someone who is “catastrophically sunburnt”, he 

reflects that “there's always a sort of interesting, yeah like obviously, there might be story 

 

 
10 This quote is from the first page of Sara Ahmed and Jackie Stacey’s Thinking Through the Skin (2001). 
11 In my last interview I spoke with Tim and Ani. Tim describes himself as quite a rational person and sees his sunscreen 
practices fitting with this sensibility and diligence. Tim enjoys “the ritual of” using sunscreen in early summer and likes the 
feeling of protecting himself against things. Tim prefers clear, oil-based sunscreens due to their affordances with hairy bodies 
and bearded faces, although prefers the smell of more traditional sun-‘creams’ due to their smells and the associations he has 
with them. 
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behind that”. But skin is also felt, it is sensed and sensational. To stay with ‘burning’, 

Frank12, another of the interviewees, described being caught on a sunny boat as follows:  

the sun was hurting our skin. It wasn't just that you feel like you're burning, it was like, 

'that's painful. It's painful to be in the sun right now.' 

The skin that Frank describes here is different from Tim, in that Frank cannot share this spe-

cific, embodied- or enskinned- feeling with others: the sensations of Frank’s skin are, ‘nerv-

ously-speaking’13, his own. Contrastingly, the burning Tim describes is available to be 

viewed by all, it is a visual record open to interpretation, conjuring wild stories as those in 

local proximity imagine what exactly this skin-body remembers. Skin is not only perceived, 

or seen, but is also perceiving- it feels. 

‘Tanned’ Skin Stories 

When skins meet the sun, they subtly change in tone, becoming over time what is referred to 

as ‘tanned’. ‘Tanning’ may be understood as the physiological processes of skin, acting to 

protect against UV exposure through short-term increases in melanin concentrations, 

(Maipas & Nicolopoulou-Stamati 2015), conjuring skin-tones which predominantly fit skin 

racialised as ‘white’ (Cocks 2015). Alternatively, tanning can refer to specific sun-practices 

in pursuit of this effect, reaching for an idealised, aesthetic image of looking ‘brown’. It can 

even invoke make-up or tanning products, used for a “sun-kissed look” without encountering 

the sun. Whether tanning was favourable with those I interviewed often depended upon the 

semiotic ties that they implied between sunbathing and tanning. Those who saw tanning as 

an active aesthetic pursuit were far less interested in being ‘tanned’, whereas those who saw 

tanning as a more passive by-product of their sunny enjoyment expressed tanning and being 

tanned as positives. A common theme when discussing seeing ‘tanned’ people in my inter-

views was that these skins told stories, showing the enskinned affects of their sun encoun-

ters, open for the interpretations and wonderings of perceiving others.  

Skin-body imaginaries, through the naturecultural spheres of advertising, as well as fashion, 

television, and film, have posited ‘tanned’ skin and the people enskinned by it as variably 

beautiful, sexy, and ultimately desirable. Different sunscreen companies use specific mes-

saging, through tone, narrative and text, to attach a particular commodified branding to 

themselves and their products, as discussed by Rose (2016), with the specific ways tanned 

bodies are figured changing between brands and over time. Yet all of the adverts from Piz 

Buin, Ambre Solaire and, before their most recent 2019 campaign, Nivea, use images of 

tanned, toned, semi-nude ‘white’ bodies to emphasise the role of sunscreen in being tanned 

and attractive. Piz Buin, as commented on by Frank (“It looks a bit more high market and 

this is just from a branding perspective […]I'd prefer this [holds up Piz Buin] because it 

seems more adult”) has curated an image of being for the grown and sexy, with children 

never featuring in their adverts regardless of the publication years. From 1990 to 2015, Piz 

Buin adverts (Piz Buin n.d.; Piz Buin 2015; Piz Buin 2005; Piz Buin 2002; Piz Buin 1990) 

always featured at least one very tanned, slender woman in a small white bikini, either at the 

 

 
12 Frank was my second interviewee and identifies as quite a cautious person, figuring sunscreen in precautionary practices. 
He prefers to use brands which feel “more adult,” such as ‘Piz Buin’, than sunscreens like Nivea which he associates with 
childhood. Frank likes sun-creams because you can feel them and feel their coverage, in contrast to thin sprays which make 
him feel as though he is missing spots.  
13 See Annemarie Mol’s Eating in Theory for discussion about differentiation of the body and how phenomenology has 
traditionally thought with the nervous body, rather than the digesting body, metabolic body or I would add the micro-symbi-
otic body (Mol 2021). 
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beach or by the sea and surrounded by white walls. To take their very brief (15 seconds) 

‘Terazza’ advert from 2005 as an example14, a tanned woman in a bright white bikini, decap-

itated by a camera angle which centres her legs and bum, places a sunscreen bottle on a 

waist-high wall’s ledge. She walks along the wall, and we see this walk in slow-motion from 

the waist down. The camera rises and we see her face for the first time as she stares out to 

the ocean and a man’s voice says, “New Piz Buin one day long. Hours of gorgeous protec-

tion”. There is a strong emphasis here on the word ‘gorgeous’ as a rear-view of the model’s 

body fades in the background of the sunscreen bottle; there is a very direct coupling of the 

advert between their sunscreen and the ‘gorgeous’ness of the model implied to be using it, 

emphasised through slow-motion, close-up imagery.  

These particular, slow-motion images of decapitated models in white bikinis are consistent 

across the five Piz Buin adverts, across 25 years, that I analysed, but they also emerge in 

slightly different configurations in (almost) all Nivea (Nivea Sun 2013, 2015, 2018; Nivea 

Sun & Leveritt 2015;) and all Ambre Solaire adverts (Garnier 1979, 1987, 2001, 2009, 

2014) s. Whilst both of these two brands also include children and may variably have fo-

cused on protection, care, beauty and relaxation, the figure of the beautiful woman in a white 

bikini remains incredibly conserved across these three brands and three decades. Even in 

Nivea’s 2015 ‘Take Care Out There’ Campaign (Nivea Sun & Leveritt 2015), which fea-

tured over 30 ‘real’ people instead of a select few models, we see two separate, lingering 

shots of the same two smiling young women in white bikinis. These shots are almost identi-

cal, and this is the only occasion in the advert that the same image is repeated. Yet, here, the 

figure of the white bikini must be repeated, to conserve the values which are semiotically 

bound by such an image. The ubiquitous white bikini emphasises the tanned-ness of skin by 

chromatic contrast, allowing even a lighter tan in more recent Nivea adverts (Nivea Sun 

2013, 2015) to be read as ‘tanned’. This tanned skin is then allied to different registers of 

beauty through the toned, smiling, or pouting models who are wearing them, often in rela-

tion to the gaze of a backgrounded man. The white bikini also plays into classical advertis-

ing images of beauty and (pure, ‘white’) femininity. As McClintock (1995) and Berthold 

(2010) have so well documented, the use of impossibly bright white clothing has persisted 

for hundreds of years since the proliferation of commodity advertising and the birth of do-

mestic hygiene practices as signifier of beauty, femininity and (racial) purity.  Thus, the im-

ages of tanned, toned, ‘gorgeous’ (white) models in white bikinis, which have continually 

been employed throughout decades of sunscreen advertising, re-produce imaginaries of 

tanned (‘white’) bodies as beautiful, desirable bodies.  

Several of the interviewees testified to feeling more attractive and confident when ‘tanned’: 

diffracted15 through this slightly browner skin are exoticized beauty ideals, seasonal confi-

dence and skin-memories, folding desirability into ‘tanned’ skins. Amongst descriptions of 

‘being tanned’ were many allusions to beauty, skin health, solar energy and vitamin-D, as 

 

 
14 (Piz Buin 2005). Here I could have taken any of the Piz Buin adverts I analysed and the images described would have been 
almost identical. 
15 I use the concept of diffraction ̶ proposed by Haraway and developed by Barad  ̶ sparingly in this thesis as an analytical and 
descriptive tool.  Where ‘reflected’ here would imply the reproduction of an image, diffraction describes how “the effects of 
differences appear” (Donna Haraway, 1992, p. 300). Tanned skins do not merely reflect beauty ideals, seasonal confidence 
and skin-memories here, but they act as mapping projects for the different social-material relations which have consequently 
‘tanned’ skins.  
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summery sociality and memories are enskinned. Those I spoke with struggled to disentwine 

why being tanned made them feel good about themselves, as exemplified by Katarina16:  

I think I look better. Just in general [she laughs]. Yeah. More confident, maybe? […] 

I'm tan during the summer and I also think the summer affects how I interact with 

other people, because I'm outside more. It's lighter. I do more. So, it's the whole- and 

people in general are outside. And so […] it's hard to...separate. 

Katarina alludes here to widespread beauty ideals for ‘white’ bodies, as alignments with cel-

ebrated images of tanned bodies imbue feelings of attractiveness and beauty. Yet, it is not so 

easy to draw straight lines from conforming to beauty ideals and the increased confidence 

stated by many I spoke to. There are physiological processes and social configurations at 

play here between skins (c.f. Ahmed and Stacey, 2001), the seasonal context of the sun and 

how it brings different bodies together. Increased sun-exposure and contingent vitamin-D 

rises may contribute to increased wellbeing and thus confidence (Holick 2001). Interviewees 

also discussed how summer brings enjoyment, whether through relaxing outside late with 

friends, holidaying in exciting or restful places or other summer-concentrated events like 

weddings and festivals. Hence, there are material-social configurations concentrated in sum-

mer months which also enact wellbeing and confidence. ‘Tanned’ skins themselves become 

material-semiotic signifiers of ‘good times’ and seasonal temporalities imbued with connota-

tions of wellbeing, confidence and desirability.  

These ‘good times’ and experiences in the sun become cumulatively enskinned as (semi-

transiently) ‘tanned’ skins, whereby a quick glance down at one’s arms or a passing reflec-

tion in a mirror may diffract a positivity that originates in enjoyment of summery activities. 

This could be a reminder of time off and relaxation, such as for the interviewee Darwin17: 

if someone's tanned, it’d probably just be a similar thought to when I see myself sun-

kissed. It'd probably bring back things, like 'Oh, they've had a nice time relaxing.' 

Yeah, cos if they've tanned, they've obviously done something that they've wanted to 

do. And that.. whether that is the purpose of relaxing, or the purpose of trying to get 

themself that look. 

For Darwin there is little association with ‘tanned’ skin and beauty, a sentiment that Tim 

also shared. Implicated within these ideas may be masculinities which denounce aspirations 

to beauty, whereby instead images of sportiness, ruggedness or activeness are alluded to, 

distancing from any vanity which could automatically be gendered as feminine. Yet regard-

less of where one stands on beauty and tanning, for Darwin ‘tanned’ skin tells stories of en-

joyment and agency because it records enjoyable times and activities which you have chosen 

to partake in. Meanwhile, Tim links tanning and enjoyment with cycling and being outdoors, 

activities which then become enskinned through sun-skin-encounters. But Tim also alludes 

to the enskinment of time spent indoors as a lack of tan:  

 

 
16 Katarina was the only person I spoke with in person; we spoke over her dining table in Sweden. When asked about how 
her sunscreen practices align with her personality, she recalls having a hard time passing the marshmallow test as a child to 
illustrate how she can be a bit impulsive, preferring to eat a marshmallow immediately at the expense of more later. She uses 
sunscreens without fragrances for her face as she is sensitive to reacting against ‘skin-care’ products including high SPF 
sunscreens, for this reason also preferring products that are quite ‘make-upy’ and will do the job of multiple cosmetics. She 
uses different products for the rest of her body, ones which she likes to smell a bit ‘sunscreeny’.  
17 I met Darwin in my penultimate interview conversation. He describes himself as a logical person who doesn’t care too 
much about what he looks like. He prefers misty aerosol-based sunscreens, as they are most convenient for games of golf and 
quick protective coverage. Darwin referred to himself as ‘sun-kissed’ rather than tanned, as he did not think his skin became 
brown enough to call it tanned. 
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if I was, for some reason, to spend so much time indoors that I was a very pale skin 

colour compared to certain people who were more tanned, I would maybe get slightly, 

slightly self-conscious of that 

Tim associates the time spent indoors with some form of pressure to be there, whether that 

be for a job or education or some other external reason. In these cases, both agency and per-

ceived spatialities are enskinned through ‘tanning’ or it’s absence; the tones of summer skin 

may indicate to others where you’ve been spending your time, which in turn is interpreted as 

relative agential ̶  and economic ̶  freedom regarding your time and place. ‘Tanned’ skin, 

thus, acts as affective record of sunny being, folding summery temporalities into skins as 

semi-transient matterings of memories. 

‘Tanned’ skins also illicit feelings of ‘healthiness’ alongside beauty, figuring this aesthetic 

change in a more medical register. Again, there are slippages and entanglements with feel-

ings of attractiveness and wellbeing, but in a contemporary context it seems strikingly para-

doxical that aesthetic changes enskinned by sun-exposures can register as feeling ‘healthy’ 

amidst discourses of skin-cancers and damage. Frank and Siri18 separately testified to this 

contradiction and entanglement when I asked both what appeals to them about being tanned:  

Frank: I think it's probably more to be attractive to others and also just to.. It's always 

looked at as the healthy glow, isn't it? Like, 'oh you look very sun-kissed and healthy.’ 

[…]It's like, 'oh, you're obviously looking after yourself. You have a sun-tan'. Which 

makes no sense because, if anything, you're causing more harm to yourself. I don't 

know, well because obviously you can cause harm through cancer and other skin [dis-

eases]   

Siri: definitely being tan, you feel like you look maybe healthier and prettier. Like 

there's something associated with being.. being pale, where you feel like… yeah. And 

I'm wondering if it is because […] maybe it shows that you're not out a lot or some-

thing and you're not outside and being active. […] It feels like it [tanned skin] looks 

nicer, maybe. It looks healthier. 

Frank and Siri independently illustrate how skins and enskinned practices are interpreted by 

others and selves, interpretations articulated through material-semiotic registers one may not 

be able to easily explain. For them, being tanned is connected with ideas of “taking care of 

yourself” and attending to your physical wellbeing. This ‘healthy’ glow materially and semi-

otically emerges in contrast to ideas of sickly-pale skin, which carry negative connotations 

for attractiveness, health, and self care. This builds on Tim and Darwin’s perceptions of 

‘tanned’ skin and what it can enskin, which indirectly relates to class and labour hierarchies 

(tanned skin being related to leisure time, freedom etc), including those which posit ‘produc-

tive’ bodies above ones dis-abled from engaging in traditional labours of production. 

These material-semiotic articulations are situated in contemporary Western societies, where 

not being tanned in summer is connected to being indoors a lot and interpretable as not being 

able to do things you enjoy, such as ‘catching some sun’ abroad. Both of these instances 

may imply working long, unfavourable hours, or a lack of mobility, figuring un-tanned bod-

ies as negative signifiers within classed, able-bodied hierarchies of domination. In contrast 
 

 
18 Siri grew up in Norway but now lives in Sweden. Siri only uses one particular sunscreen- Anthelios by ‘La Roche-Posay’ 
as she gets sun-eczema; her skin reacts to both sun-exposure and most (perfumed) sunscreens, leaving her with rashes 
which were incredibly painful at times as a child. Today she still experiences sun-rashes, but to a lesser concern now that 
she understands their causes. She is careful to almost never leave skin exposed in sun without protection from clothing or 
sunscreen and uses a fireweed plant-extract to soothe any rashes which do emerge. When asked about how sunscreens align 
with her identities, she mentioned 'Føre-var-prinsipp', as it is in Norwegian, or the precautionary principle, stating it’s better 
to protect skin now than risk skin-cancer later.  
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to this, Ani19 reflected on the entanglements between racialisation, skin colour and class in 

colonial histories, illuminating how imaginaries of ‘tanned’ skin as ‘healthy’ skin are firmly 

situated in contemporary Western spatio-temporalities:  

Ani:  historically, of course, the fairer skinned you were, the more privileged you 

were. Or the association of fair skin and those of privilege, from colonisation to post-

colonisation where still the kind of ruling classes of particular ex-colonies are fair-

skinned people. And that isn't by coincidence. And even actually, generally, if you're 

wealthier, you work indoors, and so you have less sun exposure. If you're poorer, 

you're outside, you're doing manual labour, you're going to be darker. 

Contrasting Tim and Darwin’s earlier interpretations of tanning and their contingent sites of 

labour with Ani’s story, it is possible to catch whispers of social-class histories, and how sig-

nifying wealth may figure in readings and understandings of ‘tanned’ skin in different con-

texts. Ani’s description connects to classed and racialised ideals of beauty in Victorian Brit-

ain, as written about by Ann McClintock (1995). McClintock describes how soap compa-

nies, such as Pears, made products to “ensure the fashionable alabaster purity of their com-

plexions” (p. 212), for elites saw the sun-stained skins of outdoor workers as the “visual 

stigma” for both a class that had to work outdoors and far-off ‘races’ “marked by God’s dis-

favour” (idem.). This history connects closely with Ani’s description, where more tanned 

skin in formerly colonised lands may signify lower socio-economic standing, as it indicates 

a lack of access to better-paid indoor jobs. Conversely, more tanned skin in the UK today is 

likely to be read as a sign of health and mobility, wealth, and travel.  

These diverging perceptions of tanned skin have their own histories; in the early 20th cen-

tury, popular and medical imaginaries of tanned skin underwent a dramatic shift in Western 

spheres, departing considerably from earlier attitudes in these parts of the world and persist-

ing perspectives in Other parts. Here, as in much of this thesis, these changing ideas hinged 

on entangled understandings of health and of ‘race’, as Bax and James (2020) and Catherine 

Cocks (2015) have respectively elaborated. These texts historicise some of the factors which 

contributed to the changing Western norms relating to the sun and sunned skin; there was 

quite a dramatic shift from centuries of protecting pale ‘white’ complexions (c.f. Drissi, Carr 

and Housewright, 2022) to actively pursuing the darkening of one’s skin. In Children of 

Light (2015), Catherine Cocks discusses how changing understandings of the inheritance of 

‘race’ allowed new relationships with the sun to emerge, as the uncomfortable visards of the 

1700s ( Drissi, Carr and Housewright, 2022) were well and truly put to rest. With the prolif-

eration of evolutionary theory, towards the end of the 19th century ‘race’ became something 

that one was, an inherent and defining characteristic of bodies that was immutable regardless 

of one’s environment (Cocks 2015). This contrasted with previous understandings of envi-

ronmentally determined ‘race’, whereby environmental conditions, such as sun, heat and air, 

were believed to make race. This had applied to re-making race too, as Cocks quotes a 

source commenting on the supposed racial degeneration of European colonisers in Latin 

America: “[T]here can be no doubt that the Creole whites, as a class, showed increasing 

signs of degeneracy. Climate was a prime cause in the hotter regions” (idem. p. 125). In this 

context, the sun was the enemy: The sun had the power to not just make White elites look 

like ‘races’ they inferiorised, but to become them. And these arguments extended into health 

domains too, as physicians strongly problematised the exposure of white skin to the sun, 

 

 
19 I interviewed Ani with Tim in my last interview. Ani has started using sunscreen in the last few years after seeing a 
campaign video targeting increased sunscreen use among Black British communities. She situates her sunscreen practices 
within her “hybridity of identities” and a desire to engage in norm-critical practice. Ani entertainingly told the story of the 
first sunscreen her family bought, which was for their cat a few years ago, on advice from their vet.  
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recommending opaque clothing and wide-brimmed, thick hats, especially when in the tropics 

(idem.). During this epistemic paradigm, health was popularly perceived, like ‘race’, as envi-

ronmentally determined in much of the Western world, and thus protecting white bodies 

against the sun was seen as both a health and ‘race’ issue.  

As beliefs around ‘race’ shifted and ‘race’ became more essentialised, this allowed ‘white’ 

people to engage in tanning behaviours without risking their racial degeneration, yet what 

about their health? As Bax and James document in the similarly named Children of the sun 

(2020), Niels Finsen was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 190320 for 

his development of light-therapy techniques to treat the skin conditions associated with tu-

berculosis (TB). TB was responsible for killing one in seven people in Europe and the US in 

the latter decades of the 19th century (idem.), and this treatment was celebrated as an effec-

tive intervention. Finsen’s findings were central in the proliferation of a new medical prac-

tice, the sun-bath. Now that white bodies were no longer seen as of at risk of racial degener-

ation, previously popular air-baths could be coupled with the newly-believed healing poten-

tial of the sun. Sanatoriums began to emerge, spaces, often in ‘nature’ and at high altitude, 

for children and adults with TB to go to recover. These sanatoriums recommended strict di-

ets and exercise regimens along with scheduled sun-baths which increased daily in duration 

as their young bodies ‘adapted’ to the exposures. As they became more popular, ‘preventato-

riums’ began to emerge too, offering strengthening summer-camps to children at risk of TB.  

Bax and James (2020) describe how the healing powers of the sun gained further credence 

when a number of studies showed the therapeutic and preventative effects of solar exposure 

against rickets, a disease caused by vitamin D deficiency. Rickets was a prevalent health is-

sue for children in the early 20th century; one 1920s US study showed that 95% of 400 sam-

pled babies developed rickets by eight months of age. Governmental institutions began to is-

sue advice to bathe children and infants in the sun, as the belief in its healing powers devel-

oped. In one widely distributed US pamphlet titled “Sunlight for Babies”, mothers were in-

structed how best to bathe their new-borns. As Bax and James recount (2020, p. 4):  

a summer baby would start with a 10- minute sunbath, 5 minutes front and 5 minutes 

back. This would be increased gradually by 3-5 minutes daily (1 minute in very hot 

weather) to 45 minutes daily, or even to 1 or 2 hours for babies of 4 months and older. 

Today, this advice is incredulous; parents are strongly advised against the damaging ef-

fects of the sun and urged to protect their young. Yet, it was not only these health benefits 

(and Coco Chanel (Svarc 2015)) which popularised sun-bathing and tanning. As Cocks 

points out (2015), part of the inferiorisation of Othered ‘races’ was to perceive and dis-

cursively construct them as less civilised: as more sexual and sensual, as well as youthful. 

Tanning offered, as Cocks describes (2015, p. 124), a “kind of “brown- face,” a playful 

experiment in becoming nonwhite”, where ‘white’ people could taste the attributes of dif-

ference which had been so persistently re-constructed, without risking the loss of their 

whiteness within this new paradigm of inherited ‘race’. In this context Cocks writes 

(idem.), tanning was part of a broader movement in the Western world through which 

‘white’ peoples sought renewed intimacy with nature, both human and nonhuman, in re-

jection of the urban-industrial civilisation that they blamed for their unhappiness. These 

pursuits have lasting legacies, not just in terms of the conflicts bound in the idea of a 

‘healthy tan’, but also in how tanning participates in “desires for the “primitive” or fanta-

sies about the Other, as bell hooks has written so evocatively about (hooks, 2014). 

 

 
20 Perhaps interestingly, to date Finsen is the only dermatologist to have been awarded this prize (Bax and James, 2020). 
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Reflecting this history, contemporary UK-based ideas of beautiful, ‘naturally’ tanned skins 

are saturated with entanglements of racialisations and Whiteness and the material-discursive 

technologies which continually re-produce them. Two particular strands of entanglement are 

striking to me here, as ‘tanned’ skin is made doubly ‘white’. The first is that the idea that 

getting slightly, but notably, darker in skin tone is attractive and desirable, which goes in di-

rect opposition to the racialised beauty ideals which have posited fairer skin as more desira-

ble across different (melano-)ethnic heritages and specific racialisations21. Ani and Bea22 

spoke in their own words of the prevalence of these material-discursive powers which situ-

ated fairness as beautiful from very young ages within their differently racialised families 

and communities, as avoiding getting darker was a specific and significant motivation for 

sun-protective behaviours. The other striking thing here is that imaginaries of ‘tanned’ skin 

conjure very specific tones of skins, tones which are always and already evocative of White-

ness. Darwin preferred to call himself ‘sun-kissed’ when sun-skin-encounters have become 

visibly enskinned, as he doesn’t recognise the specific tonal imaginaries of ‘tanned skin’ on 

himself and he doesn’t participate in ‘tanning’ practices. These specific tonal imaginaries 

are, again, partially constructed by adverts which (bar La Roche-Posay’s 2019 exception) 

only show ‘white’ bodies, usually tanning in signifying white bikinis. Ani spoke of how the 

associated aesthetic pursuit and social practices “definitely” make being tanned a particular 

colour and how she “still associated tanning with  Whiteness, but definitely I get darker”. 

This is an association which circles back to practices, as fairer skin is traditionally and con-

temporarily posited as more desirable across racialised communities and distances people in 

darker skin from ‘tanning’ behaviours from an early age. There is thus a double-alienation 

from ‘tanning’ for people with darker skins: a distancing from ‘tanning’ practices as fairness 

has been historically protected and a distancing from ‘tanned’ skin as tonal imaginary which 

is always and already distanced from darker skin.  

And yet, through aspirations and practices of darkening skin, there is also an alignment and 

appropriation of skin-colours not racialised as ‘white’; as in the early 20th century, there is a 

positing of darker-than-white skins as attractive and desirable, but within bounds which 

never truly open for people racialised as ‘non-white’. For a quick example, google-image 

search ‘tanned skin’ and you will see hundreds of photos of ‘golden’ (feminine) skin, a par-

ticular bronzing which is conjured by imaginaries of ‘tanning’. Interweaved within these 

photos are examples of ‘white’ people using hair-dye and cosmetics to ‘darken’ their fea-

tures, in intentional and temporary distancing from Whiteness, a practice popularly known 

as ‘Black-fishing’. Also critically described as ‘racial cosplay’, Blackfishing is, as Stevens 

writes (2021), a means for mining cultural and financial capital in a digitised, globalised 

world. Ruth23 brought this up when reflecting on the complexity of tanning and racialisation:  

Ruth: I think that's always really interesting when you look at celebrities who have 

excessively tanned and then taken on kind of the culture of people with darker skin. 

[…] I think it's weird, the kind of dichotomy between like, society driving you to be 

 

 
21 I explore this in depth later, under the sub-heading ‘Skin marked by ‘race’’  
22 Bea was the third person I spoke to in interview conversations. Sunscreen practices are part of Bea’s daily routine, regard-
less of the season or weather, and have been since her mid-teens. She uses a few trusted, non-perfumed sunscreens for her 
face, favouring one she buys from a European-based website for Korean skin-care products. On the rest of her body, she 
prefers dry-mist sprays which feel light and don’t remind her of thick, cakey sunscreen that she was slathered with as a child. 
She figures her sunscreen practices and reflections alongside being “an anxious type,” but also centres issues regarding ‘race’ 
as important to her identity, relating to her own mixed ethnic heritages: Her maternal family are originally from India, whereas 
her paternal family are “white”.  
23 Ruth was the first person I spoke to. Ruth strongly prefers to use sun-creams, liking the smell and feel of them, and hates 
oil-based formulas which feel sticky. Ruth was far less picky about brands, saying that if she sees Nivea she’ll buy it, but 
would use any brand that smelled like sun-cream. She identified as someone who takes on a lot of caring responsibilities, and 
related this to her sunscreen practices, especially with others.  
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more tanned, but also, there's huge prejudice and discrimination against people with 

darker skin.. 

The idea that ‘darkening’ your skin, through whichever technologies are available to you, 

may then facilitate some sense of ‘taking on the culture’ of Black communities invokes ideas 

of staking cultural authenticity and its slipperiness. It says that to behave a certain way you 

must look a certain way, but to some extent this can be- controversially and refutably- navi-

gated by changing your appearance. Yet in playing with Blackness, whiteness is never re-

voked, as Shirley Anne Tate (2021, p. 211) describes, quoting one criticized Instagram ‘in-

fluencer’, Emma Hallberg: “I do not see myself as anything else than white. I get a deep tan 

naturally from the sun.” Both Tate and Stevens (also engaging Hallberg and other Insta-

grammers’ content) problematise such practices from a political standpoint, rightfully situat-

ing ‘beauty’ as a political issue. In the case of blackfishing, it is not only the playing at 

Blackness for personal gain which is the issue, but that these performances have material 

and cultural influence on the beauty norms for Black women. As Stevens concludes: 

Blackfishing Instagram models are not only appropriating Black cultural aesthetics in 

their personal brand but are subsequently drawing up boundaries around which expres-

sions and representations of Blackness are desirable. The light-skinned, loosely tex-

tured hair and plump lips featured in their content are indicative of normative White 

beauty standards as a measure to which the Black feminine body should aspire 

And tanning, either ‘naturally’ or with ‘fake’ tan products, is a critical component in attain-

ing this “light-skin” ̶ that is, light-skin relative to the Blackness which they are ambiguously 

imitating. This further illustrates some of the murkiness and complexity surrounding imagi-

naries of ‘tanned’ skin and how Whiteness and practices of racialisation interweave within 

these ideas of desirable, temporarily (and not-too) melanated skins. 

Also implicated in artificial or ‘fake’ tanning ̶ tans from a ‘bottle or bed’̶ are entanglements 

of class and ideas of ‘natural’ beauty . Despite the paradox of images of ‘healthiness’ of 

tanned skins, the enskinned activities and summery exposures ally some sense of wellbeing 

which is absent in artificial tans24. Where readable as ‘fake’, artificial tans instead enskin 

specific aspirations to beauty and desirability which, in the UK at least, often invoke specific 

(lower) social class and cultural connotations (Francombe-Webb & Silk 2016), imaginaries 

supported by images from many reality-TV shows and other media imaginaries (Wood 

2017). These media fantasies expose particular, geo-culturally situated ideas of beauty which 

those who spoke with me did not really share:  

Siri: Yeah, you look like you've been outside and that you're healthy [when tanned]. 

But on the other hand, if I see people who obviously have gone to the solarium or are 

super tanned, in a way that looks unnatural, for me that's ugly. […] There's a certain 

level of tannedness that… that one likes 

Ruth: I remember people in school calling the girls with orange fake-tan legs, like, 

wotsits [cheese puff snack] […] obviously, not very nice.  

Siri and Ruth demonstrate how ideals of beauty ̶  and how these become enskinned ̶  may be 

very specifically situated within communities; what is desired and desirable for one person 

may be seen as undesirable or ridiculed by others. The ‘natural’ is also entangled throughout 

this discourse, as Siri points out when stating if someone is tanned “in a way that looks 

 

 
24 As Katarina states about being tanned: “it's associated with the summer. I've never been tan, like, I'm not sure if I would 
feel healthy and fresh if I went to like a tanning place or maybe if I use like a spray- I haven't tried. But I think it's also 
associated with summer and feeling more fresh and relaxed and energised, so it's also that association.” 
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unnatural, for [her] that’s ugly”25. Ideas of ‘unnatural tans’ fit into broader material-dis-

courses regarding beautification technologies and classed, gendered interpretations of cos-

metic and surgical transformations. Whilst tanning through sun-skin-encounters may rely on 

artifice through particular socio-material configurations, which position static, exposed, ex-

pectant bodies in the sun, this is hidden through the rhetorics and material-semiotics of both 

sun-bathing and contrasting ‘fake tan’. In fact, in the early 20th century, the lines of ‘natural’ 

and ‘unnatural’ tans were drawn differently; Cocks (2015, p. 128) quotes a Dr. W. A. Evans 

who describes tans from sun-bathing as “counterfeit”:  

If a person has gained his tan by out of doors work or play he has acquired physical 

capital. The same cannot be said for tans acquired by lying quietly on the beach ex-

posed to the sun or wind. That is the counterfeit article. 

This quote demonstrates the ‘post-natural’ qualities of intentional sun-tanning practices, as 

bodies “lie quietly” and expectantly in the sun; potentially covered in specially formulated 

off-white fluids, often in far-off, never to be returned to places. The rhetoric of ‘natural’ and 

‘fake’ tans relies on such a thing as ‘natural’ skins and ‘natural’ beauty existing and ‘unnatu-

ral’ trans-figurements being interpretable as such, yet it makes no space for the ‘post-natu-

ral’ qualities of such practices. It is also worth noting that practices of ‘artificial tanning’ 

will enskin different materialities to those which rely on sun-skin-encounters, which as Dr. 

Evans points out will also enskin different materialities in different contexts. These ‘artifi-

cial’ materialities (as inherently opposed to the sunscreens involved in ‘natural’ tanning) and 

the people touched by them are imbued with ‘unhealthiness’ by proximity to the ‘unnatural’, 

in consistency and opposition to ‘natural’ tanning.   

Skins are thus perceived as they are read by selves and others. Ahmed writes about how 

skins are ‘always open’ to such readings, as people meet and make-sense of others, dif-

fracted through specific registers of meaning (Ahmed & Stacey 2001). This ‘reading’ of the 

skin is also taken up by Emma Bond, who writes about skin as ‘trans-scripts’, about how 

skins act as and enact stories, memories and knowledges (Bond 2018). Consistent in these 

conceptions of skin (both thinkers building on Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Percep-

tion), is the idea that one has some power to configure their skin in particular ways, influenc-

ing the reading from others. However, skin-readings are also dependent on the ‘reader’ and, 

as such perceptions of skins are never completely controllable or self-determinable. Tech-

niques for reading skin are orientated by biographies, societal norms and naturecultures of 

consumption, embedded in certain gendered, racialised ideals of skins. These perceptions are 

firmly entangled with sunscreen practices, which enact particular skins in concert and medi-

ation with solar exposures. From this starting point, I explore how sunscreen practices pro-

tect and make-vulnerable particular readings of skins and how normative ideals of beauty 

configure particular sunscreen practices.  

Skin marked by age 

One of the motivations for using sunscreen which regularly emerged during interviews was 

protecting skin against signs of ageing, such as wrinkles. This follows scientific literature 

(e.g. Donglikar and Deore, 2016) and popular advertising which implicates solar radiation in 

 

 
25 As already outlined, the tanning cultures of the early 20th century, as often is the case today, were seen by some as an 
opportunity to become more intimate with ‘nature’. In part, this was sought by approximating the class and racialised Other; 
these Others were seen as less civilised, and thus closer to nature. Yet the imaginaries of fake, unnatural tans allied with 
lower-class bodies may point to a partial reversal of the discourse, as lower-class Others . 
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‘photo-ageing’; sunscreen is thus the natural protector against such loss of youth. I follow 

Ahmed and Stacey (Ahmed & Stacey 2001) here, in figuring skin as temporal, accumulating 

marks and folds through time which are held in a ‘present’. Limiting these marks is some-

thing which interviewees recognised as desirable, reflecting Jay Prosser’s contribution in the 

same book: “‘Good skin’ is skin unmarked by the passage of time”(Prosser, 2001, p. 54). 

Sunscreen practices are one such way of seeking to mask this passage of time, as sun expo-

sure is materially and semiotically bound with ideas of wrinkling (fair) skin. Discussing the 

origins and shifting motivations of her daily, year-round sunscreen practices, Bea explains 

how it was first her mum’s desire for her to have good skin and then her own conscious in-

tention which habituated her sunscreen use: 

Bea: It may have been in my mom's idea for me when she was instructing me when I 

was young. I just thought of things as ‘mum makes me do it, I'm gonna keep doing it’. 

And then it was when I went to South Korea I was like 'ah, I would like to maintain or 

try and have good skin and have it when I'm older'. So yes, I'd say that being in South 

Korea really was... that was when it changed, in motivation for me.  

The ’good skin’ which Bea talks about here is one firmly situated in being unmarked, as 

Prosser states. Bea discussed throughout the interview how she was familiar with all of the 

surgical interventions that could ̶ and couldn’t ̶ be done to ‘smooth’ skin and re-member skin 

as less marked26. She has been raised attending beauticians, learning situated knowledges in 

caring for the appearance and textural materiality of her skin, protecting against the future 

emergence of marks of time and the un-desirability that this will be associated with.  

Later in the conversation, Bea spoke about how beauty, especially in regard to marks of time 

and ageing, was a central discourse with her family when she was younger. Alongside edu-

cation, it was figured as a key aspiration and thus was entangled in following her mum’s in-

struction to use sunscreen daily from about the age of 14. Interestingly, when asked about 

why she uses sunscreen Bea concentrates more on ‘health’ reasons and the desire to protect 

skin against negative health outcomes and physiological unruliness.  

Bea: it definitely relates to my personal fear of being sick and being ill in a way that's 

quite obviously connected to, to me and my body. So yeah, it's definitely my primary 

motivation for wearing it. Because I think although I go on about beauty standards and 

all of that stuff. Ultimately, I can let that slide, like it doesn't really bother me that 

much. That will never be enough to motivate me to have a routine. Whereas health-

scares are  

It is interesting to compare these two quoted statements from Bea: one positing that desire, 

either her own or her mother’s, for her to have ‘good skin’ initiated and sustained her sun-

screen practices as a teenager; the other asserting that “beauty standards and all that stuff 

[…] will “never be enough to motivate me to have a routine”. As Ani discusses in Chapter 5, 

habituating sunscreen practices in the absence of material, enskinned triggers such as feel-

ings of burning is difficult, even with the best intentions. It may be that Bea’s sunscreen 

practices began motivated by a desire for ‘good skin’ and were later sustained by a ‘fear of 

being ill’, but it may also be that these sunscreen material-semiotics were always, already 

entwined for Bea and that slippage between them has been negotiated over time. 

 

 
26 Bea: I've been told as I've been aging, there's no procedures for your neck or your hands. You can Botox them but the 

skin will still wrinkle. [laughs] So gotta look after those weird appendages with the sun. 
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Sunscreen advertising contributes to constructing this entanglement, focusing on a ‘protec-

tion’ which slips and shifts between health and beauty. The Boots Star rating is the UK 

standard for UVA protection (Osterwalder & Herzog 2009) and so it is unsurprising that 

cosmetics-retailer Boots’ adverts for their own-brand Soltan sunscreens have focused on 

their ‘Five Star’ UVA protection. Boots’ adverts stand out from the rest I looked at due to 

both the tone and imagery used. Their ‘Skinscope’ advert (Boots Soltan 2004), which seem-

ingly was made in 2004 and ran on TV until at least 2010, is unique among the adverts I an-

alysed. The advert begins with a group of models ̶ men and women  ̶in swimwear at the 

beach, soundtracked by a hazy, dramatic guitar reminiscent of perfume adverts. The camera 

pans between different groups of bodies; flicking between images of them gazing at the 

camera intensely and seductively, and frolicking together in the water and sand. Amongst 

the toned abs and captivating looks, some of the women start to whisper to the viewer, in 

hushed, echoey tones, the message of the advert: “If you could see, the long term damage 

(damage, damage)… UVA does to your skin… You'd use Soltan. The only five-star UVA pro-

tection.”. The word ‘damage’ echoes and all of the models’ gazes linger, and something 

happens: as the voice ethereally says “UVA does to your skin”, all of the skins of these at-

first-attractive bodies change. Their impossibly (and artificially) flawless, unmarked, ‘good 

skin’ becomes jarringly marked ̶ densely covered in brown sun-spots ̶  as the advert plays 

with the imagery and tone of sunscreen adverts from Boots’ competitors. It is conspicuously 

only the women’s’ bodies we see ‘damaged’ here, as the men of the advert fade from view. 

The images of bodies we see are the same: lingering looks and a close-up, fragmented image 

of a woman’s chest. Yet in dis-figuring the skin of these women, these same images are in-

tended to turn from the sexualised and desired to the shocking and even disgusting. The skin 

here is figured as a gatekeeper of beauty; the advert communicates how it does not matter 

how attractive you otherwise may be, if you do not have “good skin” you are not desirable. 

Within the somewhat sinister tone of this advert27, Boots Soltan, with its “5 star protection”, 

is figured as the great protector, so that you can avoid the ̶ UVA ̶  damage that these reckless, 

once beautiful bodies have been transformed by.  

Given Boots’ role in establishing a recognised UVA regulatory standard, it is unsurprising 

that they emphasise the UVA protection of their products. Amidst scientific discourses 

which partitioned UVA and UVB damage into their own discreet effects, UVA damage be-

came synonymous with photo-ageing28, and thus Boots situated themselves as the main pro-

tectors against this. Boots’ Soltan advert from 2011 (Boots Soltan 2011) also stood out from 

other adverts I analysed, employing markedly more familiar images and a comedic tone. 

This is the only advert (other than one from Nivea’s 2019 campaign) to not directly feature 

an adult woman, instead following a sun-seeking Dad, his teenage daughter, and his younger 

son. It is also the only advert to feature bodies on holiday which are neither tanned nor di-

rectly aligned with beauty, instead utilising the figure of the embarrassing dad. In the advert, 

dad strips down to his speedos to “brown[ing] the beef,” grabbing his emphasised but rela-

tively slight gut, whilst his daughter protests. “Don’t worry, I’m wearing factor 30” he says. 

“Yeah, but factors are about burning. You need to stop UVA as well if you want to protect 

against ageing, and you’re definitely ageing” she replies, in a tone intended for the 

 

 
27 Boots’ method of playing on the fears on consumers (also used in their advert about children frying in the sun (Boots Soltan 
2006)) was unique to their brand, as other companies focused on protection and beauty in more fun and desirable registers. 
This advert reminded me of the ‘Quit Smoking’ adverts that I grew up seeing on British TV. Produced by the NHS, these 
adverts used shock, fear and weaponised morality to try to affect smoking behaviour. And there may be a reason I was 
reminded of such adverts: The 2012 NHS advert (The Telegraph 2012) features the line “if you could see what’s really there, 
you wouldn’t smoke”, showing a baby bathed in smoke. This dialogue and imagery ̶  of making the ‘invisible’ visible  ̶ closely 
matches the much earlier Boots Skinscope advert which was much praised in the advertising community (Priest 2004).  
28 See pages 51 and 52 for my discussion of the mis-construction of this UVA/UVB binary. 
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audience’s amusement. When her younger brother, reading the sunscreen bottle, steps in to 

explain that this Soltan sunscreen has both SPF and “5-star UVA protection”, her attempts to 

cover her dad’s body with a towel are in vain, and she walks off looking embarrassed. This 

is an advert that combines clear messaging about the photo-ageing effects of UVA radiation 

and the protection of Soltan sunscreens against such outcomes. Whilst it uses unfamiliar im-

agery for a sunscreen ad, this scene is by no means intended to be unfamiliar, instead draw-

ing on imaginaries of the familial and situating Boots as a brand for normal people having 

normal family interactions (also figured through the busy hotel pool setting instead of an im-

maculate and empty white beach). This demonstrates how Boots’ Soltan advertising has 

used varied tones and images to go against the grain of sunscreen adverts in both sinister and 

funny ways, always emphasising that the sun will age you, unless of course you use their 

sunscreen.  

And sunscreens can ‘protect’ skins against re-acting to these UV exposures; exposures 

which over time may contribute to both marking skin as aged and configuring skin as can-

cerous or diseased. That sunscreens may simultaneously protect against both potential mate-

rialities, by screening the skin from the affecting energy, is lost when ‘health’ and ‘beauty’ 

are compared in this fashion. This tendency to express protection against ageing and protec-

tion against negative skin-health implications as opposed, despite each going hand-in-hand, 

acts as part of a rationalisation process which places ‘health’ above ‘beauty’ in a hierarchy 

of gendered intelligibility and acceptable motivations. Katarina demonstrates this too whilst 

conveying a sense of guilt in explicating her motivations behind sunscreen practices:  

Katarina: I can give you two answers. I can give you the logical answer, that I'm sup-

posed to. Like, why do I do this? Yeah, it's because it can be really damaging to the 

skin and you're not supposed to be exposed to the sun too much. And then you can get 

cancer and stuff. So I know that. But I, if I'm being honest, it's probably because it's a 

thing with wrinkles. I think that's probably more motivating.  

Katarina demonstrates in some senses the discursive power of ‘health’ and ‘logic’ in her re-

ply, clearly recognising that there is a ‘correct’ answer to why one should wear sunscreen. 

Whilst some of the interviewees situate their sunscreen practices within identities of being 

‘logical’, rationality also emerged when interviewees explicated and hierarchised entangled 

intentions. Capacities for reason and rationality have historically been evoked as evidence 

for sexual (and racial) difference (Plumwood 1993), hence the deployment of ‘logic’ here is 

not agendered. Yet embodied intentions are far messier than imaginaries of ‘logic’ would 

have us believe and this is demonstrated by the slippage between motivations which both 

Katarina and Bea demonstrate so well.  

Katarina also discusses how this ideal of unmarked skin, and thus the appearance of youth-

fulness, has remained consistent against shifting imaginaries of beautiful skin.  

- Katarina: … And it could be that my friends when I was younger didn't talk about 

it because we were younger and really wanted to get tanned. But also I think it's 

like a.. people are more genuinely interested in having a really good skin and part 

of that is not getting wrinkles from the sun. The one thing that's proven, is sun 

damage. 

- TB:   So perhaps the beauty ideal has shifted? 

- Katarina:   Yeah, yeah definitely. It's not as important to be like really tanned, 

like a beach bum. Yeah. It's more porcelain skin, maybe. 

- TB:   And youthfulness I guess?  
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- Katarina:   Yeah, yeah. It's always youthfulness [she laughs] or youth. But even 

more perfect skin, like translucent..  glass skin. Korean skincare. And less tanning, 

in general. But I think it was trendy to be young back then [laughs]. 

It is interesting to note here the persistence of ‘good skin’ as a material-semiotic device for 

figuring desire for the unmarked or unblemished. Katarina identifies a shift, for those with 

fairer/’whiter’ skin tones, from a desire for ‘tanned’ skin to ‘porcelain’ skin which depends 

more on protection and care. This connects to Ahmed and Stacey’s argument (2001) about 

how the desire for unmarked skin necessitates that skin always and already bears material 

signs of biological histories, ensuring a need for labours and regimes of care; how skin must 

be ‘smoothed’. Imaginaries of smoother and smoother skin enact intensifying practices of 

care, alongside which, Katarina also discusses, skin-care trends and influencers have prolif-

erated, gaining popularity. A shift away from ‘tanned’ skin feels like a ‘logical contingency 

to this, as sunned skins and unmarked skin become at material-semiotic odds to one another. 

Yet in referencing Korean skin-care, there is also an entanglement with racialised ideas of 

beauty and the privileging of whiteness in desire, which will be explored later this chapter.  

Whilst caring for ‘good skin’ is gendered, with feminine skin in particular held to impossible 

standards of ‘porcelain’-like smoothness in performance of gendered difference (see Ahmed 

and Stacey, 2001), some of the men I interviewed also expressed a desire to protect against 

the undesirability associated with marked skin. When asked why he uses sunscreen, Tim re-

sponds first by saying “Erm, so I don't burn, to avoid wrinkles…”, placing importance in 

sunscreen formulas’ enactments of youth. Frank centred wrinkles too, when talking about 

why older people particularly may need to use sunscreen correctly:  

Frank: you always see those people that look really old because they've spent so 

much time in the sun and their skin's become more wrinkled and stuff. I imagine they 

need it [sunscreen] more because their skin has already had a lot of damage. […] old 

people who have been more exposed to the sun probably need it more than younger 

people, but young people need it so they don't end up like the old people.   

Frank illustrates the material-semiotic link between chronic sun exposure and “really old”  

wrinkled bodies, connecting the folding of time into skin with damage to be avoided by 

younger generations. This figuring of protection for skins is a protection of youth, or more 

specifically the appearance and desirability of youthfulness, which are enacted through skin-

‘care’ practices.  

Imaginaries of wrinkling skin folding time unattractively onto bodies do not apply uniformly 

across differently racialised bodies. These gendered labours of youth preservation especially 

apply to ‘white’ bodies, as Bea describes29:  

- Bea: Even to the office I'll wear body sunscreen on bits that are showing, my 

hands and my neck and my chest. I've been told since I was young, that my neck 

will wrinkle fast because I am white and that I should be wearing suncream on my 

neck and I often don't I just put it on my face. But in some months, I do put on my 

neck…” 

- TB:   And so who told you since you were young that your neck will wrinkle be-

cause you're white? 

 

 
29 Also here: “There's a big thing about sort of like UV and how.. what in my personal understanding and the reason it's 
important to me is that like my skin is really pale so any wrinkles and sunspots and all that are going to show really quickly 
as I age” 
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- Bea:   My grandmother. So that was- and my mother. She has like a... I don't 

know. The Nora Ephron thing right? Like, White women age a lot through their 

hands and their necks. So you gotta moisturise and you've gotta use suncream 

there, because that's what shows when people see you for the first time.  

Here Bea’s maternal family’s focus on the conservation of ‘good skin’ is intensified when 

applied onto her body; for them, her relative whiteness makes her more vulnerable to 

signs of ageing and consequent loss of desirability. Compare this to Ani’s perspective: 

Ani: [regarding] the aesthetic thing of wrinkles, I'm less worried about aging. Maybe 

because I have this ̶ I joked before like ' Black don't crack' but I have this false percep-

tion, or not false, this idea that if I do age, I'll age slower than other people  

Ani invokes the popular imaginary that ‘Black don’t crack’ here, which next to Bea’s 

story highlights how differently racialised bodies are perceived to age. Ani comments on 

how her parents do not have many wrinkles and those which they do have are “stories of 

your life”. Here, life is enskinned as affective record, calling affectionately to the stories 

which wrinkles point towards. The discursive focus on the vulnerability of ‘white’ bodies 

to signs of ageing emphasises that these bodies, specifically, must be cared for and pro-

tected against such undesirable signifiers.  

The care in question here is one of aesthetic care, whereby ‘good skin’ is cared for with ac-

companying softness, but the material effects on skins of these skin-‘care’ products and for-

mulas to smooth skin is overlooked. Katarina discusses how cosmetic formulas and concoc-

tions she applied to her skin, assumedly to achieve appearances of unmarked ‘good skin,’ 

acted to damage her skin’s physiology. Talking about her ‘face’ sunscreen, Katarina ex-

plains how she began using this day-cream to mask her irritated, marked skin. 

Katarina: I started wearing it a couple of years ago because I got […] perioral derma-

titis, again, from skincare. So it's when you have an impaired skin barrier. And you 

shouldn't wear anything, you shouldn't wear makeup, it was like red bumps around the 

mouth. […] Except this kind of worked, because it just neutralised the red, and it didn't 

irritate  

Katarina highlights a paradox here between the ‘appearance’ of un-marked skin, where ma-

terialised folds, bumps and marks may be masked and hidden, smoothed by aesthetic de-

vices, and the materialisation of these products which may, in turn, mark skins. This brings 

to mind again Ahmed and Stacey’s (2001)  assertion that desires for un-marked skin depend 

upon skin always and already being marked, so that labours and technologies of smoothing 

are necessitated. If the labours and technologies of smoothing affect skin in marked, reada-

ble ways this further intensifies needs and desires for such devices, in the pursuit of ‘good 

skin.’ Again the ‘good skin’ here is skin which is impossibly un-marked, rather than physio-

logically or micro-ecologically flourishing or some other valuation of ‘good’. Here there is a 

trade-off between protecting skins from environed, ‘chemical’ exposures versus protecting 

against solar, UV exposures. Hence, there is some tension here between what is being cared 

for by skin-‘care’- including sunscreens- and the ways in which skins are simultaneously 

protected and made-vulnerable in diverse ways through skin-care and sunscreen practices.  

Skin marked by ‘race’ 

Skins are marked by material foldings of time and histories into skin, but they are also 

marked by historically contingent techniques for reading skin, such as racialisation. Sun-

screens act to shield skin from UV exposure, limiting sun-induced increases in 
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concentrations of melanin in skins. Racialised beauty ideals in Western societal imaginaries, 

within and between differently racialised communities, have traditionally posited fairer skin 

and more European features as desirable, as opposed to darker skin and more ‘foreign’ fea-

tures. Ann McClintock’s Imperial Leather (1995) richly describes how the creation of a fet-

ishized need for affordable soaps in the latter 19th century mainstreamed ruling class, British 

ideas on classed and racialised beauty, celebrating purity of complexion and racially ‘clean’ 

skin.  Hence sun-screening, either through shading behaviours or more recently through 

chemical formulas, has traditionally been common practices in racialised communities to 

protect skin against further melanation and alienation from beaty ideals which entangle with 

White Supremacist and colonialist histories. Melanin concentrations also mark difference 

between and through skins, being a key factor in ‘scientific’ categorisation of skin types 

along Fitzpatrick’s classification structure (1988); Fitzpatrick’s original taxonomy ̶  types I 

to IV ̶  was for “white” skins, with “brown” (type V) and “black” skins (type VI) later ho-

mogenised and added. Thus, melanin itself, as a material-semiotic node, acts to affect the 

very conceptualisations of skins and their relation to sun exposures, as skins are perceived 

through particular registers of vulnerability dependent on melanin concentrations, read as 

skin-colour or ‘race’.   

Throughout this thesis I interchange between using ‘black’, black and Black; ‘white’, white 

and White when articulating racialisations. I follow Emma Dabiri (2021) in using ‘white’ 

and white (for instance) interchangeably to problematise conceptions of ‘race’ and racial dif-

ference. Dabiri writes eloquently about the colonial, technocratic, and capital histories which 

create ‘race’, choosing not to reify these signifiers further through use of single quotation 

marks. I use this linguistic method throughout this thesis to unsettle normative ideas and 

avoid reification of ‘race’, genders, bodies and more. I also use the capitalised Black and 

White, to refer more specifically to subjective and collective identities, recognising that 

these terms carry power and weight, particularly in the self-determination of specific Black 

identities, histories and cultures (exemplified brilliantly by Brinkhurst-Cuff and Sotire, 

2021). Many writers (e.g. Brah, 1996; Fanon, 1986; Hooks, 2014; Lorde, 1984; Smith, 2006) 

have detailed how, for centuries, ‘race’ has been continually (re)constructed as dynamic sig-

nifier for a taxonomy of social differences, affecting material and socio-economic conditions 

and relations, psychological attachments, and embodied subjectivities. I follow Brah (idem.) 

and other writers in using the term racialisations to describe the historically contingent pro-

cesses by which bodies, including ‘white’ ones, are (re)made and interpreted through the 

shifting material-semiotics of ‘race’. Throughout this sub-chapter I describe how sunscreen 

practices and imaginaries cannot escape these legacies, participating in the present land-

scapes of racialised material-discourses concerning beauty, health and skin.  

Bea discussed how she were praised for her relative ‘fairness’ by family members as a child, 

a beauty which required and inspired protection. Bea’s maternal family are of Indian descent 

and whilst this flattens diverse ethnic heritages into one nationalised ‘ethnicity’ this is ex-

actly the work which racialising practices enact. In a British context, ‘Indian’ has tradition-

ally been read as ‘brown’, with fairer skin celebrated and aspired to across global contexts. 

Bea recounts the praise she received for her ‘fairness’ as a child of diverse ethnic heritage ̶  

her paternal family are ‘white’ ̶  from members of her maternal family growing up.  

Bea:  My perceived beauty, especially as a child, or with my Indian family was very 

much complimenting me on the basis that my skin was really fair. [ …] I used to get 

[compared to] Radha quite a lot, who was the wife of a God. And then realizing the 

reason I got that was not because the pictures look like me but because she's always 

depicted as really light skinned. It didn't click for me for a long time that that's why I 

was getting praised but made me very uncomfortable at a later point. That compared 
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with my own feeling of being mixed race and actually like wanting to be one or the 

other. And seeing Brown as something I would like to be, it was always sort of a com-

peting issue when I was a child. 

As a child, being less familiar with conceptions of ‘race’, Bea didn’t connect the praise she 

was receiving to beauty ideals which celebrate whiteness. Later realising this was a cause of 

strong discomfort and clashed with her own aspiration to ‘brownness’, a ‘brownness’ im-

bued with familial belonging and a sense of identity for a young ‘mixed race’ person navi-

gating the ambiguities of difficult-to-read skin.  

Bea reflected on the influence her mother and grandmother’s practices had on her own sun-

screening practices and how their desire to stay ‘light’ affected her when younger. Their ori-

entations towards whiteness and youthful beauty brought certain sun-screening objects into 

proximity, along the lines of Ahmed’s theorisation in Queer Phenomenology (2006). Ahmed 

discusses how particular orientations bring objects and bodies into proximity and keep oth-

ers far. For Bea’s maternal family sunscreens, parasols and other shading devices are 

brought close, in an attempt to keep the sun, wrinkles and darker skin far.  

Bea:  We were on holiday, I think in Thailand […] And there was a painting station 

where, as a kid, you could go. And you'd choose if you're doing a t shirt or a bag or 

whatever. And I chose the parasol, which in hindsight for an 8-year-old: really weird. 

[…] but my mom used to have one and she would wear it around, […]even now, she 

walks around with a parasol. So does my grandma. So it was, yeah, it was always the 

sun is kind of the enemy. Like really nice, really happy to sit in the garden but you'd 

sit in the shade. And if you walked around in pretty hot sun you'd carry a parasol… 

But yeah, the sun, we were always aware of it and where it was, and what it was doing. 

Trying to unpick the motivations behind different protective behaviours, Bea attributes the 

use of parasols as protecting skins in the short term and hence immediate changes in melanin 

concentrations. This is compared to sunscreens, which are part of longer-term strategies to 

protect against skins marking time through wrinkles in Bea’s eyes.30 Yet both behaviours and 

strategies are screening skin against UV radiation and its affectations which unfurl over 

complex temporalities. This demonstrates the difficulties/impossibilities in disentangling ra-

cialisation from contemporary imaginaries of beauty, but it also implicates temporalities in 

attempts to make sense of behaviours which entangle various strands of material-semiotic 

‘protection’. What is clear from this story is the impact that Bea’s maternal family’s prac-

tices, largely inspired by protecting beauty in its various, relational registers, had on a young 

Bea forming her own relationship to the sun and sun-screening behaviours.  

Racialised beauty imaginaries intersect across ethnic heritages and racialised communities. 

The responses to such ideals may differ based on naturecultural heritages and situated means 

of relating to the sun, but the material-discursive power of ‘Whiteness’ to affect desires to 

‘lightness’ and ‘fairness’ are pervasive. Ani, who is of Nigerian ethnic heritage (also ex-

tremely flattening of diverse ethnic groups), discusses the relationships of “darker people 

and the sun” and how sun-screening behaviours through shading are prevalent in Black Brit-

ish communities, driven by aspirations to fair skin and the beauty which this is imbued with. 

Ani:  So often the darker you are, the less desirable it is, or the idea that fairness is 

beautiful, and darkness is not. So actually, a lot of Black people, or a lot of people of 

darker skin complexion, try and avoid the sun to maintain this idea of beauty. So, I 

 

 
30 Bea: “the Parasol is definitely, [about] the tanning because that's the short-term stuff. The sun-care, the suncream is more 

the long-term wrinkling but the Parasol and things that's very much to prevent tanning in the short term”   
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know a lot of people that grew up that, when the sun was out, their parents would be 

like 'Oh, go inside, go inside.' So they weren't using sunscreen, they were just, again, 

sun avoidance was the tactic… But that [fairness] for a lot of people is something that 

they try and protect, but even within that you don't think of sunscreen as that protec-

tion. And people going for an aesthetic protection of their complexion, rather than a 

protection against the sun. So, yeah, that's also why I think, sometimes we don't, some 

people don't embrace sunbathing, because the idea is like ‘why would you want to get 

darker? You want to get fairer’, that's the ideal. 

Ani was screened from sun growing up through physical shading; she was ushered inside in 

consistency with broader community ideas of protecting children and their skin from the 

sun, including from further-melanating solar forces. This screening isn’t simply attributable 

to protections of aesthetic ideals; Ani also discussed her parents’ methods for protecting 

against the dangers of the sun when growing up in Nigeria, techniques which they then ap-

plied to British naturecultural settings. This again demonstrates the tricky entanglements 

which pattern material-semiotics of ‘protection’, describing how the sun may be ‘venomous’ 

and cause one to pass out.  

Ani:  my parents' response is that […] in Nigeria you approach the sun quite differ-

ently. So from 11:00 to 15:00, you should just not be outdoors anyway, when the sun 

is at it, as my parents would say, most venomous. You should be indoors. And then 

you come out when it's cooler, and the sun has gone down a little bit. So they didn't 

use sunscreen, but they had their own methods of sun protection, which is that, like, 

my mom said that university would adapt to that. So between 11:00 and 14:00 there 

are no classes on campus, you should either be in the library or be in your room 

These adaptive behaviours to strong sun exposure negate, to a degree31, imperatives to wear 

sunscreen. Many of my interviewees allude to sunscreen as a facilitator, permitting midday 

sunscreen exposures whilst seeming to protect from contingent harms. If you are not in the 

sun around the midday hours, this need for sunscreen diminishes and within these hours you 

will be far more ‘protected’ by virtue of being inside. Whether this protection is against 

darkening of skin or more health-related re-actions, it is clear that sun-screening behaviours 

are differentially employed and that these practices are motivated by lived histories of place 

and collective histories entangled with and violently changed by coloniality.   

Ani and Bea both express resistance and rejection of ideas and practices which seek to pro-

tect the fairness of racialised skin, through their aspirations to darker skin. This aforemen-

tioned protection is an aesthetic one, which centralises care for the perceived beauty of (fair) 

skins, in doing so re-enacting protection for racialised beauty ideals. There is a lot of under-

standing and empathy here from Ani and Bea; that these are historically embedded ideals 

shaped by colonial and white supremacist logics, and this is exactly what they seek to reject. 

Ani eloquently speaks about this political skin-scape for darker-skinned people, when asked 

about how she feels about getting darker in the sun:  

Ani:  I really... like it. But I think I relish in it in a way to- that rejects colourism and 

White supremacy. So the idea that some people's parents, even friends of mine or even 

my family being like, 'oh you- be inside during summer, because you'll get darker'. It's 

 

 
31 Bennett and Khachemoune’s myth-busting review (2020) confronts the claim that ‘sitting under an umbrella is better than 
applying sunscreen’, pointing to research that compared umbrella use to SPF100 sunscreen. Those sitting shaded under an 
umbrella with no sunscreen had significantly higher sun-burning for all areas of the body, compared to sitting under an 
umbrella and using sunscreen. In contrast, sitting in the sun with sunscreen only showed higher sun-burning of the face, the 
rest of the body was comparable to sitting under the umbrella with sunscreen.  
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almost like I relish the idea of actually getting darker in the sun. […] But, again, there 

are such strong intra-community, communal connotations with darker skin. And how 

it's something that you really want to avoid. I mean, that's why there's such high preva-

lence of skin-lightening products and, when people use Instagram filters, very few 

people- or very few darker skinned people are using Instagram filters to make their 

skin look darker. You know, the whole Black-fishing issue of people with fairer skin 

using Instagram filters to make their skin darker, but very few dark-skinned people are 

making themselves look darker in pictures. […] I really embrace getting darker by the 

sun because there's fundamentally nothing wrong with it. But it's almost like I have to 

completely disregard and completely fight against the societal conditioning, familial 

conditioning that tells otherwise. Which is really strong unfortunately, but it is just re-

ally really strong. 

Ani discusses her rejections of colourism and white supremacy by relishing the chromatic 

affects of the sun, situating this resistance within the discursive and material-semiotic condi-

tioning prevalent in her community. This includes means of ‘lightening’ skin, either materi-

ally or technologically, compared to the absences of visible aspirations and practices of 

‘darkening’32. Ani alludes to education here and affirms that this resistance is one borne from 

understanding the insidious entanglements of Whiteness within beauty for people with 

darker skin. It is this relative aspiration to Whiteness, expressed communally through ‘col-

ourism’ and protection and celebration of fairness, which Ani relishes critically rejecting.  

Bea and Ani also highlighted how they attribute belonging and some sense of familial iden-

tity with darker iterations of their skins, a belonging entangled with rejections of fairness. 

For Bea, this involves navigating her ethnic heritages and how they entangle in her features 

and skin. She talked about not really looking like either of her parents, and how being 

browner brings a sense of identification with her mother.  

Bea: I feel my most confident and healthy and beautiful when I'm tanned. When I 

have been out in the sun for an extended period of time. And I feel brown and golden 

and like the colour that my mom is, that's really when I feel most myself, ultimately 

Bea:  I didn't look like the people that I was being brought up by so yes, it [being 

browner] does I think definitely relate to feeling more like I look like the people who 

raised me, or I was around. Definitely. I just wanting to fit in, I guess 

Whilst her maternal family seek to protect their fairness, Bea aspires to the skin tones of her 

mother, feeling that this is not just when she is her most beautiful but also most herself. 

There is a rejection here that fairer is more desirable, but there is also the admission through-

out the interview that she is ‘white’ or ‘really pale’. As such, Bea’s enskinment of brown-

ness could be read by others as conforming to beauty ideals which celebrate ‘tanned’(-white) 

skin, but this reading masks Bea’s rejection, enacted through this ‘browning’, of the racial-

ised beauty ideals that she has grown up surrounded by.  

This sense of belonging found in being on the more melanated end of one's skin spectra is 

also expressed by Ani. Ani discusses how her sister is darker than her and then attributes this 

to ideas of their relative beauty that they were exposed to when younger.  

Ani:  when I look most like my sister, I feel that's when I'm like 'Okay I've reached...' 

not the right colouring, but I reached... I don't know. There's something there of, 'okay, 

I'm matching my sister more'. It's really subconscious, but it's like, and my mum will 

 

 
32 In their discussion of Colourism, Margaret Hunter (2021) discusses how Instagram filters only go in one direction: towards 
whiteness.  
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comment, ‘oh you and her, you're almost the same colour now' and again that is an 

embrace of the formerly rejected, because I think in our family there was lots of, again 

unconscious things, of she's less… she's not as pretty as you, because she's darker  

Hence, for Ani getting darker is not just a rejection of an abstracted or dis-embedded ‘White 

supremacy’, but it is a rejection of the very embodied ideas of beauty which colour who is 

seen as prettier and who is not, even within her own family. This recuperation of beautiful 

darker skins, or “embrace of the formerly rejected” as Ani wonderfully describes it, breeds a 

sense of belonging and identification, with both her sister and self.  

The chromatic materialities of sunscreens further posit that they are made for ‘white’ skin, as 

UV-filters and other pigmented ingredients leave melanated skin tinted white, blue or grey. 

Ani wants to try to use sunscreen more to care for her skin-health and as critical practice 

against racialised norms, but the material relations between her darker skin and sunscreens 

not formulated with her needs in mind troubles her practices.   

Ani:  it gives like a yello-blue tint. And I would always just find that really annoying 

because…you've kind of got your natural colour, and then you've got this ugly, white, 

grey, blue cast. So often for that aesthetic reason, I wouldn't really put it on my face 

Some of those I spoke with alluded to enacting multiple sunscreens, along the lines of Anne-

marie Mol’s multiply enacted bodies (2002). Both Bea and Katarina described how their 

‘face’ practices and ‘body’ practices were vastly different; they use different formulas, 

smells and strengths of sunscreens on these different body areas and apply them in different 

contexts, leading to far more focus on protecting the ‘face’. For Ani, this enactment is re-

versed, as she focuses on protecting her body and avoids applying sunscreen to her face, pri-

marily due to this undesirable blue tint. ‘Ghostly’ tints may act to discourage people with 

darker skin from wearing sunscreens and renders visible racialised bias in expected con-

sumption and formulation of sunscreens.  

Bea: another big thing with people not wearing facial suncream is that it leads to white 

tint. So any of my Brown or Black friends, for example, have to go out looking specif-

ically for a suncream that's not going to leave a tint. The one I use now for example I 

gave to my mum, because I was like 'it's good for dry skin. It'll will be nicer' and she 

was like 'I look like a ghost’. 

Whatever tints most popular sunscreens against darker skin, these pigmented materialities 

enact sunscreens as for ‘white’ people by default. People with more melanated skin must 

seek out specific formulas which have considered their skin pigmentation. This again con-

tributes to the enactment of ‘Whiteness’ as the default racialisation and darker skin as some 

‘other’ which either does not need sunscreen or needs something specifically designed.  

Highly melanated skin is often perceived, by those who are enskinned by it and those who 

aren’t, as having some degree of difference, which negates or diminishes the need to use 

sunscreen. As earlier mentioned, Ani has started to use sunscreen in recent years following 

campaigns targeted at Black communities. When asked about these campaigns and why she 

thinks some people may not use sunscreen, Ani discussed prevalent ideas of differential pro-

tection inherent to darker skin: 

Ani: I think about my family and just a few of the people that I know that don't wear 

sunscreen, it's because they don't really think they need to. And there's definitely this 

idea that ‘Oh, we've got inbuilt protection against the sun, because our skin is darker' 

and therefore... These practices, the net benefit of them is less so for us than it is for 

other people. I think it is this, I wouldn't say ignorance, but just this assumption that 

we don't, that people won't need it because they have some sort of natural protection 
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Sunscreen advertising has certainly done nothing to dispute these ideas, as Black bodies very 

rarely figure in any capacity. La Roche-Posay’s 2019 ‘Shaka Fluid’ (La Roche-Posay 2019) 

was the only advert to show people of colour using sunscreen. This reflects broader, recent 

changes in which bodies are ‘represented’ in advertising, as skin-tone diversity has increased 

with growing demands for ‘racial’ representation. What is also striking here is that this ad-

vert does not take place in the sun but is artificially lit in front of a blue screen as bodies 

dance. Hence, this advert does not invoke the sunbathing-at-the-beach practices of other sun-

screen adverts, practices which people of colour may always feel somewhat alienated from. 

There were two other adverts which featured bodies not racialised as ‘white’, with neither 

acting to challenge ideas that darker skin does not need protecting. One of these is Hawaiian 

Tropic’s 2018 advert(Hawaiian Tropic Sun Protection Oils (UK’s No.1) - YouTube, 2018) 

which uses still images. Amongst these images of tanned, smiling ‘white’ women is the one 

photo which shows sunscreen use. Here there are three women in swimwear sitting on the 

beach, with one in the foreground holding a sunscreen bottle and smiling. Faded and blurred 

in the background is a relatively fair woman of colour, her face and shoulders covered by the 

text “FAST ABSORBING AND NON-GREASY SO YOUR SKIN LOOKS AND FEELS 

BEAUTIFUL”.  Her presence is obscured by the message of the advert: that your (white) 

skin will look and feel beautiful if you use this sunscreen. Instead, her legs and torso remain 

as some disfigured image of darker skin, both pointing to imaginaries of beautiful ‘tanned’ 

skin and channelling imagery of the ‘exotic’ in ways again slightly reminiscent of hooks’ fa-

mous essay “Eating the Other” (2014).  

If the Hawaiian Tropic advert and adverts which do not include bodies of colour do nothing 

to dispute that melanated skin is inherently protected against the sun, Ambre Solaire’s 1979 

“Stay a Little Bit Longer” advert goes as far as subtly re-affirming such ideas. The message 

of this older advert, seemingly set at a US beach, is that with Ambre Solaire you can stay in 

the sun for longer. The advert shows a series of paired bodies  ̶all ‘white’, sweaty and in 

swimwear ̶  as one of each pair steps into shade, puts on a T-shirt or covers themself with an 

umbrella. In each image the other stays in the sun, as the soundtrack sings “Stayyyy. Just a 

little bit longerrrr” and Ambre Solaire emphasised this could be you with their sunscreen. 

The second of these images is different to the rest: it shows two women reading in their win-

dowsills in the sun, as one of them pulls down a shading window cover, but it also shows a 

‘black’ body sitting in a deckchair in front of and between them. This is the only advert be-

fore 2018 which I saw a body which is not automatically racialised as ‘white’. Here, the im-

age of the unpaired Black body, also not seeking shade, acts to re-affirm that these specifi-

cally racialised bodies do not need sunscreen to “stay a little bit longer” in the sun. More 

than this, this advert uses this Black body, and the imaginaries it represents, to signify the 

effectiveness of its sunscreen: If you wear Ambre Solaire, you can achieve the same level of 

protection as ‘black’ bodies and stay out in the sun, like them, “for a deeper tan than ever 

before”. This advert shows a snapshot of historic conceptions of highly melanated skin 

which persist today, as sunscreen companies used such images to communicate the effec-

tiveness of their sunscreen protection for ‘white’ bodies.  

These ideas were also, unsurprisingly, mentioned by many of those who spoke with me 

when asked who they thought sunscreen is for. Whilst almost everyone began with ‘every-

one’, these responses were then clarified; some skins are materially and discursively made 

more vulnerable than others. 

Frank:  Everyone. Well, not everyone. Actually, it is for everyone. But obviously I 

know that people with darker skin tones need less SPF or… there's a correlation there 

between how much you need it and the paleness of your skin. [laughs] 
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Ruth: I immediately go towards everyone. I guess. People with lighter skin maybe are 

more at risk of UV damage. But I don't actually know if that's true, I guess it is. 

Katarina: Yeah I probably think it's for everyone, but it’s... I think it's more important 

to wear it if you're paler... whiter. But it is... you still need- it's good to wear it even if 

you're Black or darker, I think as well. But you're not as sensitive. It's not as dangerous 

but it's still pretty good to protect yourself from the sun I think 

In these examples it is clear that interviewees acknowledged their assumptions and some-

what question them, but they are a good illustration of the ways in which highly 

melanated skin has been historically constructed as more resilient. This imagined resili-

ence has even figured in racist medical discourses where it has been used to (mistakenly) 

explain why Black bodies supposedly need less pain-management medication (Trawalter 

& Hoffman 2015) . Ani summarised the campaigns which influenced her, stating that 

people with darker skin are less likely to get melanomas but they are also less likely to 

have melanomas diagnosed, and thus no less likely to die from melanomas despite this 

lower incidence rate. Katarina also talks about current discourses which acknowledge 

darker skin as protectable but highlights the gap between medical discourses and embod-

ied knowledges when talking about her partners’ sunscreen practices:  

- Katarina:   He doesn't buy sunscreen, so I let him have mine. I'm like 'no I can't 

wear this. I get like rashes, I don't want to wear this. You have it!' So.. 

- TB:   Why doesn't he buy sunscreen? 

- Katarina:   Because he doesn't think he needs it. 

- TB:   Based on? 

- Katarina:   Skin colour. So I've looked up risks and bought him like 'oh apoteket 

[state pharmacy] says if you have this skin type it's most important but skin cancer 

is also common among, like, Black people.' So, yeah. 

Katarina later says that her partner, who is of South-Asian descent, does actually ‘burn’ and 

indicates how this ‘burning’ communicates material-semiotic vulnerability through his sun-

skin-encounters. Katarina’s partner’s burning is a material and visual sign that his skin is 

more vulnerable than claimed to the potentially harmful effects of sun-exposures, as evi-

denced through burning. But this vulnerability is also two-fold, as certain discourses and im-

aginaries surrounding ‘brown’ (and masculine) skin are made vulnerable: through her part-

ner’s ‘burning’, Katarina identifies, and troubles, the racialized idea that darker skin is less 

vulnerable to sun ray exposure and therefore less in need of protection. To follow Franz 

Fanon’s understanding in Black Skin, White masks (1986), on  the difficult, split and contra-

dictory subject formation of racialized ‘people of colour’ in Eurocentric global settings, I 

want to conclude here that sunscreen usage and sunscreen cultures can both reproduce and 

renegotiate enskinned, or as Fanon would say epidermalised, forms of sunscreen racism.  
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4. Encounters  

I haven't worn [sun]cream too much. Only when I'm...  kind of out with more people 

probably. [Darwin smells the sun-cream] Ooh, that is a different smell! So that re-

minds me more of.. my mum putting it on me, before I'm going somewhere. […] Yeah, 

reminds me of childhood kinda 33 

Sunscreens become specific and situated in the hands of those I spoke with, operating in af-

fective ways to give meaning and feeling to sunscreen events. I lean on Jane Bennett’s con-

ception of ‘vibrant materialities’ here (2010), to explore how sunscreens act as forces upon 

their own trajectories and how they may express agencies: and they certainly do! Sunscreens 

exert themselves onto skins as sticky or oily screens, making themselves felt, as Bea ex-

plained: “I quite like sticky sun-creams because I can kind of feel that they're there”. Sun-

screens also facilitate intimate skin-encounters between different bodies, as skins and sun-

screens meet in affective, material constellations.  They (sometimes) channel specific pun-

gencies which are registered in noses but unfurl across diverse, remembered spatio-tempo-

ralities: “the smell brings me back to... yeah just summer. And... the feeling of being outside 

and being warm enough to be outside” (Siri). They intra-act with suns, mediating between 

solar energies and skin cell machineries to protect against ‘burning’: “I just layer it [sun-

screen] on as soon as the sun comes out, just to avoid that [burning], initially.” (Darwin). 

And they sometimes cause skin to re-act, as skin-sunscreen mutualisms turn sour: “So I can 

react when it's like higher SPF, which I also need because I burn pretty easily. But then I 

can get like... itchy from sunscreen” (Katarina). The people I spoke with continually, subtly, 

asserted sunscreens as co-enactors in shared practices, whereby sunscreens act to exert them-

selves as perceptibly vibrant matter in affective events. 

Sunscreen Smells 

The particular smells of sunscreens are a key aspect of their aesthetic sensibilities and affect, 

acting in processes of emplacement and enskinment. These smelly materialities enact olfac-

tory events, as cinema scholar Laura Marks would call them (2008); they are registered pre-

cognitively, connecting sensory experience to memory and emotion before they’ve been 

fully made sense of. Smells can thus act with affect as a feedback mechanism when it comes 

to sunscreens, whereby present practices with smelly co-enactors are affected by previous 

relations between these material participants. If the smells of a sunscreen are associated with 

pleasure and enjoyment, new events in the same olfactory register may be bathed in good 

vibes from the outset, bringing past into the present.  

Siri: the smell brings me back to.. yeah just summer. And.. the feeling of being outside 

and being warm enough to be outside. So you just, sort of, get into this happier state 

because it reminds you of summer and feeling of... Yeah, feeling of this warmer light 

around you and […] there being more plants, being more fertile […] But I'm sure that 

 

 
33 This is a quote from my interview conversation with Darwin who, after using and smelling the aerosol spray sunscreen he 
normally uses, tried a sun-cream that he had in the house. 
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if I had the sunscreen that I used during my Latin America trip.. cos sometimes I can, 

you know, get back there by just smelling the sunscreen.   

Siri engages here in a cognitive ‘sense making’ of the affective qualities of sunscreen 

smells. Feeling in a ‘happier state’, she connects it to warmth, times outside and general 

summer enjoyment, in rather the same sense that this becomes enskinned through ‘tan-

ning’. She also alludes to the power of smells, noting that they can take her back to a dif-

ferent spatio-temporality, namely that of an extended trip to Latin America 10 years ago. 

But it is the specificity of smell which is important here, as memory and affect are sensi-

tively attuned to very particular pungencies. 

Sunscreen smells are key in enacting affective multiplicities and material-semiotic differ-

ences between different sunscreen formulas. Some who spoke with me used certain sun-

screens on their faces and different ones on their other skins, with smelly materialities cen-

tral to these practices. Distinct fragrances were part of the reason for using multiple sun-

screens, with perfumes causing re-actions in concert with especially sensitive face skin. But 

beyond this, the olfactory entanglement of these particular, distinct smells were central to 

separating face and body practices. Particular smells, or their absences, invoked particular 

practices, making navigating between the imaginaries and memories associated with each 

difficult. For Bea, the smells associated with certain ‘sun-creams’ are somewhat repulsive, 

recalling childhood memories of being uncomfortably smothered in sun-cream: 

Bea: I've got a real thing for the smell. I just did not like the smell of it. And it reminds 

me of summer. It's, I think it's a really specific Nivea one. Even now, if I buy for body, 

I buy the dry mist and stuff because I can't deal with the smell of thick, cakey regular 

suncream. Ughh, really doesn't do it for me. 

Here there is the reference to ‘buying for body’(sunscreen), which for Bea is materially and 

semiotically distinguished from face sunscreen. But even within this separation, there are di-

verse feelings and smells which may come with different types of ‘body’ sunscreens, such as 

creams or aerosol ‘dry mists’. Certain smells for Bea and others I spoke to become associ-

ated with their parents’ excessive or even slightly forceful (see Darwin below) application of 

sunscreen onto their childhood bodies. These specific sunscreens become connected, at some 

level, with a childhood lack of autonomy, and are avoided in favour of other smells and sen-

sations. Choice of sunscreen then can be said to act in navigating boundaries between child-

hood and adulthood; between having decisions made for you and making your own decision.  

By affecting memories, sunscreen smells act in the embodiment and emplaced of sunscreen 

activities and experiences34. Darwin, like Bea, also experienced a somewhat forceful applica-

tion of sun-cream as a child, although he refers to pressure of application instead of volume 

of sunscreen. Darwin also usually uses the mists or clear sprays today, but had some sun-

cream to hand to talk through too:  

Darwin: I haven't worn cream too much. Only when I'm out with more people proba-

bly. [He smells the suncream] Ooh, that is a different smell. So that reminds me more 

of... my mom putting it on me before I'm going somewhere. [So, childhood?] Yeah, 

that's more of a, yeah, reminds me of childhood kinda. Yeah, I'm getting some memo-

ries. I'm just trying to picture where it is…Cos I remember she was a bit heavy handed 

on the face. So, I can picture that. […] It reminds me of sports day at school. I 

 

 
34 Ruth:  it's because it's a smell I kind of associate with a lot of things. Like I think of the smell of suncream, I immediately 
either jump to holidays, or I jump to working at a stables in 30 degree heat and having to put suncream on. 
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remember applying that a lot. Yeah, it reminds me of when I was a kid and going to 

events like sports day or a... was it a fete? Things like that. 

It is clear from Darwin’s recollection how particular experiences become embodied 

through sunscreen practices, in this case childhood memories. Re-membering smelly ma-

terialities of particular sunscreens invokes past spatio-temporalities in the present, in this 

case bringing back memories of sports days and fetes. Through such processes, sun-

screens become emplaced; they become situated within their spatial contexts of practice. 

Smell is crucial to this process, anchoring spatial practices across lived temporalities. 

This could posit particular creams in British summer events for Darwin, or for Bea and 

her ‘face’-sunscreen it invokes her bathroom, where she applies it every morning. Spatio-

temporalities and the specificities of strong olfactory sunscreen-events may thus become 

emplaced and embodied with frequent or powerful iterations of events. 

Sunscreen Places 

Sunscreen practices become emplaced through particular material-affective, sensory events, 

re-constructing certain places as where sunscreen is ‘out of place’ and others where it be-

longs, such as sunny beaches in far-away lands. ‘Holidays’ are a particularly prominent ma-

terial-semiotic node and imaginary within sunscreen-places. For some I spoke with, it is in 

around swimming pools and at beaches where sunscreens are most easily situated. When 

asked about when they last used sunscreen many mentioned that they had not ‘been away’35. 

The smells of sunscreen often evoked specific places or place-based imaginaries tied with 

foreign holidays:  

Frank: Every year I used to go to Spain. And basically, I think there's that holiday 

more than anything. I don't really associate it with other holidays as much cuz I think 

growing up, you know, how your mom literally covers you in it. That smell, that is 

where it takes me, it's being around the pool in Spain.  

Tim: [Starts rubbing sunscreen into back of his wrist]. Mmmh, yeah, immediately. I'm 

thinking of the beach straightaway and it feels- like the feeling of grains of sand? Of-

ten, I remember, reapplying sunscreen after going in the sea. And the feeling of sand, 

sort of almost rubbing ag- getting the occasional grain of sand, in the sunscreen. Yeah, 

definite memories of being at the beach, at various times, both recently like last year, 

and sort of generally, as a child   

Particular places, such as ‘the pool in Spain’, or situated tactile feelings, such as sand stick-

ing to sunscreen, can be said to be ‘emplaced’: they are embodied with sunscreen and sun-

screen practices. These affective feelings, sensory recollections and imagined scenes are not 

embodied by themselves, but it is in relation with the sticky, smelly materialities of sun-

screens which their embodiment emerges. This speaks to Stacey Alaimo’s conception of the 

trans-corporeal body (Alaimo 2016) and re-iterates embodiment as a relational, situated phe-

nomenon, between artificially bounded bodies, vibrant matter and particularly configured 

places. 

 

 
35 TB:   And why do you think you used it then? Frank: So, I haven't left the country, in almost coming up to 

two years. Two years? Yeah, I think it's two years. And when did Covid start? Two years ago [scoffs]. Yeah, so 

not left the country then. So probably just was a hot day, and was either lying in the garden, probably, or going 

out doing stuff with friends? 
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That sunscreen was so strongly connected with beaches and pools throughout interview con-

versations is unsurprising, given decades of sunscreen advertising which has been almost ex-

clusively saturated with images alluding to such places: localities full of sun, spaces where 

clothes are perceived redundant and images which channel the ‘foreign’ and ‘exotic’. 

Nivea’s most recent “Mr Sun” advertising campaign(NIVEA SUN introduces Mr Sun – 

‘Through the clouds’’ - YouTube’, 2019; NIVEA SUN introduces Mr Sun – ‘There’s only 

one sun’ - YouTube, 2019) challenges these imaginaries. Contesting ideas such as “it’s not 

like the sun on holiday. The sun at home is much... weaker.” Nivea doubles back on sun-

screen imaginaries that they themselves have for decades participated in re-producing. A 

perfect example of this is their 2013 advert for Protect and Refresh mist(NIVEA Sun Protect 

& Refresh Invisible Cooling Mist - YouTube, 2013): A tanned woman in a white bikini 

takes a break from playing on the beach with her husband and children, to “cool” and “re-

fresh” from the heat using Nivea’s new aerosol sunscreen, all to the ‘exotic’ ska-inspired 

soundtrack. It is the 2019 departure from this normative imaginary which illuminates such a 

history in greater relief; seeing fully dressed people applying sunscreen in British parks is a 

stark contrast to every other advert I analysed.  

All other advertising campaigns, regardless of brand, tone of advert or decade, had a number 

of images in common: they are all on some asituated ‘holiday’ or use this imaginary; they all 

feature semi-nude bodies in swimwear; who are almost always tanned and almost always 

‘white’; and colour palettes of blue, white and orange-yellow-tan dominate. Each of these 

are entangled with the other; a history of sunscreen adverts being at ‘the beach’ ̶ an unrecog-

nisable, generic strip of immaculate white sand, deep blue ocean and bright blue skies  ̶ cen-

tres a colour palette and dress-code which can then be reproduced without the beach. This is 

exemplified by La Roche-Posay’s ‘Shaka’ campaign (La Roche-Posay 2019), where a series 

of bodies ̶ of diverse ethnicities  ̶  dance in swimwear in front of a blue screen. This advert is 

different to most: not only is there a far greater diversity of skin-colour (and unlike in the 

only other two adverts to include people of colour this is done in an inclusive way) but the 

swimwear here is fashionable and in muted tones rather than bright white. Yet these diver-

gences, with the soundtrack’s invocation of Shaka Khan, act to mark Anthelios as for young, 

‘cool’ people36, they do not disturb the allusion to being ‘on holiday’. Not only do they dance 

in front of a blue screen, but Anthelios is advertised here as sand- and water-resistant, as 

both matters splash off these gyrating, athletic bodies. Here, sunscreen advertising history 

has produced such conserved images and colour-imaginaries that images of the beach are no 

longer needed, it is easy to associate these bodies dancing in front of a blue-screen as ‘on 

holiday’.  

Whilst all I spoke with connected sunscreen with places of summery semi-nudity, to some 

extent, they also mentioned more particular localities specific to their biographies. Horse sta-

bles the most prominent sunscreen-places for Ruth (alongside holiday destinations), who re-

flected that this was potentially linked with being told by authority figures to use sunscreen 

in these places as a child. Darwin strongly associated sunscreen with golf-courses and golf-

ing37, stating that the potential duration of sun exposure here motivates him to bring the sun-

screen out with him rather than putting it on and leaving it at home: 

 

 
36 Like, Ambre-Solaire, La-Roche Posay is owned by L’Oréal. This allows the parent company to establish distinct, compli-
mentary brands which reach for different consumer bases. Whereas Ambre Solaire is classically targeted towards children 
(or mothers) and families, La Roche-Posay emphasises dermatological credibility and positions itself towards young adults.  
37 The particular materialities of aerosol-sprays are well matched to Darwin’s golfing needs, helping to avoid ‘sticky hands’ 
and feeling inconspicuous. This seemingly coincidental effect catalysed a long-term switch to aerosol sunscreens for Darwin, 
further emphasising the subsequent material-semiotic entanglements that Darwin experiences between golf and sunscreen. 
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Darwin: No, no I'd put it on whenever going outside. But yeah, so it was usually on 

all the time, I'd assume. Yeah, wasn't just golf. It's just because now I use aerosol sun-

cream. I think the first time I used that was when I played golf and every golf, I'm- it's 

just a thought: golf.” 

This reveals that what makes wearing sunscreen memorable for Darwin in this instance is 

the practices in which sunscreens are mobile and situated in different places. He assumes he 

wore it all week in Portugal, but the daily preparation before leaving is far less memorable 

than the instances of taking it out purposefully with re-application in mind. Whilst golf-

course are strongly connected with sunscreen for Darwin, maybe they wouldn’t enter the im-

aginaries of sunscreen-places for others, going as far to be ‘out-of-place’. It is specific, lived 

practices which have enacted golf-courses as sunscreen-places for Darwin.  

Sunscreen Intimacies 

 

… and when he rubs sunblock on my back, it is both too little and too much. 

 “Is this okay?” he asks, his breath hot on the back of my neck. 

“Uh-huh,” I say, trying not to make the contact into more than it is. However, his 

hands are excellent. They are warm and wide and soft, and I have not been laid in 

months. For a moment, I’m sure I’m going to cry…” 38     

Sunscreen practices also elicit affect through intimate skin-encounters, whereby different 

skins come into contact as people help each other to reach difficult areas. Ani notices this 

mentioning that “you're touching someone in a part of themselves that they can't reach. I 

mean, you know, I think that's quite intimate.” The intimacy that Ani attributes to sunscreen-

skin-encounters is one shared by the many I spoke with, who affirm an intimacy or sensual-

ity which is co-created through collaborative sunscreen practices. Siri describes how “it’s 

quite a sensual feeling, rubbing sunscreen in somebody’s back” and Frank concurs, saying 

“it’s quite an intimate thing, isn’t it? It’s literally, like, one removed from giving a massage 

to someone.” The adjacency of sunscreen application to massaging, and the material-semi-

otic connotations of this, troubles a practice which at other times is compared to a health in-

tervention, a material-semiotic register and emplaced imaginary which divorces skin-en-

counters from any sense of intimacy. Incidentally, Ruth explains this disparity somewhat, 

describing how her reluctance at an unknown person applying sunscreen for her would dis-

appear if “it was, like, a professional, […]  you know, in a hypothetical world where there is 

a professional sunscreen applier, that's okay.” As such, collaborative sunscreen practices 

can be, and often are, interpreted as intimate, yet this is not inherent or guaranteed but de-

pends upon the social configuration through which these co-practices are enacted. 

Sunscreen practices, then, are not sites of an intimacy but many shifting intimacies, whereby 

the perception of another skinned body is differentially comprehended depending on the so-

cial relations and material sensations invoked through such a skin-encounter. This is illus-

trated well by Ruth, whose comments illustrate the different ways in which skin-encounters 

can be understood based on the positionality of the encountered. She notes that with family 

it’s “very kind of protective, like [a] familial kind of thing”, whereas with a partner or pro-

spective partner “it might be a bit different. It's more,  yeah, flirty.” This is then contrasted to 

‘randos’, as Ruth explains how she would be reluctant to apply sunscreen to people she 

 

 
38 Excerpt from the novel Luster (Leilani 2020, p. 9)   
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didn’t know: “although it might not be like sexually intimate, it's like, an intimate thing.” As 

Ruth’s relationship to a person changes the intimacies at stake perform in different registers. 

This is attributed to other aspects of the relationship, as Ruth reflects that “I guess there's 

like a level of trust there?” The figuring of ‘trust’ acts to highlight its role in ‘perception’ 

here, whereby perception can be seen, in a conceptualisation aligned to Deleuze’s cinema 

theory, to be a deduction of probable meaning from all potential meanings (Davis 2013). In 

this case ‘trust’ acts to delimit the potential interpretations and make deduction easier, as 

there is an understanding between encountering skins about what exactly may be felt by 

each party, based on past social relations 

The figure of the familial is often drawn upon across interviews to illustrate sunscreen co-

practices without intimacy or sensuality. It was not immediately clear why this was, yet it is 

an idea that emerged somewhat frequently. Siri described how a sense of intimacy depended 

on the person with whom you were intra-acting, exemplifying this by noting “it’s not like I 

think it’s sensual if I do it on my sister’s back”. Bea also employed this contrast between the 

sensual skin-encounter and the familial skin-encounter, describing how her main association 

of sunscreen with others is “not like anything cool and sexy, [it’s] just me, trying to chuck it 

at my brother”. One contrast to this is Ani’s discussion of applying sunscreen to her sister’s 

back, explaining how she would be very careful if applying to her sister “because she has a 

thing with being touched”. In this instance, the familiarity and entangled histories of familial 

relations makes the prospect of this careful skin-encounter possible. Ani’s hesitance high-

lights that skin-encounters between family are no less sensational, they are simply under-

stood in contrast to certain others. 

That the intimacies of sunscreen-skin-encounters were de-emphasised in familial contexts 

points to two main possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive. The first is implicated by 

the comparison to the sexual, as employed by Bea and also Ruth above. This comparison 

loads ‘the intimate’ with a particular meaning, whereby ‘sexual intimacy’ dominates the ma-

terial-semiotic sketchpad. Given the absolute taboo of aligning the sexual and the familial, 

this divorcing of intimacy from the familial may be a discursive practice in protecting the 

boundary between the sexual and the familial. Another possibility lies with an idea of nor-

malisation, whereby touch between close familial relations becomes so enskinned that skins 

begin to entangle through continual co-enactments which re/produce ‘family’. Tim demon-

strates the iteration of these practices recalling how applying sunscreen to his dad’s back 

“wasn't naturally an endearing sort of act.  I think in the moment, […] I guess we all had a 

joke about it, his just sort of large back, quite hairy [back]”. For Tim and his family this was 

a practice they shared, joking together about how otherwise it may have been a potentially 

unpleasant act. Frank could not think of a social relation he would be reluctant to apply sun-

screen to, but could imagine: “a particular back in my mind, which it'd be like 'oh, I don't 

want to touch that'. Like if it was... just, like spotty, and just…yeah, it's not looking particu-

larly appealing.” It is the intimacies invoked by familial relations which enact certain backs 

as unappealing and others as a shared joke, making such practices into “a good memory”. 

This family history implies a strongly delimited field of potential perceptions, whereby no 

labour must be performed to extract meaning from the material arrangement of skin, sun-

screen and another’s skin. This ease of perception, along very functional lines, acts to dis-

guise familial intimacies, hiding the very intimacy which allows such practices to lose sensa-

tional interpretations and become neither intimate nor sensual.  

A potentiality of perceptions is powerfully affected by imaginaries, with images from media 

and film acting to invoke a sexual intimacy in relation to sunscreen co-practices which was 

rarely enacted by those I spoke with. Given a popular imaginary of sunscreen practices elic-

iting romantic or sexual intimacies, played with by Princess Cyd in Chapter 1, I tried to 
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tease out whether those I spoke with had enacted such ideas through their own practices. 

Where they did reference the sexual material-semiotics of sunscreen practices, it was usually 

to invalidate them or figure them as imaginaries of media and cultural works. Ruth refers to 

how sunscreen intimacies are situated in media and how “there’s always kind of jokes about 

you know, ‘oh, do you wanna put suncream on my back.’”. This is an imaginary re/produced 

through an iterative invocation of sunscreen practices in film, with Bea calling upon just one 

example:  

there's the scene in Bride and Prejudice39, where Mr. Darcy is asked to put suncream 

on the back of the very hot friend of someone. […] a very specific scene of me being 

at 9/10 years old, watching that for the first time. It was a PG movie. I was like, 'oh my 

god, he's touching her skin. Like that's sooo hot.'  

This re-collection demonstrates how children and young people may be taught to perceive 

sunscreen co-practices as sites of sexual intimacy and how romantic perceptions may be read 

into sunscreen-skin encounters through media enactments. Siri discusses this well in relation 

to age, describing how when they were younger “if my guy-friends asked, you would put 

sunscreen on their back. Maybe that felt like, yeah.. that felt sexual or something.” Yet these 

intimacies are bracketed as “when you were young and a teenager”, indicating a changing 

range of potential perceptions with age, as experienced skin-encounters crowd out imagi-

naries from media and film which once held such sway.  

There was an exception to this consensus of intimacy, as Darwin described a ‘preparatory’ 

act bounded by singular purpose and so distanced from any intimacy that may arise through 

presumed alternative perceptions of other skin bodies. The person that Darwin is engaged in 

sunscreen co-practices with doesn’t affect the meanings from which he draws: 

Darwin:   I can see why some people might think of it as an intimate thing just be-

cause obviously... it's a sense of touch on another person and going, kind of, going 

under clothes and things like that. They’re not places that are untouched. But, for 

me, yeah, it's more about just getting the cream onto places where it might get 

burnt or exposed. So yes, it's not, not something I think of too much as intimate. I 

maybe think of after-sun more as an intimate thing because that's after we've been 

out. Like, we're not preparing for anything. If we're not preparing for anything, and 

I'm touching someone in that way, then I feel like it's intimate. But... it's for a rea-

son, it's a purpose.  

Darwin conceives of sunscreen-skin-encounters as preparatory for other things, which pro-

tects them from emergent feelings of intimacy. In another part of the interview, when dis-

cussing applying sunscreen before golf, Darwin describes40 how “that’s not a protective 

thing, that’s just a preparation for a golf game,” then likening sunscreen application to em-

phatically pulling up his socks and wearing the right shirt. This shifting semiotic places Dar-

win’s sunscreen practices, and their contingent sunscreen-skin-encounters as part of some 

strange temporal register, whereby they are divorced from what is being prepared for and 

given protective status by their singular purpose: there is not time for distractions to consider 

other sensations which may arise, such as intimacy. Darwin contrasts this to applying after-

sun to ease sun ‘burns’, which is spatio-temporally located ‘after’ the event at hand and as 

such they’re “not preparing for anything”. Darwin finds an intimacy in these after-sun 

 

 
39 Bride and Prejudice (2004) is a Bollywood adaptation of Jane Austen’s novel, directed by Gurinder Chadha.  
40 Darwin:  “that's not a protective thing. That's just a... preparation, for a golf game. That's ki- And that's more of a routine. 
Getting in the mindset of a golf game. Like, make sure I'm pulling my socks up to the max. Getting my golf shirt on, tucking 
into my shorts. Getting my cap, getting my sunglasses. And then I'm applying my suncream.” 
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practices, of caring for tender skins (again reminiscent of Cyd caring for Katie’s burnt skin 

in Princess Cyd), but this is dependent on “not preparing for anything”. It is the ‘reason’ and 

‘purpose’ of preparation, specifically, which removes “touching someone in that way” from 

intimate registers for Darwin and protects these skin-encounters from alternative interpreta-

tions.  

Sunscreen intimacies aren’t just enacted within social configurations, but they act to confer 

meaning on social relations and bring physical intimacy through material encounters of 

skins. Sunscreen practices between people initiate skin-encounters and give meaning to 

these touching skin bodies which operate within broader social dynamics. Katarina discusses 

how applying sunscreen to others is not a stand-alone act, but that she situates it within a 

broader set of skin-encounters which re-enact friendship, closeness and care with those she 

is already close with.  

Katarina:  I don't love being super [close], like hugging people that I don't really 

know. I want a little bit of personal space, if I don't know someone. […] but then I 

love being super close, and touching people that are friends, or that I'm close to. So I 

think it might be that because I think it's such a nice [thing]. And it's not just sunscreen 

that I have… but it's a very good example of intimacy, just putting on sunscreen, be-

cause it's very close and it's a caring act and you just touch someone and, like, protect 

them 

Katarina enjoys this physical intimacy with those she is close with but finds these same en-

counters unpleasant with less familiar co-enactors. As such, this exemplifies how shared 

sunscreen practices, who is asked and how this question is then responded to, participate in 

delineating social, and material, closeness. Katarina is keen to protect her ‘personal space’ 

and the boundaries which she establishes to maintain this, yet these boundaries are semi-per-

meable. Who is welcomed into (sunscreen-)skin-encounters and who is not re-enacts close-

ness and distance in regards to social relations, as well as material skins.  

Sunscreen-skin-encounters may invoke different intimacies and meanings depending on how 

differently gendered bodies engage in their own enactments. The social configurations, ma-

terial-semiotic articulations and potential perceptions of sunscreen-skin-encounters are not 

apolitical or asituated, but are enacted with diverse entanglements, many of which are orien-

tated by gendering devices. Interviews with both Frank and Tim described experiences 

which I also have some recollections, whereby teenage boys will assert particular semiotics 

onto sunscreen-practices to affect the ways in which they are conducted or avoid engaging in 

sunscreen-skin-encounters entirely:  

Frank [on if he’d applied sunscreen for other people]: Yeah, yeah. It’s always that 

funny thing, isn't it. It's like 'oh someone needs to do my back.'  [puts on a voice] 'No I 

can't do that, that's gay urghh. No, no, no, can't be doing that.' […] I remember doing it 

for my mom or my dad or my brother when I was younger on holiday. Yeah, and 

friends, because you've got to. You can't just not do your back; someone has to help 

you. 

Whereas intimacies in familial practices may be disguised, precluding any semiotic genera-

tion of sexual inferences, sexual semiotics are actively employed amongst teenage boys to 

avoid the intimacies of sunscreen-skin-encounters. Frank’s first thought when asked about 

applying sunscreen with others is to laugh ironically at past experiences whereby sunscreen 

co-practices are painted as gay by teenage boys and young men. These accusations and at-

tributions of gayness are an active and specific articulation of sexualities and their relation to 

intimacies through sunscreen-skin-encounters. In part it may rest on imaginaries of these en-

counters; as discussed earlier there is a perception concentrated in youth, likely due to fewer 
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experiences of skin-encounters, that sunscreen applications between bodies articulate sexual 

intimacies.  

Yet these are specific sexual intimacies: in Bea’s recollection of the scene from Bride and 

Prejudice, it is Mr Darcy rubbing sunscreen into Indira Varma’s back, not the other way 

round. These imagined encounters are not just orientated within the norms of heterosexuality 

(in contrast to the scenes from Princess Cyd discussed in Chapter 1), but they have tradition-

ally figured an active man engaging the skin-body of a woman. This follows and re-produces 

historic, dualistic discourses of gendered difference, which attributed action to men and pas-

sivity to women, explored by Val Plumwood (1993). Thus, sexual or romantic sunscreen-

imaginaries don’t just figure sunscreen-skin-encounters as sexually intimate, but for teenage 

boys they articulate an imaginary which posits sexual desire particularly from the person 

(read man) rubbing into a body which is materially and semiotically made passive, and thus 

feminised, hiding the reciprocity of touch in skin-encounters. I am reminded here of Ah-

med’s discussion of Western societies, as collections of related, embodied beings, oriented 

around and within heterosexuality (Ahmed 2006), working with Butler’s discussion of the 

heterosexual matrix of un/intelligibility (Butler 1997). It is thus little surprise that the desires 

between bodies that are articulated through sexual sunscreen imaginaries act as what Ahmed 

would call a ‘straightening device’ amongst teenage boys engaging in sunscreen co-prac-

tices, whereby the unintelligibility of desires between masculine bodies is advertised and af-

firmed. Frank highlights how these ‘straightening device’ can be performed when he says 

“it's funny, isn't it? Because, like, it's got it's got to be done and it will get done. But there's 

always got to be a song and dance about it, or someone makes a thing of it”.  Interviewees 

thinking back on sexualised imaginaries of sunscreen encounters felt they held little power 

or truth now, in their mid- to late twenties. However, in recollections of youth they described 

the sway that such imaginaries had on shaping sunscreen-skin-encounters in their younger 

years, particularly in past teenage boyhoods.  

With sunscreen imaginaries affecting particular material-semiotic intimacies between teen-

age boys, they seek to avoid these intimacies through specific modes of application which 

sometimes negate the need for others. Enactments of intimacies may be strengthened or 

weakened depending on the specific modes of encountering other skins, as Frank illustrates:  

Frank: When people are in relationships, it's very much like 'oh I'll do your back and 

it becomes almost like that sort of sexual thing. But like, you have to almost com-

pletely make it the most unsexual thing if you're doing it for a friend. It's like 'Okay. 

Just slap it on.' [demonstrates] Just sort of really push it on and do it as quickly as pos-

sible. It's like 'oh yep. You're done. And never speak of this moment again.' 

By ‘slapping it on’ and doing it ‘as quickly as possible’, feelings of intimacy are curtailed as 

much as possible. This follows the previously mentioned ‘song and dance’ which communi-

cates reluctance, at the least, and often re/produces heterosexist semiotics to distance per-

formers from perceptions of gayness. Together these elements of practice act to protect het-

erosexuality as a normative technology among hegemonically oriented young men, also act-

ing to protect their claims to intelligibility through rhetorics of heterosexuality, even if they 

may actually be navigating questions of their own sexual orientations.  

Another strategy of protecting against intimacies between teenage boys and young men is to 

avoid sunscreen-skin-encounters entirely, affirming the very intimacies of such encounters. 

For some, it is simply easier to avoid the ‘song and dance’ and ‘crappy jokes’, literally tak-

ing matters into their own hands.  

Tim: especially being younger, there was no way of applying another man without ei-

ther joking about its feminine or non-heterosexual connotations. […] I've got a few 
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people who would always try their utmost to get every part of their back possible, 

without having to ask for assistance. Even now, people- so I think some of my friends, 

they'd probably do the same. And yeah, it's definitely very intimate. In male friend-

ships there's sort of like... I don't know, I think when people aren't always that inti-

mate, especially with body stuff, yeah it’s...[intimate]  ”  

TB:  You've brought out one small thing, which I think I hadn't thought about too 

much: […] this drive for probably like teenage boys to contort themselves, in the most 

unnatural positions to try and apply sunscreen completely by themselves. [Yeah. Yeah, 

yeah. Yeah.] And this admission that they should, that they have to wear this sun-

screen for whatever reason. And they need it. But this absolute reluctance to have any-

one else touch them. [Yeah, yeah. Yeah]. I have a really clear memory of my younger 

brother, even on family holiday, he'd just like, in a mirror, just contort it behind him-

self. Putting sunscreen on the back of his hand, so that he could like..[reach] 

Tim describes how these sunscreen intra-actions between young men posit material intima-

cies in unfamiliar settings. That some should choose to limit their exposure to such affecta-

tions, by trying “their utmost to get every part of their back possible”, is hardly surprising. 

For sunscreen-skin-encounters do not just make vulnerable the claims of teenage boy-men to 

heterosexual legibility, but the very emergence of intimacies may threaten their enactments 

of masculinity. Much has been written about withdrawals of affectionate touch towards bod-

ies socialised into manhood (e.g. Hällgren et al. 2015; Sedgwick 2003), as touch becomes 

reserved for particular settings where it affirms (hetero)masculinities, such as sexual encoun-

ters and sports, and other intimacies are avoided (e.g. Hancock et al. 2015; Reeser and 

Gottzén 2018).  

The very intimacies of sunscreen-skin-encounters threaten enactments of masculinities and 

make vulnerable practiced alienation of touch among teenage boy-men. It should not be sur-

prising that some will protect against this through twisting and contorting their bodies in 

somewhat queer displays of self-reliance. In Nivea’s 2015 “Take Care Out There” advert in-

timacies between masculine bodies become alienated. The advert uses ‘real’ beachgoers and 

is structured into three parts: an intro which introduces a UV camera and how it shows skin; 

an instruction to “Take Care Out There” which then shows people applying sunscreen to 

their skin; and a part labelled “give care out there” where sunscreen is applied between peo-

ple in skin-encounters. The majority of these latter instances show (presumed) mothers rub-

bing sunscreen into infant children’s faces, but there are three pairings of masculine bodies 

which offer a snapshot of how intimacies shift and become distanced at some point in age-

ing. The first is of children, as two boys play with sunscreen in the UV camera, and one sees 

how it shows up on the other’s back. This is a short shot where they are close together and 

relaxed. Compare this with the next shot of two adult men, as one man again applies sun-

screen to the other’s back. The applier stands at an arms distance from the back, using a 

spray bottle to seemingly minimise contact, whilst the man in front stands visibly tensed and 

still. We then get one more, very brief shot of a skin-encounter between two men. This shot 

is taken using the UV camera, acting to distance the image from the familiar, and shows a 

man speedily finish rubbing sunscreen into another’s back, before quickly stepping away, 

out of arms’ reach. This reminds me of Frank’s description of the ‘song-and-dance’; sun-

screen application between men will happen but it will be as fast, distanced and un-intimate 

as possible. Yet in first offering the image of playful boys, these men look all the more rigid 

and uncomfortable. In this contrast, it becomes clearer that the alienation from masculine in-

timacies and skin-encounters that both Frank and Tim have described is not inevitable, but 

often emerges as an articulation of the gendered norms that influence (teenage) formations 

of masculine embodied-subjectivities.  
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Sunscreen Embarrassments 

‘Burnt’ skins also tell stories and act as affective registers, as they record particular sun-skin-

encounters and sun over-exposures. Interviewees often professed embarrassment towards 

their own ‘burnt’, pink skins, an embarrassment entwined with the unsolicited responses of 

others. Conversely, seeing others sun-‘burnt’ was sometimes talked about in amused, hu-

morous tones and it is likely this perception of sun-burn as funny on others is diffracted 

through feelings of embarrassment when perceiving one’s own skin. Feelings of curiosity 

arise too when taking in the notably, sometimes violently, pink skins of others, as people I 

spoke with wondered about the “story behind that”. Reflectively, perceptions of ‘burnt’ 

skins are firmly entangled with those of ‘tanned’ skins: whereas ‘tanned’ skin is perceived as 

beautiful and healthy, associated with confidence and enjoyment, ‘burnt’ skin is seen as un-

healthy and unattractive, conjuring embarrassment and memories of painful enskinment.  

Perceptions of ‘good skin’ are violently disrupted by sun-‘burning’, as skins become con-

spicuously marked. This pinkness or redness of skin in itself is viewed by many of those I 

spoke with as looking unattractive, stupid and ultimately undesirable. Ruth reflects upon this 

aspect of being sun-‘burnt’:  

Ruth: It doesn't look good. I'm not sure I've thought about it much in terms of- I guess 

there's the kind of embarrassment from it, maybe. But I'm not sure where that's from... 

No I'm lying, it is because I look stupid if I'm sunburnt. Or at least I think I look stupid 

when I'm sunburned. 

Given previously discussed conceptions of ‘good skin’ being impossibly unmarked skin 

which certain bodies are orientated towards aspiring, ‘burnt’ skin disrupts the labours of 

desirability which people may be engaged in. This disruption may in-turn threaten social 

intelligibility if aspirations to desirability and beauty are key to gendered or racialised en-

actments of identity or self. Hence, embarrassment and feelings of guilt emerge as 

‘straightening’ devices, which enact ‘good skin’ as unmarked skin and ‘burnt’ skin as 

worthy of surveillance and correction.  

One’s own ‘burnt’ skins invoked embarrassment, entangling aesthetic distaste and feelings 

of guilt and stoked by the responses of others. This is a guilt connected to feeling like they 

have made a mistake which has become visible and readable on their skins, linked also with 

the feeling that they have not worn sunscreen when they should have. Katarina discusses the 

entangled sources of this embarrassment for her:  

Katarina: [It’s] a combination maybe. It's both like the aesthetics that you look, that I 

look, very burnt, and if you have a beard then you look like a really drunk, old man. So 

it's both like the aesthetic but also maybe a bit embarrassing... people are like 'Oh, you 

haven't used sunscreen?', perhaps. Commenting, maybe. 

At another point in the interview, Katarina laughed at the story of a family friend with prom-

inent ‘beard bun’ from skiing, conveying the relation between embarrassment when viewing 

one’s self and the humour when perceiving others. This feeling is connected to Luna 

Dolezal’s conception of the ‘seen body’ (2015), which posits that one experiences the body 

as it is reflected in the experiences of it by others. The ‘seen body’ is a surface, and thus 

overlaps with skins, and is central to Dolezal’s thinking with shame. There is a dialectic in 

experiencing one’s own ‘burnt’ skin, and how one experiences others ‘burnt’ skins, affecting 

how a person perceives of their own ‘burning'. In this instance, the entertainment one finds 

in the appearance of sun ‘burns’ on others becomes embarrassment, verging on shame, when 

enskinned on oneself.  
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Very ‘burnt’ skins are semiotically loaded, signifying specific imaginaries and telling cryptic 

stories. Both Tim and Frank alluded to imaginaries of careless, potentially intoxicated, likely 

masculine people who get particularly, or “catastrophically” ‘burnt’, particularly outside of 

the UK. This imaginary of the ‘Brit abroad’ alludes to a recklessness but also invokes some 

sense of exceptionalism, such as from social configurations of respectability, and absence of 

accountability, in this case to the sun.  

Tim: Unless someone is sort of catastrophically sunburnt, in which case you sort of 

get-it’s... often that might either be because they've been very drunk or something, 

maybe, or just very careless. In which case, I guess there's always a sort of interest-

ing... yeah obviously, there might be story behind that. So, I might sort of... inquire 

about that, especially if it's someone I know  

Frank: there's connotations of being a Brit Abroad, and being like 'oh, yeah', he either 

got really drunk in the sun or something, or just... I probably would think less, not less 

of someone, that's probably a bad thing to say. I think just based on purely aesthetics 

and if I walked past someone and they were completely red I'd be like 'God, what's 

happened? Like, how have you ended up like that?  

Clearly the imaginaries of the ‘Brit abroad’ conjured here in response to intense sun-‘burns’ 

are particular and situated and would not apply to all ‘burnt’ bodies or perceptions of them. 

My German colleague Jonathan Rahn added here, when reviewing this thesis, that his “pic-

ture of sun-burnt Brits was always one of ‘over-doing’ it, not negligence.” It is here where 

crypticism of skin-stories enters the fray: as Frank says, “how have you ended up like that?” 

Clearly sun-‘burnt’ skin stands out- it is marked- by the enskinment of sun-(over-)exposure, 

but it is not clear exactly how other people’s skins became so vulnerable to such (over-)ex-

posures. Given the negative connotations of sun-burn –  as irresponsibility or stupidity en-

skinned –individuals seek answers in ‘burnt’ skins as to why and how bodies allowed them-

selves to become so unprotected. In this sentiment is also the acknowledgement that this 

could be them, that neither Frank nor Tim in this case (though it applies to many more of the 

interviewees, including myself) are inherently protected against such an eventuality. By 

learning the story behind the ‘burn’, they may reinforce their own practices and rhetorics of 

protection.  
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5. ‘Health’ 

“Despite sunscreen being widely available and recommended for sun protection, opti-

mizing the use of sunscreens remains a challenge, and controversies continue to sur-

round its use.”41 

The main purpose of sunscreens is their protection against skin cancer, according to medical 

discourses and common knowledge merchants. The logic of this is thus: As sunscreens ab-

sorb radiation, this energy is dissipated rather than acting to cause mutagenic affects in the 

cells which form skin tissues. There is robust scientific research to demonstrate that sun-

screens reduce the risk of sun-burn and sun-burn related damage, squamous-cell carcinoma –  

the second most common skin cancer ̶  and some other sun-related skin conditions. The evi-

dence of sunscreens’ affects in relation to malignant melanoma – described as the most dan-

gerous skin cancer ̶  is however less convincing, despite medical discourse which continu-

ously describes sunscreen as the preventative measure to take to avoid developing this form 

of skin cancer. Some research has even found a positive correlation between using sunscreen 

and malignant melanoma incidence before the 1990s, with any correlation disappearing after 

this (Silva et al. 2018). Other research42, reviewed by Oliveria et al. (2006), identified a link 

between indoor jobs, and spending less time in the sun, with increased risk of malignant 

melanoma, indicating that the means of affectation of these unruly, erratic cell behaviours is 

not as simple as earlier assumed. A lot of reviews and researchers have written about the 

conflicting results and correlations in relation to sunscreen use and malignant melanoma 

(Bastuji-Garin & Diepgen 2002; Xie et al. 2015; Silva et al. 2018), and whilst some recent, 

well-controlled studies have concluded there is a reduced risk of melanoma from ‘proper’ 

sunscreen use (Rueegg et al. 2019; Watts et al. 2018), rates of malignant melanoma and sun-

screen sales have concomitantly increased: Something is certainly awry.  

This chapter is, thus, about health and how it is figures in motivations for sunscreen use. I 

explore how sun-burns fit into ideas of health and how embodied feelings of skin ‘burning’ 

are central to sunscreen use, yet often relegated to lesser importance when actually explain-

ing the reasons why one uses sunscreen. I compare this with discourses surrounding skin-

cancers from interviews and scientific literature, investigating how these material-semiotics 

drive sunscreen use.  

SPF, Erythema and preventing sunburns 

A fruitful starting point to explore how the sun affects skin tissues and cells is to question 

what is meant by the SPF rating of sunscreens. SPF stands for Sun Protection Factor and is 

the primary signifier and metric of a sunscreen’s protective strength in Europe and much of 

 

 
41 From the opening paragraph from Watts et al.’s paper (2018) ‘Sunscreen Use and Melanoma Risk Among Young Austral-
ian Adults’ 
42 Admittedly, these studies are all from the early 1990s, and thus took place at a time of quite different sunscreen formulas. 
However, this research has been a key part in hypotheses that intermittent, strong exposures to UV may be more important 
than overall exposures.  
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the world (Young et al. 2017). Many of my interviewees often spoke about the SPFs of the 

sunscreens they use, with most favouring higher protection factors of 30-50. Although some, 

Bea and Katarina for example, also spoke of using lower factors when younger in hope of 

tanning43. First introduced by Franz Greiter (the creator of Piz Buin) in 1962 (Osterwalder 

and Herzog, 2009), SPF is a ratio between the dose of solar radiation needed to cause the 

first signs of sunburn, with versus without a specific sunscreen formula. It is thus a measure-

ment of the degree to which a sunscreen prevents sun-burning in comparison to not using it 

(Young et al. 2017; Osterwalder et al. 2014). To be exact, it is not sunburn which is being 

considered here, but erythema, a term often used synonymously with sunburn by scientific 

articles (see for examples Clydesdale et al. 2001; Matsumura and Ananthaswamy 2004; 

Young et al. 2017; Brenner and Hearing 2008.) Erythema is the visible reddening of the skin 

and inflammatory response caused by increased blood-flow, or vasodilation of blood-ves-

sels. Erythema develops over the hours following UV exposure in a bi-phasic pattern; there 

is an immediate response which is observable before exposure is over, followed by a further 

increase in erythema which starts about an hour after exposure and peaks at 24-48 hours (cf. 

Clydesdale et al. 2001.)  SPF is based on the minimal erythema dose (MED), which is the 

smallest dose of solar radiation needed to result in perceptible skin redness between 16-24 

hours after exposure  (Paiva et al. 2020). MED, and thus SPF, is different for different peo-

ple under ‘real’ conditions, and depends on factors such as time of exposure, time of day, 

weather and geographical location, as well how specific skins, grouped into skin -types, re-

spond to UV radiation. 

UV radiation from the sun can be divided into several types based on wavelength, with radi-

ation causing different effects at different wavelengths. The shortest wavelength type ̶ UVC 

(100-280nm) ̶  has the highest energy potential, but is (mostly) effectively screened from the 

earth by the ozone layer. The more relevant solar radiation at the surface level is UVB (280-

320nm) and UVA (320-400nm). UVB has often been the dominant focus in researching and 

writing about sunscreens and skin-health due to the action spectrum of erythema. The action 

spectrum is defined by Young et al. (2017, p. S101) as “a plot of wavelength versus the re-

ciprocal of the dose required for a given photobiological outcome” and shows the vulnera-

bility of tissue to different wavelengths of light. As rays in the 290-300nm part of UVB are 

more than 1000 times more effective per dose than rays in the upper UVA range (namely 

UVA- I, which is 340-400nm), this has led many researchers to assert that UVB causes sun-

burn (or erythema, used synonymously). An example of this kind of description from scien-

tific literature is from Matsumura and Ananthaswamy44 (2004, p. 298):  

Wavelengths in the UVB region of the solar spectrum are absorbed into the skin, pro-

ducing erythema, burns, and eventually skin cancer. Although UVA is the predomi-

nant component of solar UV radiation to which we are exposed, it is supposed to be 

weakly carcinogenic, and cause aging and wrinkling of the skin. 

Such discourse sets up a binary distinction between UVB and UVA, where UVB is given re-

sponsibility for sunburn, skin cancers and vitamin-D synthesis, whilst UVA, which pene-

trates deeper into skin than UVB, is implicated in ageing and tanning. Yet this misrepresents 

the complexity of encounters between skins and solar radiation. To stick with erythema, it is 

worth looking to the erythemal effectiveness spectrum, as discussed by Osterwalder et al. 

 

 
43 Katarina spoke of searching for lower SPF sunscreens whilst travelling in India, where formulas with SPF 100 were com-
mon outside of touristic areas. She also spoke of burning a lot on this trip: “Yeah, I remember getting really, really, really 
burnt, like several times [laughs]. But, like, eh, travelling and then wearing less of a strong [sunscreen], or wearing a bit of 
sunscreen and being out all day in like really hot sun and then coming home and being like bright red.” 
44 Here, I could have referenced many of the research articles and reviews I read. See for example page 171 of Donglikar and 
Deore (2016). 
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(2014), which applies the action spectrum to the standard spectrum of solar radiation which 

reaches the earths surface. About 90% of UVB radiation is absorbed by the stratospheric 

ozone layer (Paiva et al. 2020), leaving UVA as the dominant wavelengths reaching the 

earth’s surface. This means that, though less effective per dose, there are far greater doses of 

UVA than UVB for skins, especially in the shade and outside of the sun’s zenith hours 

around midday, giving UVA a significant role in sunburning and erythema. Osterwalder et 

al. (2014, p. 64) illuminate this by noting that a hypothetical sunscreen which completely 

blocked all UVB radiation but no UVA would only have an SPF of 11. Thus, there is a great 

deal of simplification within scientific discourse on sunscreen, likely reflecting the cross-dis-

ciplinary nature of research; researchers with focuses in skin-physiology, epidemiology, en-

docrinology, oncology, biochemistry and more are all publishing on the subject, often stating 

the same basic information about solar radiation and sunscreen within their introductions, 

descriptions refuted by other, highly-referenced authors, such as Osterwalder and Herzog45.  

The erythemal response, or skin reddening, increases proportionally upto around 15 MED 

(Clydesdale et al. 2001), depending on skin-type, with skin blistering and showing other 

signs of serious damage at even higher doses. Osterwalder et al. (2014) discuss how differ-

ent SPFs affect phototype 1 skin in the Australian sun; phototype 1 skin is characterised by 

Fitzpatrick (1988) as (white) skin which always burns and never tans46. In this context, 1 

MED equates to about 10 minutes, meaning that someone with Type I skin who spends 10 

minutes in the sun without sunscreen (SPF 1) will show perceivable redness 16-24 hours af-

ter exposure. When using SPF 15 sunscreen, for example, under recommended and tested 

conditions of 2mg/cm2 of skin, it would take 15 MED, or 150 minutes in the Australian sun 

with phototype 1 skin, to cause the same effect. There is a popular myth, as discussed by 

Bennett and Khachemoune (2020) and Osterwalder et al. (2014), that there is not much dif-

ference in protection between ‘high’ SPF sunscreens, normally discussed as formulas with at 

least SPF 30; it is sometimes believed that using double the SPF does not give double the 

UV protection. However, looking at how SPF is calculated, it is clear that a formula with 

SPF 50 will protect against the onset of sun-burn for twice as long as SPF 25.  

The ‘real’ SPF of sunscreens is often much lower than advertised due to the difference be-

tween testing applications and actual use practices. Bennett and Khachemoune (2020) put 

the recommended and tested 2mg/cm2 of sunscreen into an understandable volume, equating 

it to about a shot glass of fluid for most adults when applying to the whole body. Many stud-

ies, reviewed by Young et al. (2017), have shown that ‘real-life users’ don’t use this much 

sunscreen, using between 0.5 and 1.5 mg/cm2 and often not applying especially evenly. Con-

sequently, the average value of SPF used in ‘real’ situations is likely between 20% and 50% 

(idem.) of the bottle value. This means that the SPF and sun exposure calculations change; 

the same person as described earlier  ̶with phototype 1 skin in the Australian sun ̶  using SPF 

30 may be getting a protection level of SPF 6-15, so will have fully reached the point of 

burning between 1 and 2.5 hours in the sun. Here, even if they followed the most active ad-

vice of re-applying every 2 hours, their skin will likely have already received enough solar 

radiation to burn by this point and it will only get worse with continued exposure. And burn-

ing is not incidental; as well as childhood sunburns being associated with increased skin-

cancer risk by many researchers (see Conforti and Zalaudek, 2021; Giblin and Thomas, 

 

 
45 Osterwalder et al. (2014) challenge some of these normative descriptions in their review, pointing out 5 myths they see 
commonly reproduced in research, such as ‘SPF is a factor of UVB protection’ and ‘inorganic UV-filters reflect and scatter’.  
46 This description and taxonomy of skin-types is still used today. See Donglikar and Deore (2016) and Young et al. (2017) 
for reference.  
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2007), sun-burning can be a painful, disruptive event which shapes preventative behaviours 

and sunscreen use, as communicated by my interviewees.   

Feeling skin ‘burn’  

Skins sense themselves and feel their way through changes enacted through material expo-

sures. Here I discuss how skin is ‘burnt’ through certain, specific meetings of vulnerable 

skin and making-vulnerable sun, and how this ‘burning’ is felt and made sense of across dif-

ferent instances. ‘Burnt’ skin hurts, but how does this pain figure in skin-body material-se-

miotics and what work does it do? I explore how ‘burning’ figures in memories, diffracted 

through sunscreen practices. In turn, this is translated to a present feeling, or skin ‘burning’ 

in real-time, acting as cue for sun-screening practices and skin protection. Yet this ‘burning’ 

is not felt by everyone, as different skin materialities affect sun-skin intra-actions and in turn 

influence sunscreen practices.  

When asked about past sun-‘burns’, many interviewees were quick to assert the pain caused 

by this damage to the skin.  

Bea: It was our bums and thighs because we were like 'we're gonna tan loads' and we 

fell asleep. And then we had to like take a plane home and it was a Ryanair flight and 

I've never been in so much pain, in a public place, in my life. […]I cannot express to 

you how much I don't want that to happen to me ever again. It was awful. Yeah, yeah. 

But the brownness was nice, afterwards. 

Frank: Yeah it feels bad. It doesn't look good, you're all pink. Yeah, peeling skin is 

not a good thing aesthetically or comfort wise. Yeah. Yeah, it hurts. Probably more 

than anything, it hurts.  

Once skins have been ‘burnt’, the cellular changes which have been enacted through intra-

action with the sun, both through inflammatory and immune responses to mutagenic dam-

age, are acutely felt. If these changes are extensive, it can be ‘awful’, especially in contact 

with other surfaces, such as plane chairs, which emphasise the sensations of pain. Whilst 

‘burns’ affect skins in many ways, also registering visually through the pinkness/redness of 

erythema and materially through peeling, it is sensationally that they perform to the greatest 

extent for many, as summarised by Frank. This ensuing pain that follows sun-burning acts as 

an intensely figured embodied memory, figuring the immediate past in the present.  

The painful sensations of sun-skin exposures of the recent past are felt in the present through 

material re-actions, but there is also a far longer temporal memory to these exposures, as 

sun-skin-trauma becomes embodied. When asking interviewees about a strong sunscreen 

memory, almost all of them instead recalled a time of ‘burning’, relating this to a lack of 

sunscreen.  

Frank (on remembering particular memories of applying sunscreen): God, I'm not 

sure. That's a difficult question cuz yeah, trying to think of one individual memory, be-

cause there's so many. And they just sort of blur into one because in my head, it's not 

something super significant and also, you're not really doing anything else while you're 

doing it. So it's just.. it's almost one of those tedious tasks that you sort of gloss over, 

like you don't have that many strong memories of. 

Darwin: So I think there's two different thoughts because, obviously, I can remember 

more times where I haven't put it on and I've got burnt, more than the time where I re-

member putting it on for that being the memory 
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By asking for sunscreen memories, it became clear how the actual practice of applying sun-

screen is relegated to the mundane and the tedious, whereas the absence of such practices, 

associated with skin-memories of fiery skins, becomes embedded strongly in their memo-

ries. This may in part be down to frequency, as Frank mentions many instances of sunscreen 

use blurring together, which may in turn protect against frequent ‘burning’. Yet the trau-

matic skin experiences of ‘burning’ clearly also figure powerful material-semiotic recollec-

tions, as evidenced by Bea’s memory of pain above.  

The line between pleasure and pain when skins meet ‘the sun’ is blurry and constantly nego-

tiated, as people described taking enjoyment from just the right intensity of sensation. There 

is also slippage here between feeling heat and feeling the sun, as skins try to make sense of 

their dynamic environed statuses. Ruth and Katarina both express a desire to be exposed to 

sensational sun, where they feel at least on the edge of discomfort. 

Ruth: it was so hot that you could only sunbathe for a little bit of time before you had 

to go in the water to cool off. And you're just kind of lying on sand. And it's almost a 

bit too hot. It's almost, not uncomfortable, but on the edge of maybe I'm in the sun too 

much. And then you go in the water, and you cool off and you come back out again. 

And you could then wait longer before you get too hot again 

Katarina:  So I feel like I'm maybe at the beach, laying down and just the feeling in 

the body when it's really hot outside so you're- so I get really tired and dozing off but 

in a good way. So it's like fainting but in a good way [laughs]. So just really tired and 

just really hot. Almost, almost stinging. Just warm and like borderline f- when you feel 

like it's GOING to sting, like in the skin and around the lips and (). Err, hot. 

It this ‘almost-ness’, this ‘not-quite-ness’ which distinguishes pleasure from pain, as Ruth 

and Katarina situate themselves in a perfect sun-imaginary. Katarina connects the slipping 

relations between the specific ‘stinging’ of sun-skin-encounters and the general feeling of 

heat which skins make sense of. Context is clearly important here, as water-bodies are used 

to mediate heat and the discomfort associated with continued exposure. Further to this, it is 

the context of leisure and relaxation which makes feeling ‘like fainting’ interpretable as an 

enjoyable experience: there are many social-material settings, such as working outside, 

where this would contribute to strong discomfort and a desire for protection. Given that ery-

themal response peaks around a day after exposure, this almost-burning may very well trans-

late into burning. It also describes a high, intermittent UV exposure sought on sunny holi-

days, acting as a pleasurable contrast between day-to-day life and normal sun exposures. Yet 

this is also hypothesised as a key risk factor for melanoma, especially in childhood, as de-

scribed by Conforti and Zalaudek (2021). Thus, this blurring of the boundary between pleas-

ure and pain emphasises the yearning for high doses of solar exposure, potentially risking 

adverse health outcomes over a lifetime regardless of whether the pain of burning fully sets 

in.  

‘Burning’ acts as an embodied cue/trigger for sun-screening practices, whether through the 

feeling of the sun ‘burning’ skin or in re-action to ‘burnt’ skin. When discussing why they 

apply sunscreen, many I spoke to motivate their practices with calls to protecting their skin 

against either skin-cancers or signs of ageing, however what seems to trigger many of their 

actual applications is feeling themselves either ‘burning’ or ‘burnt’.  

Ruth:  I wore it for a couple of days this summer, because I was working at a yard and 

I was in like... so one day, I'd forgotten. And I was riding, and I was wearing a strappy 

top. And I got these horrendous burn lines. So I remembered [to use sunscreen] for the 

next couple of days afterwards, but only because it was kind of weirdly hot. And I was 
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outside a lot of the time. Otherwise, I don't- and because I was reminded because I got 

burnt first- before that I think it was last time I went on holiday 

Darwin:  When I've been burned, it's usually the first day of sun. So whenever the first 

day of sun is in England, it's always the time when I forget to put it [sunscreen] on. 

And then again, I just can feel it burning on the back of my neck and then the tops of 

my ears. But when I've usually got burned, the just instant thought is trying to get back 

home and get some after-sun on. 

Re-actions between skins and the sun can provide a physical, embodied cue to trigger 

sunscreen application and sun-screening practices. Both Ruth and Darwin talk about first 

burns of a year or season, when it’s ‘weirdly hot’ or the ‘first day of sun’ as reasons they 

have burnt. This alludes to sun-burns acting as a seasonal trigger for the commencement 

of sun-screen practices for some, whereby the sun is now acknowledged as worthy of 

protecting against due to it’s evidenced ‘burning’ of the skin. Hence, for some of my in-

terviewees, there is a seasonal shift in sun-behaviours following sun exposures which are 

painfully felt by skins, and which make them feel vulnerable.  

For others, it is the feeling of burning which re-signifies the sun as (re)active and recalls 

other motivations, such as protection against future skin-cancers. Even for Bea, who tries 

to wear sunscreen everyday, enacting vastly different practices to most people I spoke to 

(who use it more sporadically), the feeling of pain as the sun meets her skin is a key cue 

for reapplication. 

Bea: if I'm out in the sun, like I'm sat out in the garden, I will be every hour, I would 

stick some more [sunscreen] on. Also, because for me, if I can feel it on any part of my 

body, and I have really sensitive skin so normally at some point my arms will start tin-

gling, but I'll just do the whole body again, face and all. 

This also illustrates how sensations of pain, of skin ‘hurting’, are not just seasonal cues to 

begin sun-screening practices (for some), but are also triggers for recurrent sun protec-

tion, whether that be by (re)applying sunscreen or seeking protection through shade. That 

sunscreen practices may be triggered by ‘burning’ skin does not negate the other entan-

gled motivations interviewees stated as being the intentions behind their practices, but it 

is interesting how most figured protection against burning as a lesser or non-existent mo-

tivation when it seems to play such a large part in cueing their practices.  

Although, in many ways this should not be surprising; it is one thing to have good-inten-

tions for personal-care practices, it is another to act upon them in the absence of bodily 

triggers for action. Siri noted how her diligent sunscreen practices are supported by the 

embodied knowledge of how painful and uncomfortable it can be if she is caught unpro-

tected, a knowledge not shared by most around her.  

Siri: other people have forgotten [to bring sunscreen], which totally makes sense. I 

think if I didn't get itching sun-eczema, that is really, you know, not pleasant to have, I 

would also forget sunscreen 

Ani:  it's also really hard, throughout the day, to reapply. […] Is it every hour or every 

two hours you should reapply? In two hours time you completely forget what you're 

doing, you forget, so it requires constant conscious thought about it right? It's super 

hard to ingrain that into your- even things like drinking water, sometimes it's often 

only when you get super thirsty that you remember to drink 

The difficulty of establishing such careful practices is also noted by Ani, here describing 

why she thinks it is perfectly understandable that many people get sun-burnt; given the 
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strength of the sun and the vulnerability of many skins it is unsurprising that people slip 

in their re-protection and their skins are made vulnerable. But the skins Ani is talking 

about here are not necessarily her own, as she “can’t recall a time when I’ve KNOWN I 

was sunburnt, right. I want to be really clear, not that I haven’t been sunburnt, but that 

I’ve known I’ve been sunburnt.” Ani’s sun-screen practices have only begun in earnest in 

the last few years, following a campaign targeting Black communities to protect against 

skin-cancers. So, this idea of sunscreen practices protecting against sun-burns is not one 

she has personal experience with, and yet she so fantastically draws the analogy to regu-

larly drinking water, and how some people must be physically triggered to re-act to phe-

nomenological stimuli in practices of care and wellbeing. It is worth also noting here that 

whilst Ani has only begun using sunscreen in recent years, this was not the start of her 

sun-screening practices. Ani highlighted well how there are alternative means to protect 

against sun, asserting the importance of avoiding direct sun in the hours around mid-day. 

I highlight this here to complicate any interpretations which may be too-easily drawn 

connecting melanated skin and inherent sun-protection, which could act to hide sun-pro-

tective behaviours practiced by Ani here, drawing on Nigerian naturecultural practices 

she has learnt from her parents. What is notable though is the difficulty Ani has had in es-

tablishing the sunscreen practices she aspires to, not helped by the lack of physical cues ̶ 

particularly pain ̶ associated with sun-burning, which act as triggers in much paler, less 

melanated skins.     

‘Burning’ is felt as pain by feeling skins, but they are also changed by these encounters with 

the sun, as immune responses seek to repair and adapt to UV-related damages . Recalling the 

first time she’d really ‘burnt’, Bea discusses learning to approach such unfamiliar changes to 

her skin and why it may have suddenly become more vulnerable: 

Bea:  I actually didn't know what to do with a burn. I was like 'why does my skin look 

like that?' And everyone found it really funny because I was like, 'why is it peeling 

off?' And, 'do I peel it off?' And 'do I moisturise?' […] Yes, that was new. I'm not sure 

why it's new, if my skin just changed or if it was to do with me being sick, but my im-

mune system decided to stop with the sun. 

Young et al. (2017) describe how UV exposed skin responds by thickening, as well as hold-

ing more fluid in cells and tissues, changes which affect skins’ plasticity and reduces the 

barrier function of skin. Severe over-exposure can cause ‘peeling’ as ‘burnt’ skin is dis-

pensed with and replaced, shoring up the damaged skin-borders of the body. Bea’s specula-

tion as to the role of her immune system in increased vulnerability to sun-burns is insightful, 

as immune responses play a critical role in both sun-burns and the development of skin-can-

cers.  

Skin Cancers in scientific registers 

Despite the prevalence of scientific articles using sunburn and erythema interchangeably, er-

ythema is only a part of the intricate and complicated sun-burning response to UV-light. Er-

ythema, describing the process of inflammation and skin-reddening, has become the focal 

point, but this doesn’t include any changes at the cellular level of epidermal skin (the most 

surficial layer of active cells), initiated by sun exposure and attributed to sun-‘burning’. Sun-

burn cells, as they are called in physiological literature (eg. Young et al. 2017) are damaged 

keratinocytes (the cells which mostly make up the epidermal tissue) caused by UV exposure 

and were proposed as an early example of apoptosis. Apoptosis is the process of pro-

grammed cell death whereby a cell shrinks, partitioning its contents into smaller membraned 
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packages which are subsequently consumed by surrounding cells and specialised immune 

cells called macrophages. Young et al.(2017) detail these cellular changes, also summarising 

research which shows a dramatic increase in macrophages in the skin following treatment 

with UVB radiation. Apoptosis of damaged cells is one of the main immune responses in 

skin to prevent against the development of cancers, as it prevents damaged DNA from being 

passed on to ‘daughter’ cells. 

UV radiation causes DNA damage in exposed skin cells. DNA absorbs UV radiation, espe-

cially from wavelengths 245-290nm (in the UVC and UVB ranges) (Matsumura & 

Ananthaswamy 2004). UV irradiation causes lesions between DNA-bases called cyclobu-

tane dimers (CPDs) which, if not repaired, lead to mutations in the reproduced DNA se-

quence (C to T and CC to TT) as they disrupt DNA replication. Clydesdale et al. (2001) note 

how the action spectrum of CPD frequency also closely matches that of erythema, implicat-

ing CPDs in sunburning. DNA repair systems found in mammalian cells can fix CPD le-

sions; DNA can be repaired whilst growth is stopped and if this is not possible, apoptosis is 

triggered, as detailed by Matsumura and Ananthaswamy (2004). Here it is not the CPD 

which is the issue directly: problems emerge when CPD-caused DNA mutations are not re-

paired and these DNA-damaged cells become persistent cell-lines in skin tissues, potentially 

becoming cancerous. Hence, repair mechanisms are critical to prevent skin-cell cancers and 

to protect skin tissues from chronic genomic damage; Addor et al. (2022) even comment on 

new sunscreens formulated to actively engage in skin-repair mechanisms by including anti-

oxidants and DNA-repair enzymes.  However, UV radiation also causes immune suppres-

sion in skin tissues, affecting the efficacy of cell repair mechanisms. Evidence for the role of 

the immune system in skin cancers is also summarised by Matsumura and Ananthaswamy 

(2004), detailing the increased risk of skin cancers and malignancy in immunosuppressed 

patients; Young et al. (2017) also note that immunocompromised patients are now recom-

mended to wear sunscreen daily due to the increased risks of skin cancer development. Writ-

ing about sun-induced immunosuppression, Young et al. (2017) also summarise research 

which showed that UVA wavelengths are important in this process, with a study that used a 

predominantly UVB-filtering sunscreen showing less sunburning but no less immunosup-

pression than when not using sunscreen. Hence, the immunosuppression (at least partially) 

caused by UV-radiation is likely a critical part of the development of skin-cancers, disrupt-

ing cellular mechanisms for repair and defence when DNA damage does arise.  

The term ‘skin cancers’ usually refers to the three most common types of tumours found in 

skin-tissues, each with their own incidence and mortality rates, as well as different implica-

tions for the role of sunscreens. Keratinocytes are the cells which form the bulk of the epi-

dermal skin tissue and cancers of these cells are the most common cancers worldwide 

(Young et al. 2017), often occurring on the face and neck (Venables et al. 2019). Basal Cell 

Carcinomas represent up 75-80% of keratinocyte cancers and Squamous cell carcinomas 

make up the remaining 20-25%. These are very common cancers, with one study quoted by 

Seite et al. (2017) estimating that there were 5.4 million cases of keratinocyte cancer diag-

nosed among the US population in 2012 ̶  in a population of 3.3 million people, this is not far 

from 2 cases per person on average. Looking to UK data, Venables et al. (2019) found over 

210,000 keratinocyte tumours reported in 2015, with a 3-year (2013-2015) net survival rate 

of 101.9%47 for basal cell carcinoma and 96.2% for squamous cell carcinoma. There is 

 

 
47 The authors comment on the survival rate exceeding 100%, speculating that incidence of basal cell carcinoma is more 
frequent in higher socio-economic groups, that older, more frail patients with increased mortality risk may not be fit for 
biopsies and thus diagnosis, and that these skin-cancer patients may generally adhere to “healthier outdoor lifestyles” (p. 
481). 
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robust evidence that sunscreen use protects skin from developing squamous cell carcinomas, 

led by the controlled and randomised Nambour Skin Cancer Prevention trial (Green et al. 

1999) which included 1383 participants, showing a 39% lower incidence of squamous cell 

carcinoma in the daily sunscreen group, versus the discretionary sunscreen group. The same 

trial showed no significant sunscreen-related inhibition of the more common basal cell carci-

noma, and evidence for sunscreens’ role in preventing both this time of keratinocyte cancer 

and cutaneous malignant melanoma (hereafter referred to as melanoma) has been far less 

convincing.  

In fact, despite basal cell carcinomas being the most common type of skin cancer, with skin 

tumours in turn described as the most common cancer, there is surprisingly little research on 

the role of sunscreen in its protection. A recent review by Rönsch and Bauer (2021) found 

only two controlled and randomised studies which looked at the role of sunscreen in protect-

ing against basal cell carcinoma, with neither finding any significant protective effects. This 

shows very little change from Burnett and Wang’s review (2011) a decade earlier, which 

also commented on the ‘antiquity’ of the sunscreens used in the Nambour trial in compari-

son to formulas today. It is not too surprising the lack of research here, as cases of basal cell 

carcinoma metastasize (when cancerous cells migrate and begin growing in new tissues) ex-

tremely rarely and are easy to treat, with patient survival rates pretty much matching48 (or ex-

ceeding in Venables et al.’s case (2019)) those of the general population; the American Can-

cer Society (“Basal & Squamous Cell Skin Cancer Statistics”) comment that cancer regis-

tries do not even keep statistics on keratinocyte cancers. However, it is worth noting here 

that despite scientific and societal discourses commonly asserting the role of sunscreens in 

preventing against skin cancers, when it comes to keratinocytes there is only evidence for 

this protection regarding the less common  ̶but still very prevalent ̶  squamous cell carcino-

mas.   

The majority of research into skin-cancers and the role of sunscreens investigates melano-

mas, cancers of the melanocytes. Seité et al. (2017, p. 815) describe the rise in melanoma as 

“unparalleled”, citing World Health Organisation (WHO) data of 232,000 new cases diag-

nosed globally each year, with an annual global mortality rate of 55,000 people49. These 

cases have been increasing for decades, unlike many other types of cancers say Oliveria et 

al. (2006), and based on incidence curves, some authors (eg. Conforti and Zalaudek, 2021) 

have concluded this is set to continue. But speaking about melanomas in a global context 

disguises the regional disparity in their occurrence; according to Conforti and Zalaudek 

(2021) there are about <25 new cases per 100,000 in Europe50, in the US this number is 30 

and in Australia this doubles, with 60 cases per 100,000 people. Finding clear mortality and 

survival rates for melanomas of the skin is much more difficult than incidence data and is 

likely due to the disparities in survival based on stage of diagnosis, age of patient, access to 

health care and other entangled factors.  

 

 
48 Data from the webpage “Survival statistics for non-melanoma skin cancer | Canadian Cancer Society”. 
49 Rueegg et al.'s review (2019) quotes figures of 351,880 cases and 59,782 deaths globally.  
50 Ali et al. (2013) note that within Europe there is also great variation, stating that (in 2013) Switzerland had the highest rate 
(19.2 per 100,000) and Greece the lowest (2.2 per 100,000). Further, there is evidence for incidence gradients from both from 
North-South and East-West, they claim, but it is slightly unclear the directionality of such gradients from their text.  
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Combining historic mortality cases with a regional focus, Autier et al. (2015, p. 875) have 

published surprisingly positive predictions51 regarding the future of melanomas. They predict 

that:   

After 2030, numbers of melanoma deaths are likely to progressively vanish when sub-

jects born from 1970 onwards, who have a low risk of melanoma death, will reach 

their sixth or seventh decade of life.  

Their research took data for regions where ‘light-skinned’ people were the majority of the 

population. For each region, they fitted age-period-cohort models to WHO mortality data; 

simply put, they grouped available data for melanoma deaths from 1955-2010 based on the 

deceased’s birth year, for 7 different regions. They found that fewer and fewer people under 

the age of 50 have been dying from melanomas since the 1970s in Northern Europe52, with 

risk levels for those born in 1995 having decreased to about the same as those born in 1875 

in many parts of the world. According to their modelling, melanoma mortality peaked for 

those born in 1941-42 in Northern Europe and 1945-1953 in the UK and Ireland. Autier et 

al. hypothesise that these mortality curves reflect shifting normative ideas surrounding child-

care and the healthy benefits of the sun in the first decades of the 20th century. Recall here 

the popular advice for mothers to sun-bath their children and infants in this period, as docu-

mented by (Bax & James 2020) Another potentially key factor was the prevalence until the 

1960s of artificial UV-emitting devices which used the whole spectrum of UV, including 

UVC which is screened by the stratospheric ozone layer. They also consider research linking 

infections with melanoma; Young et al. (2017) cite that only about 65% of melanoma cases 

are connected to UV exposure, and Autier et al. hypothesise that the onset of widespread 

vaccination programs in the latter half of the 20th century could have effectively strength-

ened childhood immune responses to potentially deadly melanoma later in life.  

What is perhaps clear from Autier et al.’s hypothesising is how poorly understood melano-

mas and their incidence is, making it even more difficult to characterise sunscreens’ role. 

There are two main ways to research how sunscreens affect melanoma incidence: experi-

mental and epidemiological investigations. Most work is epidemiological, meaning research-

ers study incidences of melanomas and try to find patterns between those who have devel-

oped tumours versus those who have not. On one hand, this data is ‘real-world’ and thus 

captures the complexity of lives lived. On the other, due to the intricate and poorly under-

stood mechanisms through which melanomas develop, it can be difficult to draw sturdy in-

ferences from epidemiological data. Compounding this difficulty is two factors: the reliabil-

ity of memory; and knowing what questions to ask in research. Despite Autier et al.’s predic-

tions, it is not clear whether childhood or adult solar exposures play more of a role in mela-

noma incidence, and thus questionnaires (see, for instance, Idorn and Wulf, 2014; Perrier et 

al. 2021; Watts et al. 2018) may ask for (potentially lifetime) histories of sun exposure, sun-

screen use, sunburns, and sunny holidays, amongst other things. In fact, it is not entirely 

clear what role solar irradiation plays at all in melanoma, which leads me on to the second 

issue of knowing which factors might be important in melanoma development. Many re-

searchers assume that chronic UV exposure plays a causative role in melanoma incidence, 

due to the aforementioned mutagenic potential of solar irradiance. Yet, again, the immuno-

suppressive effects of solar radiation could be a more critical factor. Autier et al.’s (2015) 

 

 
51 The title of their paper is The forthcoming inexorable decline of cutaneous melanoma mortality in light-skinned popula-
tions. For anyone ̶  like me ̶  who needs a refresher on the meaning of inexorable, it is defined by various online dictionaries 
as “relentless”, “continuing without any possibility of being stopped” and “impossible to stop or prevent”. Hence, a very 
strong prediction from Autier et al.  
52 Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden 
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hypothesis about the role of childhood vaccines in reducing melanomas at the cohort level 

also builds on ideas about how viruses, such as HPV (see Merrill et al. 2015), may be linked 

with melanoma incidence. These hypotheses still often figure the sun in an indirect role, ei-

ther through immunosuppression or, in Merrill et al.’s case, through vitamin D synthesis. 

Without knowing how melanomas are caused, it is difficult to know exactly which questions 

to ask volunteers, and it is possible that crucial factors in the causality of melanomas have 

been missed by many epidemiological studies. What is clear is that these studies have given 

widely contradictory conclusions as to the role of sunscreen and other factors in melanoma 

incidence.  

Studies and reviews into melanoma and sunscreen use are conflicting and confusing, though 

many find discursive space for the role of sunscreen in prevention. Silva et al. (2018) found 

in their review of 29 studies that data from before the 1980s shows a strong positive correla-

tion between using sunscreen and incidences of melanoma. There are lots of reasons why 

this could be, such as those who are more likely to sunburn (and thus supposedly more vul-

nerable to skin cancers) wearing more sunscreens, or those who used sunscreens could have 

had a higher UV exposure, but they find that after the 80s there is no longer a link between 

using sunscreen and developing melanomas. The caveat here is that they also find no later 

emerging correlation between using sunscreen and not developing melanomas, thus showing 

no protective role for sunscreens. Many researchers, such as Armstrong and Kricker (2001) 

have hypothesised that melanoma risk is associated with lifetime UV exposure, but Watts et 

al.'s study (2018) finds a more nuanced view. In a case-control family study53 they found that 

total UV exposure did not correlate with melanoma risk, but when it was inversely weighted 

with sunscreen use, they found that melanoma risk increased with unprotected exposure. 

They found evidence for both childhood sunscreen use and lifetime sunscreen use as protec-

tive against melanoma. Yet, this was a singular study; in meta-analyses of multiple studies 

(like Silva et al.’s) there is usually far less strong assertions of protection, as many primary 

texts disagree. Xie et al. (2015) find no link between sunscreen use and melanoma risk and 

Rueegg et al. (2019) acknowledge the challenges of finding such a link: their meta-analysis, 

investigating whether melanoma risk differed between those who had never used sunscreen 

and those who had, found mixed results, though they concluded that they found weak evi-

dence for the protective role of sunscreen despite this. 

There are some reasonably evidenced links between childhood sun exposures and melanoma 

risk, yet these studies often assume the protective role of sunscreen implicitly rather than 

demonstrating such a connection. Going back to Armstrong and Kricker (2001, p. 17), they 

support their hypothesis that childhood exposures are critical to melanoma development us-

ing reviewed migration data; the melanoma risk among Australian adults who migrated after 

the age of 10 and are “ethnically similar to the majority Australian population” is less than 

half of those who are born in Australia. This importance of childhood exposures is supported 

by the identification of one of the very few robust correlates with melanoma: high densities 

of melanocytic nevi (more than 100 of them, as reviewed by Rodvall et al. 2019, also see 

Conforti and Zalaudek, 2021)), commonly known as moles. Whilst the number of moles you 

have is somewhat genetically determined, it is also linked with childhood UV exposures, as 

discussed by Rodvall et al. (2019) in their cohort study of Swedish children and melanocytic 

nevi density. They compared the density growth rate of moles, over three years, for two 

groups of children, the first turned 10 in 2005, the second turned 10 in 2012. They found that 

 

 
53 They investigated people who have been diagnosed with primary cutaneous melanomas and used siblings (and other family 
where not available) who had not developed these tumours as controls. They asked participants (603 cases and 1088 controls) 
about sun exposure, sunscreen use and other factors.  
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the 2012 cohort had a much smaller growth rate of moles than in 2005, which they con-

nected to increases in sunscreen use, staying in the shade and staying inside ̶  potentially as a 

result of increased screen time they concede, a trend which is being targeted for reversal (see 

for reference the design competition briefs from Hubbub, (2020) challenging designers to 

increase teenagers' outdoor time) . Rodvall et al. thus conclude that these decreases in moles 

may foreshadow a future decrease in melanomas in Sweden.  

Perhaps the best case for the protective role of sunscreen in melanoma comes from a 10-year 

follow up of the Nambour trial (Green et al. 2011): 10 years after the trial, those who were in 

the daily sunscreen group had half the melanomas (11) than those in the discretionary group 

(22), with a particular difference in invasive tumours (3 vs 11). However, Krause et al. 

(2012, p. 424) find this less convincing, emphasising that, statistically, this study only offers 

“borderline” evidence for the claims it makes. Again, there are very few controlled and ran-

domised trials into the role of sunscreen in melanoma risk; replicating this kind of trial in 

different parts of the world would provide critical data into the role  ̶if there is one ̶  of sun-

screen in melanoma risk. It seems as though some evidenced links are beginning to be found 

between sunscreen use and decreased risk of melanoma, yet I would argue there remains a 

large gap between the evidence for sunscreens’ protection and the discursive and scientific 

predisposition that sunscreens protect against melanoma, a gap supported by numerous re-

views and meta-analyses which find weak evidence or no evidence at all for such protection.  

Health and Skin Cancers in conversational registers 

Reflecting this scientific discourse, ‘health’, as a material-semiotic node, figured strongly 

among motivations for sunscreen practices in interview conversations. Skin-cancers, in par-

ticular, were mobilised throughout as interviewees described their understandings and imagi-

naries of sunscreen and its role in ‘health’. These ideas emerged when I directly asked about 

the role of sunscreens in their ‘health’, but it was also a common theme of discussion 

throughout interview conversations, as they sought to explicate their practices.  

Siri:  Yeah, I wear sunscreen... I guess, even if I wouldn't have eczema, most im-

portant is to protect my skin. […] I mean for avoiding getting skin cancer. […] Protect 

skin. To avoid getting sun eczema... Oh, it's only two [laughs]54    

Here Siri equates protecting skin- through sunscreen practices- with avoiding skin-can-

cers. It is a protection of health and physical wellbeing which is being centred, but more 

than this it is a protection of future health and wellbeing. Sunscreen practices are posited 

as caring for present and future bodies here, across complex biological temporalities. 

Skin-cancers could be discussed as their own material-semiotic node within sunscreen-

worlds, but this would involve the intensely laborious disentanglement from broader pop-

ular understandings of ‘health’ and how these are important in re-constructing imagi-

naries of bodily environments.  

The concept of ‘health’ is normatively and, through medical material-discourses, institution-

ally situated inside bodies. This is following Western traditions, as Jackie Stacey writes ( 

2000), where health has been historically figured as external attacks on a pure internal body, 

 

 
54 Siri’s quote continued:  …but as an adult when I'm trying to push the limits and, waiting a bit longer to put on the sunscreen, 
because maybe I want to get a little bit colour, then I think how stupid it is. Like that... okay, it doesn't matter if I get a bit of 
sun eczema, but it does matter if I.. yeah, if I'm pushing the limit too far and I'll actually get some kind of, yeah, sun... skin 
cancer or something. So, as an adult, I think much more about skin cancer and the dangers of that and being too much in the 
sun.      
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and medicine tasked with the protection from attack. Advertising of skin-‘care’ products re-

produces such an imaginary, of skin “engaging in a war-like process of attack and defence”, 

as Díez Arroyo (2013, p. 4) outlines at the beginning of their study into the use of special-

ised scientific terminology of skin-care advertising. Hence ‘health’ becomes about guarding 

and controlling the inside body from dangerous outsides, a task which becomes increasingly 

prominent, says Stacey, in response to global uncertainties. Phenomena such as global cli-

mate change and the piercing of the ozone layer disempower colonial narratives of global 

supremacy, and thus fantasies of control are turned towards the body and relocated to the in-

dividual. Bea talked about the empowerment of caring for one’s self-health, especially in re-

lation to past ill-health: 

Bea: When I was 18, I got really sick and was pretty sick for the proceeding years and 

parts of university I was quite ill. But this taking care of my skin is something I know 

how to do, and I can do, and I do it every day. So it's quite empowering. […] Because 

I know I should, and it makes me feel good when I remember. 

Here it is through discipline and attention that the health and well-being of the individual is 

protected against external dangers. And yet where does the skin, in perpetual contact with 

the external, acting materially and semiotically as physical shield, figure in this? Skin-health 

becomes a surfacing of ‘health’, whereby it is connected to the wellbeing of the internal 

body but is also somewhat distanced by its proximity to external environments. This surfac-

ing affects the material-semiotics of ‘skin-health’: it cannot be wholly protected against ex-

ternal threats by virtue of its material proximity, but it is essential to protect skin as the 

shield of the inside body.  

Many I spoke with inherently connected skin ‘health’ to skin appearance, marking skin-

health as observable. Health and appearance are commonly conflated, as noted by Stacey 

who remarked about the image of toned abs as part of the imagery of self-health. This is well 

exemplified by a quoted advertising campaign in Stacey’s chapter, where a self-health book 

refers to “methods of enhancing health and good looks that enable people to gain more con-

trol over their lives” (Stacey, 2000, p. 116, emphasis added). This is consistent with ideas 

that one should be able to distinguish between their own good and bad ‘health’, in this in-

stance by seeing skin that is well-moisturised, protected from sun exposure and looking 

‘healthy’. 

Frank:  In health, I'd say it [sunscreen] is basically the key to skin health in the sum-

mer months. Moisturizing more in the winter months. My skin gets really dry in win-

ter, so, gotta keep moisturizing. I've been trying to moisturize most of the time but in 

the summer it's key to having healthy skin otherwise you just end up peeling [laughs]. 

This also ties in a lot of skin-cancer discourse, which discusses being able to identify skin-

cancers by their erroneous appearances, surveyed for vigilantly by health-aware citizens. If 

you search for ‘skin cancer’ online, you are met with countless pages run by respected medi-

cal institutions which act as visual guides through all possible unruly marks and growths, il-

lustrating ‘when to see a doctor’. Popular culture treats skin-cancers in a similar way, as ex-

emplified by season 3 of HBO’s High Maintenance (Blichfeld and Sinclair 2019a, 2019b). 

In this show about a weed dealer for the New York middle classes, a series of brief scenes 

across a few episodes weave an incredibly succinct skin-cancer story. A friend of the main 

character ̶ The Guy ̶ notices a mole with “a suspicious border” on his back whilst applying 

sunscreen (Blichfeld and Sinclair 2019a), which the viewer later learns through conversa-

tions with other characters was checked and “taken care of” medically (Blichfeld and Sin-

clair, 2019b). One narrative present here is the push to get people to ‘check’ suspicious 

moles and skin-growths and particularly the ease with which they can be treated: the viewer 
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never sees any medical interactions regarding this potential cancer, it only through a few 

conversations with friends that the story of diagnosis and treatment is easily and breezily ex-

plained. “It’s just a mole”, The Guy says to his ex-wife, “The derm-y did call it a cancer, 

but it’s not, like, cancer. […] They got it.” (idem.) And this may be an accurate representa-

tion of medical experiences with Basal Cell Carcinoma: as already noted, these are easy to 

treat, very rarely metastasize and have a survival rate that at least matches the general popu-

lation. However, malignant melanomas are far less incidental, and this is hidden when the 

flattened ‘skin cancers’ represents the experiences of keratinocyte cancers and melanomas 

alike. These strands of stories connect to broader movements in self-health (Stacey 2000), 

‘self-diagnosis’ and symptom-searching, but they also enact skin-cancers and skin-health as 

inherently observable, distancing somewhat from the invisible health of inner-bodies: when 

it comes to the skin, when something looks wrong, you should see a doctor.  

Despite the supposed visibility of skin-health and its prominence in sunscreen practices, few 

people I spoke to associated sun ‘burning’ with health. As earlier discussed, scientific publi-

cations continually associate historic sun-‘burning’ with incidences of skin-cancers, stating 

that a history of sun-burns in childhood is a key factor in later emergences of different skin-

cancers55 (Idorn & Wulf 2014; Armstrong & Kricker 2001; Conforti & Zalaudek 2021). Tim 

was one of the few interviewees to situate sun-burns within his larger perspective on the 

roles of sunscreens in health:  

Tim:  I consider sunburn as a health implication. If only because I think it's an indica-

tor of the fact that your DNA has been damaged. So, you're therefore more likely to 

have longer term health implications.  

For many of my other interviewees, I found that whilst ‘burning’ played a large part in trig-

gering sunscreen practices across varying temporalities, it rarely figured when discussing 

their health and was often discursively separated. This discursive separation was exemplified 

and deftly accomplished by Ruth across the interview, who at one point stated: “I don't think 

I'd put it on if I didn't feel like I was at risk from getting burned or getting UV damage.” 

Ruth distinguishes here between "getting burned" and "getting UV damage.” She also con-

sidered them as separate things when discussing sunscreen motivations earlier in the inter-

view, but this could have been interpreted, as short- and long-term affects of the same phe-

nomenon: of the sun enacting changes with the skin across multiple temporalities. However, 

in this case and later they are actively separated as different phenomena; “Like obviously, 

burning isn't fun, and it's not a health thing, but….” In some senses, this distinction could be 

viewed as the enactment of multiplicity in terms of UV intra-actions with skin and skin cells, 

as most interviewees drew a material-semiotic line between sun-‘burning’ and skin-health. 

The embodied experience of 'burning' in the sun enacts a different material-semiotic articula-

tion than the 'intellectual' understanding of UV damage, perceived as contributing to risks of 

skin diseases and skin cancers. In part, this separation is also temporal, with sun-burns often 

immediate and present, whereas skin-cancers figure as some looming potential future that is 

always distanced, until it isn’t. This demonstrates how in making skin-health an observable 

phenomena, embodied, immediate feelings are relegated below the ‘intellectual’ and ‘visual’ 

understandings of skin-health articulated in perpetually distanced futures.    

 

 
55 Although some of these authors also note that this may be as a proxy for sporadic incidences of intense sun-exposure rather 
than due to a direct accumulation of damage. 
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Whilst ‘health’ and skin-cancers were often stated as primary motivation for using sunscreen 

by those I spoke with56, their practices often seemed to entangle ‘health’ with other material-

semiotics in complex ways. Whilst many interviewees unwittingly described entanglements 

of sunburning and health, Ani negotiated a different aspect to ‘health’ and sunscreen-prac-

tices which exemplified the complexity of narrative and material-semiotic entwinement. 

When first asked about her sunscreen use, Ani explained how campaigns by Stylist Maga-

zine in collaboration with Black Skin Directory UK (2019), targeting Black communities in 

Britain, had motivated her to begin using it. These campaigns problematised popular under-

standings surrounding skin-cancers and melanated bodies, asserting that skin-cancers are 

also a risk to darker-skinned people and that they should use sunscreen to protect against it. 

Thus, Ani’s sunscreen use was grounded from the start in ‘health’ and skin-cancers. Yet it 

often seemed she forgot or overlooked this very core motivation. Ani conveys this when she 

reflects on the sudden recollection of a story from her childhood, when a (‘white’) family-

friend died following the emergence of some form of skin-cancer:  

Ani:  the skin cancer thing is such a dormant issue that I forget about. And then when 

Tim mentioned it, I'm like, ‘oh, yeah, that is really serious and really important’. […] 

The health benefits of it [sunscreen] really just don't come to mind at all. Until some-

one actively mentions and then I'm like, 'Oh my God, this memory from when I was 

six years old.' 

Whilst this history had a substantial impact on Ani’s family and her mum particularly, who 

took out two different life-insurance policies, it did not affect their sun-protection practices 

or lead them to start using any sunscreen. It was not recognised as something which could 

happen to their family: “we thought about it as skin cancer, but we didn't think about it as 

skin cancer in us.” This personal history and this distance from conceiving of skin-cancers 

as a possible reality is deeply embodied by Ani. As such, it is not ‘health’ or skin-cancers 

that primarily motivate her sunscreen practices but is because she was “told I have to”. This 

was Ani’s first response to why she wears sunscreen, and it feels like the primary reason she 

is engaging with these practices; the reasons why she ‘has to’ are less affective than the in-

struction. Thus, even when ‘health’ and the prevention of ‘skin-cancers’ may figure as the 

main motivation for engaging in sunscreen practices, it is difficult for such abstract concepts 

to become embodied.  

Advertising is an important cultural realm for meaning-making and semiotic construction, 

and sunscreen adverts have supported their increasingly ‘health’-aware messaging through 

collaborations with health institutions and medical imagery. La Roche-Posay’s ‘Shaka fluid’ 

advert (La Roche-Posay 2019) prints the words “approved by dermatologists” whilst a dis-

figured, white-lab-coated arm catches the sunscreen bottle, and the camera switches to UV-

light mode, a techno-visual-imaginary also employed by Nivea. Nivea have been partnering 

Cancer Research UK since 2012, but the first campaign I found to advertise this association 

was in 201857. Described by their YouTube description as a “sun safety advert”, this advert 

follows their previous campaign (Nivea Sun & Leveritt 2015) in using a UV camera to 

 

 
56 An exception to this was Darwin, who responded to my asking about the role sunscreen plays in his health as follows: In 
health for me? It doesn't play too much of a part, other than, like kind of burning and things like that. It's not something I 
think about when I'm applying sun cream or anything, other than 'I'm going out in the sun. So I need to stop burning.' I mean, 
there's obviously the cancer aspect as well, but it's not something I'd think about initially. It's something I’d... That'd be a 
thing of people going out in the sun. Not me specifically, but if I see a story of people going out in the sun. That's when I'd 
think of health aspects. But it's not really to do with suncream, that's just that's going out in the sun and then going out in the 
sun would link to suncream. It's not a direct link of suncream to protection. So it doesn't really affect health that much in any 
other way.   
57  (NIVEA SUN Partnering Cancer Research UK - Sun safety TV advert March 2018 - YouTube, 2018) 
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highlight ‘damage’ to skin, before showing how sunscreen blocks UV rays. This advert uses 

a tonal shift to position Nivea sunscreen as a way to protect not just against UV “rays” but 

also the gravity of UV-related health-outcomes. The advert begins by seriously stating “The 

sun’s UV rays affect your skin. With a UV camera you can see it” while a woman (in, you 

guessed it, a white bikini) stares firmly at the viewer in both visible light and UV light. The 

image then shifts to a smiling young girl rubbing sunscreen all over her face, as the voice-

over says in a more jovial voice “It also shows how Nivea Sun helps protect your skin from 

UV.” Here the tonality of the advert establishes that the sun’s “UV rays” are serious, but that 

they don’t have to be if you use Nivea Sun. They go further, supporting this claim through 

announcing their partnership with Cancer Research UK and outlining their new “sun safety” 

message of  “Cover up, aim for shade, and apply Nivea Sun.”. This partnership allows Nivea 

to share in Cancer Research UK’s reputation as a medical institution, encouraging trust in 

their brand and products, and protects them from a degree of criticism or doubt.  

Nivea’s latest advertising campaign (“introducing Mr Sun”) centres health more directly by 

challenging normative sunscreen imagery, alongside their partnership with Cancer Research 

UK. Nivea Sun state in their descriptions for the videos (Nivea Sun 2019a, 2019b) that “Mr 

Sun is here to help educate on some of the most widely accepted UK myths”. Through these 

adverts, they trouble popular ideas about the sun and sunscreen, which, again, Nivea have 

helped to establish through previous advertising. In “Through the clouds”, two women walk 

along with their bikes. As Claire goes to put on sunscreen, Becky asks why, because “the 

sun can’t go through clouds”. The pair are then lit up by an anthropomorphic sun who 

smiles when they put on their sunscreen so that they can “have more fun in the sun.” The 

tone of these adverts is jovial and fun, acting to lighten the message. As in ‘There’s only one 

sun’, there is no mention of the words ‘health’, ‘protection’, ‘UV’ or ‘ageing’ here; these ad-

verts take ‘UK myths’ and challenge them without the use of scientific language or special-

ised terminology. This is a departure from many sunscreen adverts, including Nivea’s, which 

talk about “UV rays”, emphasise “protection” and potential “long-term skin damage”. 

Nivea’s advertised collaboration with Cancer Research UK awards them the discursive 

power to make such claims without relying on these traditional sunscreen rhetorics and 

paves the way for a different kind of advert. Correspondingly, they support this with their 

sensible, now de-branded tagline “seek shade, cover up and apply sunscreen”. However, de-

spite this partnership and the jovial tone of their adverts, Nivea have come under serious 

criticism for their sunscreens. Which? are an independent consumer body in the UK and last 

summer they tested a range of sunscreens. In a YouTube video called “Why you shouldn’t 

buy these popular sun creams "  (Which? 2021; the website results are behind a paywall) 

they explain that a nivea kids product “didn’t even come close to SPF50” in their “lab 

tests”, clips of which are shown on screen to support their claims to truth. This shatters the 

image which Nivea have been carefully building through their partnership with Cancer Re-

search UK, where their sunscreen products make the jump from cosmetic to medical inter-

vention. There is a great incentive for sunscreen companies to align themselves with medical 

institutions and discourses as it allows them to adopt simpler messaging, in place of using 

scientific language and techno-visual imagery, as well as protecting their brand and products 

from a degree of scrutiny or doubt. Yet, as Which? have shown these products are not im-

mune to such questioning and the materialities of their sunscreens failed to match up to the 

imaginaries they so carefully construct, leaving it all the more difficult for ‘consumers’ to 

make sense of sunscreens.  

How sunscreens figure in relation to ‘health’ products is, thus, also difficult to pin down and 

differed between the people I spoke with. Due to these advertising messages and public 

health discourses, those I spoke with often figured sunscreen as ‘health’ products, important 
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for the maintenance of wellbeing. However, in the UK and EU sunscreens are regulated as 

cosmetics and are also a part of the ‘skin-care’ world, formulated by companies which make 

other ‘skin-care’ products and cosmetics. This dual alignment between beauty and health 

makes it difficult to make sense of sunscreens or place them in relation to other products or 

interventions. Ruth discussed how sunscreens didn’t fit into categories of “treatment for an 

illness” nor taking vitamins, which is a daily practice to proactively prevent potential future 

ill wellbeing. Ruth did recognise that sunscreen practices could fit into this latter category, 

but that her practices do not align with this, as she uses sunscreen ‘situationally’: in certain 

places (and at certain times). Bea, on the other hand, does use sunscreen in such a manner. 

She reflects on the difficulties of navigating these understandings of sunscreen:  

Bea: I really view suncream as a health product, something that I need to keep up my 

health. Whereas I think suncream is very much marketed and the smell of sun cream is 

marketed as a holiday product rather than just something that's definitely for your 

health.58  

Bea shows here how meaning and material-semiotics can be enacted. Her daily sunscreen 

practices enact sunscreen as a health product and allows them to align with other daily health 

interventions, such as taking vitamin-supplements. Bea’s perspective on sunscreen as a 

‘health’ product is related with her experiences dating someone from New Zealand in her 

younger “formative years.” New Zealand is geo-culturally adjacent to Australia, where sun-

screens are regulated as therapeutic drugs. She compares her health-centred perspective with 

how sunscreen is marketed and formulated to be a holiday product, invoking practices which 

enact sunscreen as situational objects. It is through enactments that sunscreens take on spe-

cific material-semiotics, but it is also through re-constructions of sunscreen imaginaries that 

sunscreens are placed in this “weird in-between” (Ruth) space between ‘health’ and 

‘beauty.’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
58 Quote continued:  Obviously, you wear it in order to protect yourself, but I don't think it’s... so the smell of it makes me 
feel like... think of holidays in Marbella and stuff, like I think normal British people do and, you know, flying away some-
where and Gatwick and stuff. Whereas the non scented ones I just associate with my everyday life 
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6. Boundaries  

“it's just the idea that after six hours it's stopped working and, like, why does it stop 

working? Where is it on your skin if you didn't wash it off? Where's it going to? Just 

sort of in the crevices in between... [laughs]?”59 

So far in this thesis, skins have mostly figured in terms of surficial memories, enskinned sto-

ries and material co-actors in ‘health’, but skins also act as material-semiotic devices them-

selves through the ways in which they are conceived: Skin is implicated as a boundary, bor-

der or barrier between inner bodies and outer-environments. This boundary acts in other 

boundary mapping projects, such as in contestable distinctions between self and other, hu-

man and environment, the homeland (citizen) and the foreign (immigrant). Yet skins are per-

meable borders of unruly character, as illustrated by their increased permeability when 

‘burnt’ (cf. Ruszkiewicz et al. 2017). In my analysis of the interview material, I looked to 

Haraway’s semiotic-square as a heuristic structuring device. This structuring was of course a 

fabrication, an intentional artifact which temporarily suspended the deconstruction of bound-

ary-making practices which uphold the separation of each space. Here, I took inner bodies 

and outer environments, using the material-semiotic square to hold these spaces in relational 

separation precisely in order to explore how these spaces are materially and semiotically 

made ̶ defectively ̶ separate. Here, I trouble this very boundary, illustrating the relationality 

of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’. I follow Tuana’s ‘viscous porosity’ (2008), Alaimo’s 'trans-corpo-

real’ (Alaimo 2010; Alaimo 2016) and Mol’s ‘internally differentiated, externally entangled 

body’ (Mol 2021) to invoke an unruly body, who’s insides and outsides quietly mingle in 

boundary-defying acts of persistent resistance 

Skin as Bodily Boundary 

During interviews there were a few questions which remained very consistent, and which 

garnered comparable responses. One of the most enjoyable of these, for me and interview-

ees, was something along the lines of “Where does sunscreen go after you’ve applied it?” In 

asking this question I sought descriptions of how those I spoke with viewed their skin in re-

lation to sunscreen and how they conceptualised the material dynamics and dispersions of 

sunscreens’ constituent molecules. This question was devised having already consulted sci-

entific literature which discusses sunscreen materialities in relation to skins, inner-bodies, 

and broader environments, thus I probed for understandings which aligned or contrasted 

with such descriptions. What follows is an exploration of how skins are conceived as bound-

aries between inner-bodies and outer-environments, using both interviews and scientific 

publications.  

Across all seven interviews, only Tim believed that sunscreen molecules would move across 

skin and into the blood. When I asked him to develop on this, Tim said “yeah, I would imag-

ine it would, given the density of the blood vessels and the fact that we… I guess it’s difficult 

 

 
59 This quote is from my interview conversation with Frank 
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for us not to get it in the blood somehow.” This conception of skin as entangled with blood 

vessels is part of Tim’s broader understanding of the skin, which he attributed to first-aid 

training about treating burns: “there's sort of fat underneath the skin. So I guess I got the 

idea of it sort of absorbing into fat there”. Tim's understanding of the skin and the body 

aligns with Annemarie Mol’s description of the internally differentiated, externally entan-

gled body, whereby different layers behave in certain ways related to their biochemical 

properties and specific entanglements to the ‘external’. As such, Tim’s exploration of ‘where 

the sunscreen goes’ communicates a skin-body barrier which is at least partially permeable 

and situates the inner-body in material communion with matter from outside the body.  

Somewhat fortuitously, Tim’s conception of skins as permeable and entangled with inner-

bodies emerged in the only interview I conducted with a pair, offering the opportunity to 

hear Ani’s immediate reflections on this understanding of the skin as boundary. Ani de-

scribed the “very visceral reaction” to Tim’s description of sunscreens entering into blood, 

before processing that “then I actually thought, I put on lotion every single day and that will 

also be absorbed by the blood and god knows what else the blood absorbs”. This highlights 

Ani’s shifting understanding of the role that skins play as contested material-semiotic 

boundaries between inner and outer bodies: In a matter of minutes, Ani was able to over-

come an embodied- or enskinned- reaction to the idea that skins are not perfect boundaries, 

that what is applied to skin may cross this material-semiotic barrier into the inner-body. This 

realisation involved a broadening of the picture, of considering the many formulas, lotions, 

and molecules which skins and inner-bodies will come into contact with on any given day, 

corrupting the idea of a ‘pure’ body penetrated by sunscreens and instead figuring sun-

screens in a broader image of an externally entangled or trans-corporeal body.  

The idea that blood is ‘pure’, that it belongs inside a body, materially divided from outside 

matter hinges on an articulation of skin as barrier and protector. Whilst Ani’s process of un-

derstanding sunscreen mobilities was stimulated by the realisation of broader inner-outer 

body entanglements, she also raises concern for making skin-body-barrier imaginaries vul-

nerable, saying that “when people hear that, they might immediately get worried and then 

actually think like lots of things go into the blood”. The emergence of these worries rests on 

normative fantasies of skins acting as indiscriminate borders of the inner-body, impenetrable 

to all ‘chemicals’ and molecules which are perceived as inherently harmful to the inner-

body ̶ as inherently corrupting of the purity of human blood. Ani goes onto flirt with this 

idea of purity and discuss why the idea of sunscreens in bloodstreams would likely be a 

cause of common concern, stating: 

Ani: I think people would get worried. The idea that people associate, ehh.. I don’t 

know, blood with puri[ty]- people may be concerned that chemicals are going into 

their blood, what they think are chemicals, are going into their blood. 

There is a material-discursive power in the reified concept of ‘chemicals’, which Ani trou-

bles when she clarifies ‘what they think are chemicals’. Here, she acknowledges that the 

term ‘chemicals’ carries particular, negative connotations and she implicates the breadth of 

compounds included in such a categorisation. As with fake-tans, these semiotics are entan-

gled with perceptions of the ‘un-natural’. The reification of ‘chemicals’, which Ani resists, 

acts to flatten the vast and ever-expanding diversity of synthetic compounds, and their bio-

chemical potentialities, drawing on molecular imaginaries discursively separated from ‘natu-

ral’ compounds and the comfort associated with using ‘natural’ ingredients. 

It is far more palatable to believe in an inner-body untouched by such compounds, protected 

by a robust skin barrier against the potential ills invoked by the term ‘chemicals’. Bea ex-

presses this ‘chemical’ concern, describing that she’s “got a real big thing about the fact that 
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I'm putting loads of chemicals on my skin every day”, relating this to a concern of the un-

known effects this may have for her skin and body with long-term use. Referencing the rela-

tively recent inception of modern sunscreen formulas, Bea questions the research done into 

these concoctions before invalidating her own worries, attributing them to her being “an 

anxious type” and equating this argument to anti-vaccination logics:  

Bea: I'm not able to articulate to you any more than ‘I don't think it's been tested that 

much' which ultimately is not really a great argument to not take anything. Like, I've 

taken the vaccine.  

Bea’s scepticism points to conflicts between faith in traditional Western medical approaches 

and emerging ideas of ecological or holistic health, such as elaborated by environmental his-

torian Nancy Langston in Toxic Bodies (2010), where bodies are viewed as ecosystems em-

bedded in broader ecologies, subject to material flows and complex biotic relations. Ani 

touched on this tension when reflecting on the potential risks of sunscreen practices: 

Ani:  I think there's the rise of all these wellness movements and alternative medicine 

movements that really push people to think a lot more critically and also sceptically 

about what they put in their bodies and why […]. [That] the source of a deep health is-

sue for you is really these day-to-day practices that you do that you don't think have 

any impact. 

Yet there remains a discursive adjacency between sunscreens and medical interventions, de-

spite sunscreens’ legal regulatory status as cosmetics in Europe (Osterwalder et al. 2014). 

This reflects one mechanism for protecting sunscreen users from imagining any potential 

harms associated with these ‘chemical’ products: How could a medical intervention be as-

sumed to be harmful? As discussed in the previous chapter, sunscreens are figured in ideas 

of health and thus protected from a degree of public criticism and doubt ̶ in as far as medical 

discourse are themselves protected. This facilitates encounters of sunscreens with bodily en-

vironments and influences what is protected and made vulnerable through such material en-

tanglements. In most interview conversations the adjacency to health interventions, such as 

medicines and vitamins, wasn’t needed when protecting sunscreens from imaginaries of 

harm, for they were imagined as always, already separated from an inner-body encased in a 

protective skin barrier.  

It is intriguing how sunscreens are continuously ‘made safe’ by interviewees, precluding 

toxicity from semiotic association. For Tim, the harmlessness of sunscreen is figured 

through imagining a particular inertness, saying:  

Tim: I like to think it's totally inert, [that] the chemical would be inert. And then they 

sort of, I don't know, break down naturally or go to the liver and get broken down 

This is a wilful imagining, in which he would “like to think” that once some of the constitu-

ent chemicals which compose sunscreens have passed into the bloodstream, they cycle pas-

sively before being removed by active, tidying bodily organs60.  

This imaginary of the inner-body inertness of molecules which once belonged to sunscreens, 

an imaginary that I duly trouble in the next sub-section of this thesis, isn’t needed for the rest 

of those I spoke with, who instead explain the status of sunscreens as harmless by figuring 

an impermeable skin-body barrier, which although complex and layered has it’s firm limits. 

It also strikes me that there is some kind of wilfulness in this figuring, as Bea seemed to 

 

 
60 TB:   “So you think that it's inert, but it's also metabolised?”   Tim:   “Well, yeah. Yeah, hmm. I guess, I suppose, I don't 
think it's inert in the sense, or I think it's... Yeah, I mean, I would say it's..  Yeah,  I would,  I guess my predominant feeling 
is then that yeah, it does get sort of metabolised, somehow.” 
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display through a dissonance regarding the skin-body barrier and its permeability. When 

asked about the potential negative effects of sunscreens, Bea spoke about a time when her 

mum was very attentive to the potential risks of cosmetics:  

Bea:  my mum went through an all-natural product phase, of like, you shouldn't put 

anything on your skin you wouldn't eat because of how […] able your skin is to absorb 

things, that you shouldn't put anything on your skin that you also wouldn't eat. 

The skin here is drawn as highly absorbent, implying a semi-permeability. This is also impli-

cated by Bea connecting eating and skin-care; by likening both practices to the other, there is 

an assertion that they both internalise the external, incorporating molecules brought to the 

bodies’ surfaces into physiological flows of matter61. Yet barely a few minutes later Bea ex-

presses a somewhat different figuring of the skin-body barrier and its permeability in rela-

tion to sunscreen mobilities, stating: 

Bea: I've not really thought about much of it being absorbed that much into my skin, 

maybe the upper layers but I've never really thought about how deeply something 

could be absorbed into your skin on a daily basis. I imagine it doesn't much […], so I 

like to think that it basically just stays on top of my skin until it is wiped or pushed off. 

Again, there is a stated wilfulness here in that they “like to think” that the skin operates as a 

unbreachable barrier which resists deep absorption and acts as a surface for the ‘outside’, 

which can then be easily dealt by wiping or cleaning the skin62. Here, the interpretation of 

sunscreen as a health product likely precludes the critical thought which could contribute to 

bridging this dissonance.  

Aside from Tim, all other interviewees saw sunscreens as moving into and then back out of 

the skin, often motivating this release by the need to re-apply more sunscreen after a certain 

time. Frank exemplifies this logic perfectly, demonstrating the material-semiotics associated 

with re-application63. Frank states that “I think it'll just stay a certain level of skin deep be-

cause eventually, after six hours, it wears off doesn't it?”. The term ‘wears off’ is attributed 

to things no longer working, yet it implies a directionality: a movement to the outside 

through use. This directionality was assumed consistently by those I spoke with, who call 

upon various mechanisms to explain how sunscreen will be cleansed from the skin. Ruth fol-

lows Tim in believing there is some kind of mechanism for which sunscreen’s constituent 

compounds will ‘break down’, before echoing Bea and Frank, that these parts are then 

ejected somehow: “I don't think it gets absorbed in terms of getting absorbed into lower skin 

layers. And then it must just break down and wash off, I guess.”. Ruth goes on to also call 

upon sweating as a means of de-screening the skin, a sentiment shared by Siri, who when 

asked to explain why she thinks she needs to reapply, concluded by saying “But it can't last 

forever. Maybe you, I don't know, come near it with clothes or sweat or something. So it 

feels like it wears off.”. Again, this idea of ‘wearing off’ posits a directionality which imagi-

nes that sunscreens no longer function as they are meant to, because they have been lost to 

external environments, thus re-producing the skin as protective barrier of inner-bodies from 

external threats to purity and contingent health.   

 

 
61 Annemarie Mol explores the material, cultural and discursive complexities of this incorporation of food in Eating in Theory 
(Mol 2021), at times drawing parallels to skin-encounters.  
62 This washing away of sunscreen molecules does happen to some degree and is one route for sunscreens making their way 
into aquatic ecologies, a topic I explore later in this chapter.  
63 Frank: “So obviously, yeah, onto the skin and then, obviously, go beyond.. I don't know, I don't imagine they've gone into 
the molecules. I don't know how many cells deep or layers, because obviously you have layers of skin, don't you? I mean 
layers of skin deep it goes. I don't.. I imagine it wouldn't go too deep, it wouldn't get into blood, I don't think, unless I'm 
wrong there. I think it'll just stay a certain level of skin deep because eventually after six hours, it, like, wears off doesn't it.” 
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An unexpected avenue for exploring the material-semiotics of the skin-body barrier is in re-

lation to medication which makes the skin more vulnerable to the sun and other exposures. 

Interviewees talked about skin becoming ‘thin’ as an expression of the imagined material 

vulnerability. Bea describes how her brother had to wear sunscreen whilst taking medication 

when he was younger, recalling how “apparently it made his skin really thin, is how they ex-

plained it to me”. Frank also talks about the increased vulnerability of skin whilst taking 

medication, although what he attributes this to is unclear. These ideas around skin ‘thinning’ 

give a dynamism to skin, changing in relation to internal and external exposures; in the case 

of skin ‘burning’ more when exposed to sun whilst taking certain medications, this is made 

sense of by imagining skin as thinner. This also ties into cultural ideas around sensitivity, as 

the term ‘thick-skinned’ is used to describe resilience to criticism, derision and abuse (e.g. 

Chen et al. 2020). Logic of this kind was and is central to, the very material realities of, 

medical racism; one ‘magical belief’, as Trawalter and Hoffman describe them (2015), 

claims that Black skin was/is thicker and hence less vulnerable to pain . For, if the skin is 

imagined as a barrier, as shielding tissue or as light armour as it were, increased vulnerabil-

ity can be imagined as a thinning of this barrier or, in other words, an increase in the proxim-

ity of internal and external bodily environments. However, this imaginary is not supported 

by biological literature on how medication makes skin more vulnerable to solar radiation 

(see for example texts by Moore (2000) or Khandpur et al. (2017)). Some medications taken 

orally may be surfaced in skin and react to incident UVA rays to produce either free-radicals 

or reactive oxygen species, which can cause local toxicity in sun-exposed skins. This tox-

icity is felt as a burning sensation, as skin-cells are damaged. Through the contingent emer-

gence of painful burning sensations, drugs which induce photosensitivity appear to bring in-

ternal bodily environments closer together with the external, but this vision is only possible 

if they are constructed as separated by a skin-body barrier in the first place.  

Organic UV-filters and ‘Endocrine Disruptors’ 

The majority of sunscreens in Europe64 utilise organic UV-filters, such as octocrylene, ben-

zophenone-3 (BP-3) and homosalate, which have consistently and globally been shown to 

cross the skin-body barrier and be absorbed into blood from dermal application (Hiller et al. 

2019; Fediuk et al. 2010), also showing up in urine (Mínguez-Alarcón et al. 2019; Ao et al. 

2018; Rodriguez & Maibach 2016) and human milk samples (Schlumpf et al. 2010; Krause 

et al. 2012). Hiller et al. (2019) ran a study where they collected blood plasma and urine 

samples from volunteers who used a commercially available sunscreen containing octo-

crylene, applying recommended volumes three times over six hours in a ‘real-life scenario’. 

They found that octocrylene and its metabolite 2-cyano-3,3-diphenylacrylic acid (CDAA) 

peaked in plasma concentration at 10 and 14.5 hours respectively, but both, especially 

CDAA, remained markedly higher than pre-application levels when they stopped testing af-

ter 72 hours. The plasma and urine levels of octocrylene peaked at a tiny fraction of the level 

of its metabolite CDAA (25μg/L in comparison to 1352 μg/L), and thus also measuring for 

CDAA conveys a much clearer image of the extent of absorption of octocrylene across 

skin65. Similar studies have also demonstrated the permeability of skin to the UV-filters 4-

 

 
64 Most of the organic UV-filters used in European sunscreen formulas are not permitted for use in the United States, under 
regulation by the FDA (see Ma and Yoo 2021). As such, US sunscreens predominantly rely on the inorganic UV-filters 
Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) and Zinc Oxide (ZnO) for wide-spectra absorption with their respective UV-absorption focused in 
the UVB and UVA range (Smijs & Pavel 2011). However, US sunscreens tend to offer less effective protection than European 
formulas within the UVA range due to the enforced absence of many organic UV-filters (ibid.). 
65 Not all studies measure for the metabolites of organic UV-filters, leading to under-predictions of their absorption. 
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methylbenzylidene camphor (4- MBC), octyl methoxycinnamate (OMC) and BP-3 

(Ruszkiewicz et al. 2017).  

I consult and draw upon this literature to emphasise the permeability of skin to organic UV-

filters and the widespread prevalence of different UV-filters in human physiological sys-

tems. BP-3 is a formerly popular UV-filter now on the decline due to safety concerns and 

scientific identification as a ‘carcinogen’ (Downs et al. 2021). Yet BP-3 is also generated by 

the ageing of octocrylene (idem.), troubling easy boundaries and regulation between differ-

ent compounds. Research using rhesus monkeys by Bucks et al., published in 1990, showed 

that up to 70% of BP-3 may be absorbed across the skin and into blood following dermal ap-

plication. Given this high BP-3 absorption potential it is unsurprising that it is widely preva-

lent in bodies, as shown by Kim and Choi’s review (2014). They found that across a number 

of European population-sampling studies of volunteer test-subjects, the lowest level of de-

tection frequency was 76%, with BP-3 measured in over 97% of samples in two studies of 

Danish children and adolescents (272 people were tested across two studies). It is worth em-

phasising here that BP-3 and other UV-filters are not just used in sunscreens, but are also 

widely used in the cosmetics industry to protect products from UV degradation (Krause et al. 

2012).  

Sunscreens are also not used in isolation or on perfect skin, the combination of other dermal 

agents and skin composition also affects how UV-filters are absorbed into blood. Research 

reviewed by Ruszkiewicz et al. (2017), on the effect of sunburn on skin-permeability, 

showed that sun-burnt, damaged skin is more permeable to UV-filters, including inorganic 

filters such as nanoparticulate Titanium Dioxide often written about as unable to cross the 

skin-body barrier (see research reviewed by Ruszkiewicz et al. 2017). This increased sensi-

tivity of sun-burnt skin was also alluded in my interviews by Katarina, when talking about 

how she was more sensitive to react to sunscreen when re-applying after being in the sun: 

“And also if I if I've been in the sun and then reapply, it can... the skin is sensitive, [she 

scoffs] from the sun. So then it can be more irritated by the sunscreen.” In a study on how 

products that are commonly used together interact (Fediuk et al. 2010), researchers found 

that application of DEET-based insect repellent in conjunction with sunscreen using BP-3 

increased the blood concentration of both ‘active ingredients’ in comparison to separate, in-

dividual use. Maipas and Nicolopoulou-Stamati (2015) review further research on sun-

screens as ‘skin penetration enhancers’, describing how sunscreens have been shown to in-

crease dermal absorption of a common herbicide shown to disrupt endocrine systems in ani-

mals. Across the scientific literature there are thus many studies displaying how UV-filters 

and their metabolites are measurable in notable quantities in bodily fluids, both following 

experimental sunscreen application and in broader population studies targeting the distribu-

tions of UV-filters. Establishing that organic UV-filters cross the skin ‘barrier’ and move 

into blood plasma and other bodily fluids is one thing, but what do they do once they are 

there?  

Most of the research articles and reviews investigating the safety of organic UV-filters cen-

tre on their potential role as ‘Endocrine Disruptors,’ a term which invokes both boundary-

making and boundary-breaking from the outset. Introduced in a workshop in the early 1990s 

(Yilmaz et al. 2020), the term Endocrine Disruptor (ED) is defined by the Endocrine Soci-

ety66 as “an exogenous chemical, or mixture of chemicals, that can interfere with any aspect 

 

 
66 The Endocrine Society was founded in 1917 (then called the Association for the Study of Internal Secretions) in the United 
States and is now a global community of over 18,000 professionals working with endocrine research and clinical practice. 
They began to publish the society journal Endocrinology in the same year, today publishing the online, open access Journal 
of the Endocrine Society and a monthly magazine called Endocrine News.  
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of hormone action” (idem.). An earlier EPA definition of these grouped substances de-

scribed them as ‘exogenous agents’ (idem.), conveying the vibrant materiality of these com-

pounds and their ability to act on hormone systems. Yet by centring ‘disruption’ in this con-

text, it is asserted that hormonal systems and signalling cascades normally function naturally 

in isolation, only disrupted when nefarious ‘agents’ become involved. Thus, the use of the 

word ‘agents’ doesn’t just render these compounds as vibrantly agential when coupled with 

the word ‘exogenous’ and set against the normally or ‘naturally’ functioning, pure, hormone 

systems.  

Hormone systems themselves are diverse and co-ordinate varied physiological processes 

across growth, metabolism, homeostasis, and sexual reproduction. This role in all things sex-

ual is discursively centred in Western techno-imaginaries of hormones, particularly through 

the material-semiotic separation of testosterone and oestrogen and their assumed roles in 

sexual differences–from dictating anatomy to supposed capacity for rationality ̶ despite the 

inter-convertible slipperiness of sex hormones (Langston 2010) . This can be seen in the 

documentary GABI, mellan åren 8 och 13 (Broberg 2022), as 10-year-old Gabi says, “Boys 

and Girls aren’t so different. De har bara olika hormoner (They just have different 

hormones).” Already at the age of 10, Gabi is already familiar with and acting in the re-pro-

duction of normative ideas about the (discursively) dominant role of hormones, ideas which 

hide the intricate roles of both oestrogen and testosterone in bodies of all genders. By acting 

with hormone systems, ‘Endocrine Disruptors’ are thus immediately implicated in reproduc-

tive systems and boundary-making practices regarding sexual difference (Langston 2010), 

disrupting the very material-techno-discursive systems through which sex, and thus gender 

(see Butler, 1993), are enacted. This is also aligned with the history of ‘Endocrine Disruptor’ 

research and theorising; Yilmaz et al. (2020) describe how ’Endocrine Disruptors’ were ini-

tially described and defined as xenoestrogens, which illustrates how ED research has been 

focused on sexed hormone systems from its emergence, and relegated other endocrinology to 

lesser importance. Vitamin-D is, in fact, a steroid hormone like oestrogen and testosterone 

(Cocks 2015), yet sunscreens potential action in vitamin-D signalling pathways was entirely 

absent from scientific discourses I reviewed. Thus, at stake here are both the imagined 

boundaries of internal, pure bodies and dangerous external actants, and the gendered mate-

rial-discourses which are entangled with such imaginaries, infused with geo-politically im-

plicated references to ‘exogenous agents’ (invoking debates on nationhood and migrant ‘in-

vaders’) .  

When researchers and their institutions set out to research if compounds may be Endocrine 

Disruptors, they must follow accepted experimental research protocols within their desig-

nated field. A number of studies following standard protocols are required to gather evi-

dence for such a claim, a process which is ongoing for many organic UV-filters used in sun-

screens today. Typically, testing compounds for their potential engagement with hormone 

systems focuses on particular hormonal cascades, studying specific organs or organ groups, 

such as the thyroid axis. These experimental procedures may be in vitro, ‘in test-tube’, 

and/or in vivo, using model animals such as rats or zebrafish. In a broad review, Krause et al. 

(2012, pp. 425–429) summarise some of these primary investigations into sunscreen UV-fil-

ters, published in the International Journal of Andrology. Andrology is defined by Sci-

enceDirect(“Andrology - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics”) as “the branches of science 

and medicine dealing with male reproductive functions” ̶  almost all of the articles published 

in their final issues were about penises and testicles, testosterone, infertility and reproductive 

issues in men ̶  indicating the always already gendered and sexed ‘nature’ of hormone and 

‘ED’ research. This is reflected in the ways in which experiments are designed; for instance, 

in the paper, there are many references to “oophorectomized rats,” meaning they have had 
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their ovaries removed. This exemplifies the degree of experimental intervention to isolate 

certain hormonal systems, interfering with the otherwise complex systems within living ani-

mals. There are also many experimental designs which apply UV-filter formulas to animals 

orally, an ingestion pathway far less relevant than dermal application for investigating sun-

screens and other cosmetics. To experiment in vitro is to take this one step further, testing 

substances directly on particular cells, tissues or organs, taking them out of their biological 

contexts, to see how the presence of potentially disruptive agents affect their function. I do 

not mean to discredit the claims and conclusions drawn from such investigations (entirely) 

here, for I am drawing on them throughout this thesis, but I wish to make clear the processes 

of abstraction and decontextualization which scientific discourses mandate for researchers to 

make credible and ‘objective’ claims about a compounds potential ‘Endocrine Disruption’, 

which also limits the potential of understanding them as disruptive.  

These processes of reductive abstraction, of experimentally concretised boundaries which 

fail to materialise in lived biologies, are particularly counter-intuitive when applied to ‘En-

docrine Disruptors’ and the hormone systems they may meddle with. Nancy Langston has 

written eloquently about the complexity of ‘Endocrine Disruptor’ (‘ED’) enaction, detailing 

a political, medical history of synthetic oestrogen diethylstilbesterol (DES) and the harms its 

proliferation caused (Langston 2010). DES was a compound that was variably used as medi-

cation to (mistakenly) reduce the risk of miscarriage and increase the size and growth of 

cows and then chickens. DES use during pregnancy was eventually linked to a series of ex-

tremely rare vaginal cancers which emerged around the age of 18 in some of the so-called 

‘DES-daughters’ but the drug was also linked with a wide-range of hormone-related devel-

opment issues. I rely on this text to describe some of the intricacies of ‘Endocrine Disrup-

tors,’ such as how they confound classical toxicology principles, demonstrating their ill-suit-

ability to traditional experimental and theoretical paradigms; an ill-suitability that allowed 

for the widespread prescription and use of DES in the US. Classical toxic agents, such as 

poisonous mushrooms, follow a dose-response curve; the more the material is ingested, the 

worse the effects are. Conversely, this also indicates a ‘safe’ threshold of consumption, 

where a dose is small enough to not cause any effects. In contrast, ‘Endocrine Disruptors’ 

exhibit complex action pathways due to the knottiness of hormone signalling and regulation 

mechanisms, meaning that a lower concentration of synthetic compound may cause a greater 

effect than a higher concentration. Another conflict with traditional toxicology is in the 

‘safe’ threshold, a principle which regulation is contingent on, as ‘safe’ levels of multiple 

ED compounds can combine to cause significant hormonal effects67. Adding to this already 

complex picture is the time spans over which ‘EDs’ act, as they can unfurl across genera-

tions. Classically studied toxic agents act nearly immediately and their effects (although not 

the long-term damage that they may have caused) are limited to the very short-term. How-

ever, ‘ED’s are especially disruptive when affecting foetal and early child development, as 

these developmental processes rely on incredibly fine-tuned, extremely sensitive hormone 

signalling. Slight changes in hormone action may pattern significant changes in later devel-

opment, but these may only emerge in or following puberty once these earlier patterns have 

been triggered. Combining this with how ‘ED’s can accumulate in fat tissues68 and persist in 

bodies far after their original exposure (Yilmaz et al. 2020), ‘ED’s are inter-generational act-

ants. In the case of DES (synthetic oestrogen diethylstilbesterol), as investigated by 

Langston (2010), it was able to affect, to a far more dangerous degree, the physiologies and 

 

 
67 This is colloquially referred to in Endocrine Disruptor discourse as ‘0+0+0+0=1’ referencing research where 4 ‘safe’ levels 
of compounds, which caused no measurable effect individually, combined to effect measurable change.  
68Yilmaz et al. (2020) describe how Endocrine Disruptors have been shown to increase development of fat tissues, which 
consequently allows more lipophilic EDs to be stored in this fat tissue in a positive feedback loop.  
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lives of future children, acting in difficult-to-investigate pathways in conjunction with other 

hormonally active compounds.  

Understanding how hormone signalling and regulatory mechanisms operate helps to explain 

why ‘EDs’ do not fit into classical knowledges about toxicity. Hormones, such as oestro-

gens, are produced by specific organs or glands and secreted into the bloodstream. Here they 

may encounter cells with specific receptor proteins for that hormone, which they may bind 

to, like a lock and key, to form a hormone-receptor complex. These complexes, once 

formed, can then enter cells, where they trigger cellular cascades, such as to express particu-

lar genes or protein production. Exceedingly small amounts of hormones binding to the right 

receptor can trigger these cascades, having extensive effects on tissue development and pro-

tein expression. For this reason, there are broad, complexly inter-related regulatory mecha-

nisms to either maintain a certain level of hormone or render them biologically inactive; hor-

mones may be regulated by serum-binding proteins which bind with hormones in the blood-

stream, preventing them from binding with receptors and entering cells. As Langston de-

scribes, “biologically active estrogen levels are thus determined not by estrogen production 

alone but also by the level of serum-binding proteins in the blood.” (Langston, 2010, p. 8). 

‘Endocrine Disruptors’ are thus able to act at several points within this complex system to 

leverage change. Simply put, if biochemically close to hormones, EDs may bind hormone-

receptors, acting like them, and enter cells to signal cascades, increasing effective hormone 

concentrations. Conversely, they may bind receptors but not be able to enter cells, this then 

blocks these receptors from binding with endogenous hormones and acts to reduce the effec-

tive hormone concentration. ‘EDs’ are also able to act with serum-binding proteins in multi-

ple ways: they may bind with them, increasing the availability of ‘natural’ hormones, or they 

may not bind with them, allowing such ‘ED’s to act in hormone systems outside of common 

regulation pathways. This latter action has been shown to be a common way synthetic com-

pounds have affected bodies, such as in the case of the synthetic oestrogen DES. Despite 

binding to hormone-receptors more weakly than endogenous oestrogens, DES is less likely 

to bind to serum-binding proteins, which during pregnancies left foetuses vulnerable to the 

damaging effects of DES. Hence, synthetic compounds may act in hormone systems in com-

plex, inter-related and conflicting ways which confound intricate regulation mechanisms and 

leave bodies vulnerable to the whims of these ‘disruptive’ actants across generations.  

Research is ongoing into the potential hormonal action of organic UV-filters used in sun-

screens, and many research articles and reviews published so far find evidence for organic 

UV-filters acting in hormone systems. Ruszkiewicz et al.'s (2017) review lists experimental 

evidence for Octyl methoxycinnamate (OMC), BP-3, 4-MBC and Octocrylene as ‘Endocrine 

Disruptors’, as well as the inorganic filters zinc oxide and titanium dioxide. Despite octo-

crylene being one of the most popular UV-filters in Europe, due to its broad-spectrum UV-

absorbance of UVB and high energy components of UVA, Ruszkiewicz et al. note that 

“there are few studies on its accumulation and toxicity” (idem. p. 250) . There is also no 

mention in the review of homosalate, another highly popular UV-filter in Europe as reported 

by Råd & Rön (Ryberg 2021). Huang et al.’s slightly more recent work (2021) finds more to 

report on octocrylene, pointing to several studies using fish as model organisms for potential 

effects in humans. Three different studies using zebrafish and Japanese medaka indicated ac-

celerated ovary development, hormone-related gene alteration, reduced fecundity, increased 

sex hormones in the blood, and the upregulation of genes related to the Hypothalamus-Pitui-

tary-Adrenal (HPA) axis69. There were also results reported from an inter-generational study 

 

 
69 The HPA axis is a central endocrine system which acts in regulation and co-ordination of metabolism, hunger, stress, 
energy, mood, and sexuality.  
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at environmental concentrations70, where the 24-hour mortality rate for zebrafish embryos 

increased and surviving embryos had significantly lower heart rates and hatching rates.  

BP-3 has been researched a bit more and was the focus of Kim and Choi’s mini-review ( 

2014). The authors summarise a range of experimental studies (published 2001-2012) using 

in vitro and in vivo testing, describing weak oestrogenic activity of BP-3 and stronger activ-

ity of a major metabolite, BP-1, from in vitro testing. Contradictorily, other researchers also 

found anti-oestrogenic activity, results which have often been published according to Kim 

and Choi. The exact action may depend on the specificity of receptors in different species. 

Again, there is relatively limited research on BP-3 using model animals they say, with oes-

trogenic and anti-oestrogenic activity observed in immature rats. However, it is BP-1, pro-

duced within the body by BP-3 metabolism, which has more worrying results, shown to 

stimulate the growth of human ovarian cancer cells in mice who have had their ovaries re-

moved. Here I am reminded of my interview conversations, where Tim described his fantasy 

of inert sunscreen constituents that would be subsequently excreted; not only may sunscreen 

ingredients act in hormonal systems, but they may be metabolised into more potent forms, 

able to trigger unruly cellular processes. BP-3, and thus assumedly BP-1, have also been as-

sociated with human reproductive outcomes, as increased BP-3 in urine was associated with 

increased success in all stages of infertility treatment (Mínguez-Alarcón et al. 2019), as well 

as increased birth weight and head size in another study of pregnant women (reviewed by 

Huang et al. (2021)), the kind of results which tragically led to DES’ prescription as a preg-

nancy aid and agricultural growth supplement (Langston 2010). 

Sunscreens are often marketed specifically to parents and the importance of applying sun-

screens to children is commonly emphasised; if UV-filters act in nefarious ways in hormone 

systems, this emphasis on children using sunscreen may amplify the ‘ED’ effects of UV-fil-

ters. I asked in interview conversations who those I spoke with thought sunscreen was for, 

and many emphasised the fragility of children and their need to be protected. Darwin, him-

self a father and thus even more conscious of such discourses, responded to this question 

saying:  

Darwin: Everyone? Yeah, I mean, well, having a kid, it's important to get him pro-

tected. Because you've gotta get a lot of shade and things for him. And also put the 

suncream on. So it's, I'd say it's more.. it's kind of aimed for kids 

This discursive focus on children was also communicated by Siri, who described why she 

took such extra care in applying sunscreen to a friend’s daughter:  

Siri: Yeah, because you're told that kids need to wear sunscreen, and I'd wanted to be 

sure that I didn't miss any spots that would then be exposed to sun and then she would 

get sunburned  (emphasis added) 

In these responses the vulnerability emphasised is in relation to UV exposure and the sun; 

any potential vulnerabilities to children from sunscreens and their constituent ingredients is 

made invisible by this beaming focus. The report by writers for Råd & Rön (Ryberg 2021) 

into the use of organic UV-filters in sunscreens available in Sweden shows many ‘kids’ sun-

screens, from popular brands such as Nivea, Eucerin, La Roche-Posay and Garnier71 

 

 
70 Many studies into these compounds do not reflect lived exposures. They often use far higher concentrations than in envi-
ronments, but also expose test materials for a fraction of the time that non/human bodies are chronically exposed. That this 
study was inter-generational and at environmentally measured concentrations makes it, to me, an exemplary study of the 
effects of these compounds. 
71 Nivea and Eucerin are owned by the same company: Beiersdorf AG. La Roche-Posay and Garnier are also owned by the 
same company: L'Oréal.  
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containing octocrylene and homosalate, as well as other organics UV-filters. Bringing this 

back to knowledges about ‘EDs’, the delayed emergence, often by many years, of observa-

ble ‘ED’ action often decouples the effects from their agents, muddying any connections be-

tween earlier synthetic compound use and ill-health; in protecting children against the sun 

now, it would be very difficult to demonstrate evidence for these same formulas making 

their bodies vulnerable to ill-health outcomes years and decades later. It was only the sudden 

clustered emergence and relative prevalence of such an incredibly rare vaginal cancer that 

allowed the anecdotal connection to DES use during their mothers’ pregnancies to be estab-

lished; any less rare conditions and more widespread, diffuse use of ‘EDs’ would likely be 

much harder to establish any causality. Sunscreens also often use mixtures of organic UV-

filters and as mentioned earlier these may decay into other molecules, such as octocrylene to 

BP-3. It is important to not just test these compounds over long-term, intergenerational stud-

ies, but to also assess how they act in mixture with other UV-filters they are commonly for-

mulated with.  

Political and scientific discourses surrounding ‘Endocrine Disruptors’, particularly regarding 

cosmetics and sunscreens’, are intensely gendered, re-making sexed boundaries even whilst 

‘EDs’ transverse them. ‘ED’ rhetorics follow contemporary liberal politics in emphasising 

the individual, particularly in relation to exposure. YouTube videos introducing ‘EDs’ and 

how to reduce your exposure (Environmental Working Group, 2020; Hormone Health 

Network, 2017) recommend behavioural changes like checking labels for ‘EDs’, vacuum-

cleaning more frequently, not using non-stick pans and avoiding cosmetics. This advice is 

heavily directed towards domestic practices of cooking, cleaning and shopping, as well as 

cosmetic use, inherently positioning women as responsible for reducing the ‘ED’ exposure 

for themselves and their families.  Nicolopoulou-Stamati et al. (2015) begin their review into 

cosmetics as ‘EDs’ by stating: “Women and men all over the world use large amounts of 

cosmetic products in pursuit of everlasting youth, ignoring the probable health risks.” (p. 

373), a statement which paints ‘probable health risks’ as ignored, and thus known. This 

shifts the techno-political responsibility away from cosmetic companies and regulating insti-

tutions who act in permitted formulation of such products, instead focusing on individual 

consumers and their assumedly informed rejection of health risks. In the abstract of this re-

view, the “and men” of the introduction is conspicuously absent, as the authors write 

“Women are encouraged through advertising to buy into the myth of everlasting youth, and 

one of the most alarming consequences is in utero exposure to chemicals” (idem.) The focus 

on in utero exposure here allows the ‘men’72 of the introduction to slip out of the discourse, 

but by focusing on uterine environments, it is not ‘women’s’ health which is of concern: 

here, women’s bodies are reduced to biological vessels for mothering. Instead of centring 

women, this centres the children of women, and cosmetic-using women  ̶chasing the myth of 

everlasting youth ̶ are instead illustrated as responsible for the endangerment of future gener-

ations through their complicit ‘ignoring’ of the ‘probable health risks’.  

The media and political traction of ‘ED’ researchers and their published work has also 

demonstrated powerful gendered dynamics, setting ‘men’ and ‘women’, as well as hetero- 

and queer, cis- and trans-, in binary opposition.  Epidemiological research into ‘EDs’ has 

consistently demonstrated links to serious reproductive health concerns for people with ova-

ries, being linked to increased incidence of endometriosis, breast cancers, ovarian cancers, 

 

 
72 I use ‘men’ and ‘women’ here to emphasise the re-construction of cis- identities and embodiments in scientific discourse, 
consistent with my use of ‘black’ and ‘white, following Dabiri’s writing (2021) and discussed earlier. A focus on uteruses 
should not assume it is only and all women who will be affected, and it would be far more accurate and precise for the authors 
to have instead written people with uteruses.  
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infertility and other issues since the advent of widespread synthetic compounds in the 1950s 

in the US (Langston 2010). And yet, these concerns barely made a political dent in the regu-

lation of synthetic chemicals and their use in products found in homes. Scientists have had 

far more success in capturing political, economic and media attention when focusing on the 

affects on infertility in men and by weaponizing queerness, painting ‘EDs’ as threats to ‘nat-

ural’ sexual difference and the future of masculinity. Nancy Langston tells a popular story in 

Toxic Bodies (idem.) about how a leading researcher into ‘Endocrine Disruption’ told con-

gress that they were half the men of their fathers, and the next generation would be half the 

‘man’ again. This was a turning point in political and media attention and was achieved by 

equating ‘men’ and masculinity with testosterone and semen. This kind of research contin-

ues, with Louis et al. (2015) investigating links between urinary concentrations of BP UV-

filters and semen, finding that BP-2 and BP-8 were associated with decreased viability of se-

men, and hence increased infertility. As part of the broader image of ‘ED’ action, and the 

potential hormonal activity of synthetic chemicals, including UV-filters, this is important re-

search. However, the disproportionate media and political attention, and hence likely fund-

ing, that such research gains often discursively positions the fertility of men, as a proxy for 

masculinity, above other research which prioritises the survival and thrival of all or other(ed) 

bodies .  

This privileging of issues for men and masculinity is related to “sex panic”, as Giovanna di 

Churo so excellently details in their essay in Queer Ecologies (Di Chiro 2010). ‘EDs’ are 

discursively constructed as an attack on masculinity and charged with ‘feminising’, and thus 

perverting, ‘nature’ and naturally sexed bodies, centring oestrogenic ‘EDs’ (remember here 

xenoestrogrens, as described by Yilmaz et al. (2020)). The rhetorics of these discourses re-

suscitate, as di Churo describes, “familiar heterosexist, queerphobic, and eugenics arguments 

classifying some bodies as being not normal: mistakes, perversions, or burdens” (idem., p. 

202). A key figure in this media and political panic has been the increased observations of 

hermaphroditic fish, dissolving constructed sexual boundaries, and aligned as a perverted 

endpoint that begins with the decreased viability of men’s sperm. As di Churo points out, 

‘ED’s have been associated with wide-ranging health implications, such as tumours and met-

abolic disorders across the body, but there remains a laser-sharp focus on reproductive sys-

tems as an extension of ‘sex panic’ concerns. In reviews of sunscreen UV-filters 

(Ruszkiewicz et al. 2017; Krause et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2021) this is evidenced, as re-

search is dominated by investigations into the oestrogenic and androgenic activity of chemi-

cals, with few references to the thyroid axis, HPA axis, or other hormonal physiologies. As 

more funding and thus more research is allocated to exploring the reproductive repercus-

sions of ‘EDs’, escaping the hetero-normative discourses of these hormonal actants within 

scientific publication remains a challenge; when talking about ‘ED’ research and it’s publi-

cation, these discourses are always and already gendered and normatively cis-hetero, com-

plicating the un-picking and reproduction in cultural work of such research. This is particu-

larly pertinent when discussing sunscreens, predominantly targeted towards women and 

mothers, as gendered material-discursive fields collide.   

Toxic Ecologies: Corals and fish awash in sunscreens 

The vibrant materialities of sunscreen extend far beyond the bodies of ‘humans’, as sun-

screen constituents make their way into lively water-systems and entangled ecologies. This 

was recognised and commented on by many of those I spoke with, exemplified here by 

Frank and Siri:   
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Frank: I know that there are issues of sunscreen going into the water systems and 

stuff. Having to be... obviously [it] goes down your shower hole and back into the sys-

tem and whatnot and has to be, like, when you filter out water or wherever when it 

goes back. It can cause effects on fish and wildlife, in that sense  

Siri: And yeah, when out in nature, if I go swimming, it will go into the water. I don't 

know if I don't go swimming whether it will influence my environment. 

What happens once sunscreens have made their way into water-systems and broader envi-

ronments, and all of the mechanisms for this, were not well understood however, with many 

interviews ending with the question returned to me, exemplified here by Katarina: “What 

does happen to the sunscreen? Where does it go Tobias?”.  

Sunscreens and their constituent molecules make their way into water systems and aquatic 

ecologies via two main routes: directly from diffuse, sunscreeny bodies and indirectly from 

concentrated waste-water inputs. When beachgoers and pleasure bathers follow public health 

advice and apply sunscreen whilst in the sun, they act as direct sources of sunscreen formu-

las into the seas, lakes and rivers that they immerse themselves in. In their review of the 

risks of sunscreens for coastal marine biodiversity, Caloni et al. (2021) report that at least 

25% of sunscreens and skin-products get directly washed off into surrounding water. This is 

something that Tim recognised from his own experiences:  

Tim:  there are times I'll be in a sea when I've be wearing sunscreen and I've seen the 

sunscreen's sort of pooling, coming off into the sea around me. And thinking… I don't 

know, the general feeling of sort of like putting something into the environment, which 

is not necessarily meant to be there. 

Here it is the visual experience of seeing sunscreen pooling around him that prompts Tim 

to question what effects this may have on these environments and ecologies, but it is not 

so easy to appreciate the role of bathing in sunscreen dispersal without such prompts. As 

Frank said, “'Oh yeah, it's water resistant.' So you can go in the sea and it won't wash 

off”; the material-semiotics of ‘water-resistant’ sunscreens disguise their mobility from 

skins to waters. And these sources aren’t negligible; Caloni et al. also cite a study of 3000 

people at a French beach which estimated that 52.5kg of sunscreen was used per day, re-

leasing around 15.7kg of sunscreen ̶ daily  ̶into the water73. Over years this becomes in-

conceivable large quantities of sunscreen, as described by Casas-Beltran et al. (2020) in 

their study of sunscreen discharge into the water of Quintana Roo, Mexico. They esti-

mated that, over 18 years (2007 to 2025), tourists and residents using sunscreens will be 

direct sources for more than 4300 tons74 of these varied, materially vibrant sunscreen in-

gredients, from this strip of coastline alone.  

Sunscreen components are also discharged into aquatic systems from household sewage, via 

waste-water treatment plants. As already discussed, many organic UV-filters are found in 

urine samples, giving a snapshot of the continual urination of sunscreen ingredients. Com-

bining this with showered and washed-off sunscreens, as noted by Frank above, household 

waste-water carries considerable quantities of UV-filters and other sunscreen constituents. 

 

 
73 To give some idea of concentrations, in a study of an Australian recreational reservoir on a sunny summer’s day O’Malley 
et al. (2021) measured a peak combined-UV-filter concentration of 7330ng/L at 13:00, with concentrations varying through 
the day. 
74 I wanted to do a ‘back-of-the-envelope calculation to try to represent this mass in understandable terms. I weighed a near-
full 200ml bottle of Eucerin s ultra-light SPF50 sunscreen, which came out at 222g. If we assume the bottle is 22g, then this 
sunscreen would be of roughly similar density to water. 1 ton is 1000kg and so 1000L of water. Hence 4300 tons of sunscreen 
is very roughly 4,300,000L or 4.3 mL. For comparison, an Olympic swimming pool (50m x 25m x 2m) would hold 2.5mL 
of water; 4300 tons is the equivalent of roughly 1.7 Olympic swimming pools filled with sunscreen.  
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Waste-water treatment plants produce two main outputs: treated water, which is discharged 

into ‘natural’ water systems; and a waste sludge, cumulatively removed from the sewage 

water at each stage of treatment, often sent to landfills or used in agriculture (Cadena-Aizaga 

et al. 2020).  Both the treated water and waste sludge may contain UV-filters (idem.) acting 

as point sources for dispersal into rivers, and by extension, oceans and other connected wa-

terways, and groundwater. For example, Jurado et al. (2014) researched the urban ground-

waters of Barcelona, finding the UV-filters BP-3 and 4MBC in around 30% of samples. 

They concluded that the concentration of UV-filters was low, but it was measurable, espe-

cially where aquifers were fed by rivers polluted by waste-water treatment plant discharges. 

River water also showed the highest concentrations and variation of UV-filters in a review 

of UV-filter occurrence by Ramos et al. (2015). They report the highest concentration com-

ing from a study in the UK, with huge concentrations of 0.3mg/L of BP-4. Most studies from 

river water around the world find much lower, µg/L concentrations of various UV-filters, 

such as BP-3, 4MBC and EMC, yet, as discussed regarding endocrinology in human bodies, 

it is possible that chronic exposures to even exceptionally low concentrations may cause 

widespread disruption in bodies.  

Endocrine systems are highly conserved across different animals, meaning that, although 

they may not function in exactly the same ways across species, very similar hormones and 

receptors are involved in organ and body development, metabolism, immune systems and 

reproduction. This is why zebrafish and mice can be used as animal proxies for investigating 

the in vivo effects of compounds when investigating potential ‘Endocrine Disruptors’ in hu-

mans. The other side of this is that results from such investigations also apply to animals 

across ecologies, with zebrafish research particularly well situated to approximate effects for 

other fish. To remind you of research (summarised by Huang et al. 2021) that I highlighted 

earlier, experiments exposing zebrafish and Japanese medaka to octocrylene found acceler-

ated ovary development, hormone-related gene alteration, reduced fecundity, increased sex 

hormones in the blood, as well as an increase in 24 hour mortality rate and lower heart rates 

and hatching rates in zebrafish embryos. Fastelli and Renzi (2019) took a test species from 

each of the crustaceans, algae, and echinoderms (starfish, sea urchins, etc) and exposed indi-

viduals to increasing concentrations of sunscreens in seawater to see when death, growth in-

hibition and embryo-toxicity occurred respectively. They used two different sunscreen for-

mulas, one which used organic filters and the other inorganic filters, and also tested at differ-

ent salinities. Their investigation showed differing vulnerabilities in different taxonomic 

groups, with algae more affected by organic-based sunscreens, whilst inorganic sunscreens 

were the more toxic of the two in crustacea. High-salinity tests, reflecting future ocean-cli-

mate changes, changed the picture, as both sunscreens became far more toxic for echino-

derms at higher salinity. In algae too, there was a substantial increase in toxicity of inorganic 

sunscreens at high salinity, collectively showing that salinity stress could effectively change 

ecotoxicological responses in aquatic organisms. These results were replicated in another 

study (reviewed by Caloni et al. 2021) with marine copepods (a zooplankton species called 

Tigropus japonicus), where researchers found increasing salinity caused oxidative stress and 

the increased uptake of the UV-filter 4-MBC. Thus, UV filters do not affect aquatic ecolo-

gies in simple ways but, like in human bodies, participate in an intricate eco-bio-chemical 

dance which here involves synthetic compounds, developmental, hormone and immune sys-

tem physiologies, biological relationships between species and the abiotic conditions, such 

as salinity and water temperature.  

Corals exemplify the complexity of marine ecologies, acting as biodiverse keystone species, 

architecting habitats, and participating in elaborate, delicate biotic and abiotic intra-actions 

that now include sunscreens. Most corals are themselves in a symbiosis with another 
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organism; photosynthetic zooxanthellans live within healthy corals, operating in careful bal-

ances of nutrient exchange. Coral bleaching is the phenomenon whereby the symbiotic zoo-

xanthellans leave their coral hosts, taking with them the colourful photosynthetic apparatus 

which feed the corals and gives these ecologies their vibrancy; bleaching events often cause 

the death of the whole coral and thus a great loss of biodiversity in these important marine 

ecosystems. Certain UV-filters have been shown to affect coral bleaching; one study, re-

viewed by Caloni et al. (2021) showed that BP-3 and it’s metabolite ̶ in both humans and 

corals ̶  BP-8, were involved in weakening coral immune responses and increasing viral in-

fections, leading to bleaching. The very common inorganic filter zinc oxide (ZnO) is particu-

larly dangerous for corals, as Corinaldesi et al. demonstrated in their 2018 study. They ex-

posed stony corals to concentrations of uncoated ZnO, showing rapid and severe coral 

bleaching beginning within 24 hours of first exposure.  

Whilst the experimental concentrations used may be higher than found in reefs, the speed 

and strength of this response implicates ZnO from continued sunscreeny bathing in coral 

bleaching events; Caloni et al. (2012) highlight how 10% of total sunscreen use is estimated 

to be used in barrier reef tropical areas. My interviewees were not oblivious to sunscreen 

ecotoxicological relations with corals, with Tim noting:  

some Pacific Islands have banned people using sunscreen, because of the effects on the 

corals. […] I can't remember exactly, there's some debate whether that was actually 

happening or not, and whether it was a proportional response. 

Here, Tim is referencing Palau’s 2018 ban of octocrylene and benzophenone (BP) UV-

filters in cosmetics, after it was shown that they stunt coral growth and are toxic to some 

species, as described in Ma and Yoo's review (2021). This ban was followed by Hawaii, 

Key West, and many other places in the US, as tensions between what is being protected 

and what is made toxically vulnerable through sunscreen use begin to be seriously con-

sidered. Yet in the US, sunscreen formulas often use ZnO as a UVA filter, given FDA 

bans on inorganic filters such as octocrylene (idem.). ZnO has been shown to be at least 

as dangerous to coral systems, making them vulnerable to infection and bleaching. Regu-

latory institutions are in somewhat of a bind here, caught between prioritising human pro-

tection against UV exposure with potential toxicity to non/human bodies in all environ-

ments, with corals being the prized organisms deemed worthy of protection given their 

importance to reef ecosystems and corresponding tourism and local fishing. Inevitably, 

those UV-filters which have been most researched, such as BP-3, show the most evidence 

for diverse ecotoxicological, endocrine disruptive actions and bare the brunt of regula-

tions, but this is not to say other, less researched compounds, such as the commonly used 

homosalate or nanoparticulate organic filters, may not display similar effects on aquatic 

and terrestrial bodies alike.  

Spatial Boundaries and Emplaced Knowledges 

The distribution and effects of sunscreens on watery-ecologies problematises where sun-

screens are used and how certain ̶ foreign   ̶places are constructed as sunscreen places. Impli-

cated too here are the bodily boundaries of earlier in this chapter, which are often made more 

explicitly political when their logics are extended and conflated with national boundaries. 

Emma Bond has written about the figuring of the body politic in the People’s Republic of 

Albania and how this metaphor is also reversed; how imaginaries of the state as a body can 

shift to understandings of bodies made by and for the state (Bond 2018). Speaking specifi-

cally about boundaries, Stacey references O’Neill’s argument in relation to AIDS, an 
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argument that could easily be extended to the Covid-19 pandemic, that “a global panic, and 

desire to collaborate in the face of such a danger, might be accompanied by strategies of 

sealing off national boundaries against the threat of 'global viral” (Stacey, 2000, p. 134). 

Whilst skin-cancers are not primarily believed to be viral in causality75, sunscreen imagi-

naries and medical discourses are firmly fantasised as belonging with prolonged sunny expo-

sures sought over-seas. How sunscreen places are made foreign, and hence how national 

borders are re-made, involves the embodiment of sunscreen imaginaries, emplaced through 

practices.  

Sunscreens ‘Home and Away’ 

The emplacement of sunscreen practices contributes to re-constructing the material-semiot-

ics of ‘holidays’ as abroad, far from the UK or Sweden. Whilst ‘holidays’ may be conceived 

of as trips away from ‘home’, ‘home’ often becomes ‘home’-nation, situating ‘holidays’ in 

other, more ‘exotic’ lands. I recognise similarities here to Stacey’s writing about how 

‘world’ comes to signify the ‘third world’ in material-semiotics of globalisation ̶ ‘world 

food’ and ‘world music’, for instance ̶ (Stacey 2000); here ‘holidays’ come to mean ‘foreign 

holidays’ enacting similar patterns of globalisation. Katarina exemplifies this here, talking 

about whether she takes snow into account when deciding whether to engage in sunscreen 

practices:  

Katarina: Not at home. Maybe if it's a super crisp winter day, with perfect snow, then 

I'm like 'Oh, actually?' But not really, at home. But when I've been in other countries, 

maybe skiing, then I'm like 'oh, but remember, it's actually super... yeah, it reflects.’ 

As they conjure images of foreign lands and places, sunscreen practices and imaginaries are 

firmly entangled in this boundary-making exercise; sunscreen is not needed, or less im-

portant, in the UK or Sweden than ‘on-holiday’. Ruth exemplifies this distinction between 

‘home’ and ‘holiday’ nations when recalling the last time she used sunscreen: "before that I 

think it was last time I went on holiday. Oh, no I lie! I went to Devon this summer. And I 

wore some then. Yeah." Here, Ruth implies that 'going on holiday' means going abroad, be-

cause going to Devon is seen as not being the last time they went on holiday. This contrib-

utes to the material-semiotics and imaginaries of 'the holiday', which is enacted as something 

foreign and far from ‘home’, articulating politics of globalisation and exoticisation of a for-

eign, ‘other’ land. 

‘British’ nature-cultural attitudes shade sunny days in the UK with desires to ‘take ad-

vantage’ of the good weather. Here ‘the sun’ takes on a sort of idealised status which exerts 

pressure on how and where people spend their time. Many I spoke with attested to this, com-

menting on the normative idea that when the sun is out, you should be too:  

Tim:  I guess it relates to what you said about people worshipping the sun. I guess for 

a lot of people, pale-skinned people in the UK, or whatever, it doesn't compute that it's 

sunny and you wouldn't go outside. 

Once more, this is a material-discursive norm particularly for people defaultly racialised as 

‘white’, for in differently racialised communities there are frequently practices which point 

towards shade when the sun is shining, though this too may be outside. The role of parental 

 

 
75 Though some researchers, such as Merrill et al. (2015), do hypothesise that the  Human Papilloma Virus may have a 
causative role in melanoma development.  
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figures in communicating such ideas is key, as Frank highlights when describing a scene I 

recognise from my own family home:  

Frank: There’s this idea that when it's sunny, you should be outside. You have your 

parents in your ear and it's like, 'you shouldn’t be inside on a day like this.' You gotta 

be outside making the most of it. 

There is an inter-generational narrative urging people in the UK to ‘not be inside on a day’ 

during which the sun is shining. This narrative is laced with ideas of ‘scarcity’, whereby 

there isn’t imagined to be many sunny days, thus you must ‘use’ them. Scarcity politics and 

socio-economic perspectives have a rich and dangerous history in liberal and colonial re-

gimes, supporting exclusionary policies and practices around land, resources, finance and 

climate (Mehta et al. 2019).  The emergence of scarcity rhetorics here displays their perva-

siveness in wide-ranging discourses, as the logics of commodification are articulated in rela-

tion to the sun and its rays. Also bound within this are narratives of ‘nature’ as resource to be 

exploited, whereby young people should be out harvesting this rare and precious solar en-

ergy for their own well-being; when the sun is not ‘out’ there is not the same urge to be out-

side, because what would you be ‘using’? Hence there are complex, political entanglements 

which weave through narratives surrounding ‘sunny’ days at ‘home’, articulated through lib-

eral politics of scarcity and commodification.  

Yet it is not enough to just ‘be’ in the sun, sunny days must be used productively, offering 

an opportunity to do all the things that would not be the same without the increased warmth 

and light. As Bea discusses, when the sun shines this can be cue for social plans and activity:  

Bea:  you're out and you're enjoying yourself and running... or you're in the park or 

[…] doing something outside. Or just walking or doing an activity outside. I think 

yeah, I very rarely see the sun or, the sun being out in the UK as a time to just be still, 

because I could do that in the night-time or in the grey or the clouds or something 

This ties back to the political interweavings within sunny imaginaries and their implications 

for sunscreen practices. Here there is again a ‘scarcity’ mindset which couples with embod-

ied narratives of ‘productivity’. Bea talks about ‘being still’ here and how that does not enter 

into sunny imaginaries at ‘home’, because this could be done at another, less sunny time. 

This busyness thus centres activity and movement, further distancing sun ‘at home’ from sun 

‘away’ which is to be enjoyed in restfulness and relaxation, and thus also affecting where 

and how sunscreens become emplaced.  

Indoor/Outdoor Boundaries 

Sunscreen practices and place-based imaginaries also re-enact constructed boundaries be-

tween ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ spaces. When the sun is shining there is the material-discursive 

push for people to be ‘outside’, but there is also the re-inforcement of sunscreen-places as 

being ‘outside’. Reflecting on when his sunscreen practices became ritualised and enjoyed, 

Tim discussed this spatial distinction:  

Tim:  Probably in university time, maybe? I guess maybe in times where you're sort of 

forced to stay indoors more. So maybe, when you have to stay indoors a lot for study-

ing or working and you're not able to go outside and enjoy the sun, like.. with your 

own, whenever you don't have full agency to- of your own time outdoors? So, I think 

yeah, I sort of like associate it with freedom and relaxation.  

For Tim sunscreen practices became associated with being able to choose to be outside and 

exert agency as to how he spent his time. This reflects the incredibly widespread practice of 
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only using sunscreen when ‘outdoors’. Only Bea uses sunscreen regardless of whether they 

will be inside or outside, mentioning that her flat has “lovely big windows, so it's quite sunny 

inside all the time”. Bea’s understanding of sunny transversals of inside-outside boundaries 

reflects scientific discourse, which notes that windows mostly filter UV-B light, but not the 

longer wavelength UV-A radiation (Masaki, 2010). As Bennet and Khachemoune write: 

“Depending on the type of glass and its thickness, anywhere from 0.1% to 72% of UV radia-

tion may be transmitted” ‘inside’ (2020, p.5). Solar radiation does not care for the material-

discursive boundary-constructions of ‘indoors’ and ‘outdoors’, which are so entangled 

within both the sun-behaviours and sunscreen practices of those who spoke with me.  

‘Foreign’ Knowledges 

The particularities of emplaced knowledges in the UK and Sweden became particularly ap-

parent when comparing to knowledges from different parts of the world that interviewees 

carried with them. Australasia, Korea and Nigeria emerged in various interviews as sites of 

differential normative sunscreen and sun imaginaries, bringing clarity to how these norma-

tive material-semiotics are re-constructed in Northern Europe. Bea had concurrent experi-

ences with both Korean and Australasian naturecultural approaches to skin-‘care’ and sun-

skin-encounters.  

Bea:  …I had this Kiwi boyfriend, and I was in Korea. So, together it was like the 

most intense, like 'look after your skin, look after your skin, look after your skin' I've 

ever had. No one has ever cared about my skin that much as those people I knew in 

that year between 18 and 19. Which is actually quite a formative year for most people.  

Shared between these approaches was a strong attentiveness to skins and their care, with 

sunscreen practices far more normalised and habituated in both places. However, what they 

sought to protect differed. For Bea, Korean sun-care practices were an ‘achievable’ part of 

the 10-Step skin-care routine, and thus sun-‘care’ is focused upon within the context of 

beauty regimen. What is being cared for here, whether it be fairness or youthfulness, is un-

likely to be dis-entanglable, but there are definite material-semiotic differences in compari-

son to Australasian rhetorics of skin ‘protection’.  

Multiple people I spoke with discussed how spending time with people from Australia and 

New Zealand affected the way they made sense of their sunscreen practices, shifting their 

imaginaries to re-centre on ideas of skin ‘protection’ and skin-cancer prevention. It is unsur-

prising there is such a central focus on sunscreen and skin protection in Australasia given in-

cidences of skin-cancers there and recent histories of faulty sun-screening at the planetary 

level due to ozone ‘holes’; skin-cancer is the most commonly diagnosed form of cancer in 

Australia (Gamage et al. 2021). Sunscreen and UV-filters are also regulated differently in 

Australia, classed as therapeutic drugs rather than cosmetics as they are in Europe 

(Osterwalder et al. 2014), indicating likely differences in the material-semiotic and discur-

sive registers that sunscreens find themselves in there. Yet it was impressive to hear that liv-

ing with or dating someone from these nations had affected Bea and Siri’s own approaches 

so powerfully:  

Siri: but it was actually when I lived in Canada, and I lived with an Australian. She 

was thinking so much about sun. She covered herself up so much. And I just did that 

out of, you know, because of sun eczema and maybe that's when I got more aware of it 

because then she explained how Australia and she's like Norway's also, like, the high-

est in the world, on skin cancer. And yeah, so it was really from an Australian that I 

understood much more about that. 
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Siri was already very diligent in protecting her skin to avoid sun-eczema, but it was from liv-

ing and conversing with an Australian that she began to think about and, in her words, ‘un-

derstand’ a lot more about the ways in which solar energies may interact with skin and the 

ways in which you could ‘protect’ against this. Similarly, Bea was using a lot of sunscreen 

but the types of sunscreen she used changed with her way of approaching protection, af-

fected by her ‘kiwi boyfriend’. She began to stop using 20 SPF formulas in favour for 

stronger ones and stopped relying on the advertised ‘waterproof’ qualities of sunscreens, en-

tangling ideas of ‘protection’ more firmly into her practices. And yet, despite higher inci-

dence of UV  radiation, more skin-cancers and histories with localised ozone depletion, per-

capita consumption of sunscreen in Australia and New-Zealand is similar, if not lower, than 

that in the UK (Osterwalder et al. 2014, 68), even if they may be buying slighter higher SPF 

formulas. This was surprising to read and complicates any easy conclusions here. However, 

for interviewees, recollections of extended encounters with Australasians paint a clear pic-

ture of how the naturecultural approaches in these nations are remarkably different to those 

in the UK and Sweden. They described a strong focus on ‘protecting’ skin and using appro-

priate (read ‘strong’) sunscreens frequently, affected by national material-discourses sur-

rounding skin-cancers and sunscreen practices as preventative, therapeutic interventions.  

Another contrasting naturecultural approach emerged from Ani, who reflected on the differ-

ences between her parents’ approach to the sun, moving from Nigeria, and the hegemonic 

norms which re-pattern the ways many people in Britain intra-act with the sun. Ani dis-

cussed how for her parents there was no question of where you find yourself at midday: 

when the sun is at its highest and most forceful, you stay indoors where you will be pro-

tected.  

Ani:  I remember my parents having an issue with the fact that we'll be outside at 

12pm. And I would always have issues with migraines and I remember Mum being 

like, 'well, yeah, why are you outside at midday in the sun.' So, I think in some way, 

my parents didn't adapt, or recognise that their environment had changed and therefore 

the behaviour had to change. They were like, 'well, no, kids shouldn't be outside at 12 

or 14' but recognizing that this is just how British schools were, you're going to be out-

side for lunch then. 

Ani reflected on the disjuncture that emerged between the differing institutionalisation of 

sun-behaviours in her childhood nation as compared to her parents’. Her parents spoke of 

universities ensuring that students would never be outside, moving between lectures or any-

thing, in the hours around mid-day, comparing this to the British norm of going outside for 

these same hours when the weather allows for it. Both of these normative attitudes towards 

sun and how people should situate themselves in relation to it tell situated, historically in-

flected stories. For Ani, these conflicting approaches had very material consequences, as she 

often had disruptive migraines whilst at school, triggered by being outside around midday on 

bright, sunny days. She reflects about how her mum easily recognised the problem causing 

her pain, commenting on the ‘madness’ of institutionalised midday sun exposures, but was 

ill-equipped with the tools to help, such as suggesting a large hat. This shows how the na-

turecultural setting invokes particular, emplaced, knowledges about sun-(screening)-behav-

iours and sun-protection. Encountering clashing normative ideals, emplaced in different na-

tional contexts, may cause shifts in sun-behaviours, or, as in Ani’s case, may cause one to 

navigate conflicting practices.  
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  7. Concluding Reflections 

Sunscreens as ‘Cracks’ 

Whilst writing this thesis, I was fortunate to attend a seminar hosted by the Post-Humanities 

Hub, inviting post-humanist scholar Bayo Akomolafe (2022). He spoke about ‘cracks’:  

Cracks are charged events, miracles. They reset everything, spilling their guts in all di-

rections of time, recalibrating forward movement, stopping everything at the cross-

roads. They exceed language, thought, theorization, and engagement. […] Cracks are 

dense materialities. Cracks are im/personal issues; they are territorial materializations 

of dense ontological flows. Desirous flows in immanent fields of becoming. Worlds 

come together, and they cannot contain themselves, so they erupt and explode […] 

They re-formulate all our bodies.  

As I listened to him speak, I recognised my own work in his words. The near-global prolifer-

ation of sunscreens is affecting bodies ̶ those of trans-corporeal ‘human’ and more-than-hu-

man alike ̶ in unknowable ways. Ways beyond language, thought and theorizing. In chapter 

6 I have written about how practitioners of the natural sciences have tried to make sense of 

the vibrancy of UV-filters and how they act with living bodies. However, this knowledge is 

extremely partial and cannot contain the unknowable-ness of these intricate, dense material-

ecological flows. For one, as outlined, this knowledge relies of research conventions which 

must limit and reduce systems to be intervenable, to be controllable. Yet how does one con-

trol for the complexity that this thesis has only scratched the surface of? What is made vul-

nerable at every node of this knotty web of sunscreen protection?  

Throughout this thesis I have alluded to how sunscreens “spill their guts in all directions of 

time”, acting through skins, encounters and boundary-making projects across diverse, intra-

acting temporalities. In Chapter 3 I described how experiences, discourses, histories and ma-

terialities can become enskinned, as skin becomes an imperfect record, projecting pasts into 

futures, of the ways in which bodies entangle with socio-material flows. Sunscreen can act 

here to protect against such fleshy archival work, as embodied subjects try to obscure, to cer-

tain extents, signs of ageing and even melano-ethnic heritages. Sunscreens may also be em-

ployed to make such practices vulnerable, as Ani and Bea spoke about embracing the sunny 

affectations which make their skins darker, rejecting ideas of protecting skin’s fairness. In 

Chapter 4, I explored affective encounters to ask how sensory experiences can connect dis-

parate times, places and events through their conserved aesthetic sensibilities. This includes 

how smell can connect perceiving sunscreen users to childhood memories, to kinship and to 

certain places ̶ affective relations which are carried into unknown futures as sunscreen em-

bodiments. Bayo describes cracks as “charged events, miracles” and I could argue that simi-

lar words can describe sunscreen intimacies, as skins vulnerable to the sun and to touch 

meet. In these intimate encounters, kinship, attraction, and subjectivities are continually re-

enacted through the not-so-simple act of sunscreen-facilitated touch. In these meetings, bod-

ies feel for where they end and where others begin through a haptic rippling of sensation: 

this is a boundary-making event. Boundary making events were the subject of Chapter 6, as I 

explored how semi-permeable skins are discursively made into barriers, relying on Western 

histories of medical imaginaries; in figuring the body as pure inner under siege from 
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dangerous attackers, bodily boundaries condense imperial histories onto the surfaces of bod-

ies, re-imagining a skin as a surface of protection. I described how sunscreen sciences make 

this historically entangled imaginary vulnerable, as they sketch a trans-corporeal image of 

skins which enables bodies to mingle with encountered environments. And these encounters 

may cross generations, as the hormonal actions of UV-filters make vulnerable the concep-

tion and development of potential progeny.   

Sunscreens re-formulate all our bodies, not just through their own bio-chemical actions, but 

through the ways in which they entangle sun-practices, skin-stories and racialised histories 

of beauty. As discussed in Chapter 6, BP-3 is found at near population levels in some sample 

testing, affecting metabolism, fat-storage and thus BP-3 storage. How UV-filters in bodies 

intra-act at the group level and affect hormone systems is currently only glimpsed at, often 

through sexed lenses. Further research from biological sciences will aid in grasping threads 

of understanding as to how these essential sunscreen components re-formulate the finely 

choreographed dances of hormones, across taxa. Yet the natural sciences are not prone to 

discussing how normative imaginaries and tricky collective stories act with bodies. In Chap-

ter 3 I discussed how sunscreens act with the sun to shape UV-skin encounters and how 

these are registered and read upon skins. Sunscreens erupted with the message to “Stay just a 

little while longer”, encouraging bodies to bathe in solar energy and to advertise their la-

bours through tanned skins. But it was specific, ‘white’ bodies encouraged to expose them-

selves, affecting how these bodies met the sun, how they aged and how they (struggled to) 

maintain uncompromised skin cells. In ‘browner’ circles, sunscreens have been used by 

some as one tool amongst many to protect against increased melanation, aspiring to fairness 

in a racialised, gendered matrix of desirability which celebrates such tones. And when sun-

screen practices do not engage bodies racialised as other-than-white, sunscreen imaginaries 

are still at work: These melanated bodies are made sense of through their lack of sunscreen 

practices, conceiving darker skins as inherently protected, potentially exposing them to the 

un-mediated affects of the sun at this site of re-constructed ‘racial’ difference. 

The future of sunscreens 

As UV-filters and sunscreens come under increasing scrutiny for their eco-toxic effects, it is 

worth asking what will become of sunscreens. Research is ongoing into the use of ‘natural’ 

sun-screening compounds, looking to algae and marine systems for answers (Amador-Castro 

et al. 2020; Morocho-Jácome et al. 2021). How would sunscreens change in feel, smell, and 

appearance if their fundamental components changed? The past and present use of inorganic 

filters has been repeatedly avoided because of the white tints that many of these sunscreens 

leave, particularly for darker skin. What would happen if sunscreens were green, for exam-

ple? If they no longer smelled like the carefully calibrated summer smells of sunscreen? 

Who knows how similar the sun-screening practices of young adults in the UK today will be 

to comparable bodies at the end of this century. Maybe our practices will be looked back on 

with confusion, with derision, or with nostalgic joy. Sunscreens bring a smelly material 

touchstone to much saved-for and anticipated holidays and events, facilitating the sensorial 

and affective time-travelling of bodies into re-membered pasts. Will we have these same 

touchstones in decades to come, to “take us back”, as Siri put it, to the treasured experiences, 

events and intimacies of youth? 

A key factor in the future of sunscreens will be the future of skin cancers. Statistically, it 

could be expected that several of my interviewees and I will get skin cancer in our lifetimes. 

Most likely, and hopefully, this will the easily dealt-with Basal Cell Carcinoma; in fact, if 
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Venables et al.’s (2019) data holds true, this would actually be associated with decreasing 

our day-to-day mortality risk. Will we see Autier et al.’s (2015) “forthcoming inexorable de-

cline” of melanoma deaths? Only time will tell. Despite sunscreen not figuring in their hy-

potheses for predicted decline, I have no doubts that should melanoma incidence and death 

rates begin to decline in the next decade this will be celebrated profusely by researchers and 

advertisers alike as the protective successes of contemporary sunscreens. In fairness, con-

temporary sunscreens have been very effective in practices of protection; acting to protect 

the images of beauty76; to protect against the pain and inquiring looks which come with sun-

burns; and maybe, possibly, protecting against ill-health outcomes beyond Squamous Cell 

Carcinoma. This thesis has paid close attention to these stories of protection ̶ from sunscreen 

users, biological researchers and cosmetic advertisers ̶ to ask what is made consequently and 

contingently vulnerable, as meanings and matters are imploded into sunscreens.   

On the process of research 

This thesis has been a lively process which began with an interest in ‘Endocrine Disruptors’. 

Searching for sites of exposure to these unruly compounds, I came across research proposing 

the hormonal interference of organic UV-filters. I began thinking about sunscreens, and all 

of the material, discursive, and semiotic ways in which they are articulated, realising how 

rich this ‘every-day’ object was for inter-disciplinary research. I gained a footing in some of 

the sunscreen literature from the ‘natural’ sciences, before my focus shifted to interviews. 

Listening to the rich stories that emerged in interviews, I realised the complexity and intri-

cacy of sunscreen practices. The ideas which emerged were densely connected to imagi-

naries of sunscreen, sun and skin and the power of both advertising and scientific literature 

in constructing and mediating various aspects of these imaginaries. I followed these threads, 

immersing myself in as much material as possible. Setting these seldom-coupled forms of 

cultural work in conversation with interviews has given me the opportunity to explore the 

broad topologies of sunscreens. This was a research project and thesis informed by and in 

dialogue with skin-scapes, place-making, affect, intimacies, toxic ecologies, colonial histo-

ries and presents of racialisation and boundary-making practices; yet it resists being pinned 

down by any one ‘field’ or topic, instead celebrating the liveliness of the thickly entangled 

material at hand.  

I noticed throughout this process how my own shifting practices reflected and clashed with 

the stories which emerged. Unsure where I stood on my relation between potential skin-pro-

tection and potential Endocrine Disruption, I began wearing a hat whenever in the sun. I 

write these reflections having applied my morning sunscreen; I’ve started using sunscreen 

on a nearly daily basis now that the summer months have begun, but the types of sunscreen 

I’m using have changed. I tried my partner’s ‘face’ sunscreen only to share a remarkably 

similar experience to one told by Bea about her mum; I watched in the mirror as my skin be-

came a ghostly white, shocking my apologetic partner into laughter. I also find myself 

watching others’ sun-behaviours attentively, wondering how they make sense of it all. Be-

yond its academic engagements, perhaps this thesis can stand as a guide for making sense of 

one’s own sunscreen practices and sun-habits; a text in which to seek resonances, tensions 

and questions in relation to one’s own sunscreen experiences, to ask what you are protecting 

and what you are making vulnerable.  

 

 
76 As discussed throughout this thesis, the images of beauty which sunscreens protect are also constructed through the use-
practices and advertisements of these same sunscreens.  
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10. Appendices 

Appendix 1: A brief sunscreen history  

My use of this brief history, here intentionally dis-chronologised, is to present a (problem-

atic) history of sunscreen from which to somewhat ground my contemporary analysis. I also 

problematise these particular histories and their mode of historicization, weaving broader 

histories into conversation with these texts. I do this to show how contemporary documents 

may illuminate particular historical narratives based on what they choose to include and ex-

clude, as well as introducing some of the broader historical stories relevant for this thesis.  

Most of these sunscreen histories begin their narrative with the evolutionary ancestor of con-

temporary humans, describing how “Ancestors of the homo sapiens were likely dark-skinned 

people in Africa with natural melanin that protected them from the sun.” (Drissi, Carr and 

Housewright, 2022, p. 121). This evolutionary origin story is elaborated, describing how 

early human species migrated to Eurasia and began to wear fabrics in response to colder 

conditions, thus gradually losing the need for sun-protecting melanin (Svarc 2015; Drissi et 

al. 2022). Acting to entwine sunscreen histories with human histories, these authors repro-

duce imperialist discourses about the relative evolutionary development of human ‘races’ 

and the backwardness of African peoples. Many historians and anthropologists (e.g. Fabian, 

2014 [1983]; Levine, 2010; Painter, 2010) have written about how first Europeans and then, 

following the successful establishment of ‘race’ in  the late 19th Century, ‘white’ elites have 

historically believed in their “natural superiority” (Painter, 2010, 229) over those of other 

continents and skin-tones. A central tenet of these eventually77 racist beliefs and the geno-

cidal imperialisms they wrought was an appropriation of Darwinian theory, either seeing 

‘civilised’ Europeans and ‘white’ peoples as either more socially or more biologically 

evolved; regardless of the ways in which it was rationalised, as Fabian (2014 [1983]) argues, 

evolutionary ‘backwardness’ was central to hierarchisation of perceived difference. Hence, 

the invocation of human evolution, allying “300,000-200,00 BC” with the statement “dark-

skinned people in Africa with natural melanin that protected them from the sun” (Drissi, 

Carr and Housewright, 2022, p. 121), acts to insidiously reproduce violent historical under-

standings of evolution and ‘race’ and how such concepts apply to skin protection.  

This is also extremely relevant for understanding contemporary sunscreen imaginaries and 

practices, for the statement “dark-skinned people in Africa with natural melanin that pro-

tected them from the sun” alludes to a racially biased, contemporary (mis)understanding of 

the actions of melanin. This statement could also be erroneously reproduced to describe peo-

ples living on the African continent today as it comments on current understandings of mel-

anin, as exemplified by Paiva et al. (2020, p. 5) writing in Critical Reviews in Toxicology: 

each skin tone has different amount of melanin and, consequently, different levels of 

natural protection. Skin phototype scale […] relates the amount of melanin and skin 

tone to a natural protection 

 

 
77 Can a belief be called racist if the concept of ‘race’ was yet to be made?  
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That this sunscreen history begins with a statement that conveys the authors’ understandings 

of “darker-skinned people” both 300,000 years ago and today demonstrates the critical 

importance of racialisation in sunscreen practices, imaginaries and material-semiotics. These 

understandings stretch back to 1820, when Sir Everard Home reported that sun exposure on 

the back of a bare hand “causes a “scorched pigmentation” but that this didn’t occur with 

“the back of an African man’s hand” (Drissi, Carr and Housewright, 2022, p. 121)  This is 

further supported by a “walk through history”, as Drissi et al. (2022) sequentially outline 

how ancient Egyptians used rice bran, jasmine, and lupine; how eigth century Japanese 

women used lead or mercury-based powders; and how 17th century European women wore 

uncomfortable  “face coverings made of velvet” all to protect the ‘whiteness’ of their skin..  

Sun-related ageing (photo-ageing) issues first emerged in the 1960s, according to both Svarc 

(2015) and Ma and Yoo (2021), as thinking about the roles of sunscreens began to slowly 

change. As UVA exposure became implicated in understandings of photo-ageing, 

sunscreens began to use more UVA filters to protect against a broader spectrum of UV 

radiation (Ma & Yoo 2021). Prior to this, the focus had been on maximising tanning whilst 

restricting burning, therefore sunscreens’ “higher wavelength” UVA absorption was limited; 

as Svarc (2015, p. 931) quotes an I.R. Hollenberg writing in 1955:  

The underlying principle in suntan formulation is the development of a product which, 

when applied to skin, will form a continuous, water and sweat resistant film that will 

absorb UV rays which cause sunburn while permitting the tanning rays of higher 

wavelength to reach the skin surface 

The focus on protecting against sunburn reflects some of the encounters which contributed 

to the first ‘modern’, effective sunscreens. In 1938, Swiss chemist Franz Greiter was climb-

ing Mt. Piz Buin when he got painfully sunburnt (Drissi et al. 2022). This encounter report-

edly led him to formulate and commercialise his Gletscher Crème, “the first modern sun-

screen” (Drissi, Carr and Housewright, 2022, p. 122), establishing the brand Piz Buin78 

which is still popular today. A few years earlier in 1942, the US Army Air Force engaged 

the American Medical Association Council of Pharmacy and Chemistry to study what they 

could use in World War II, especially in the Pacific, to prevent against excessive sunburn 

(idem.). The result of these experiments is a dark red veterinary petroleum jelly, which is 

deemed waterproof, inexpensive and free of toxicity and is described as “the first widely 

used sunscreen” (Svarc, 2015, p. 930). This jelly acted to block the sun, and was developed 

by US airman and pharmacist by adding coconut oil and cocoa butter, becoming Coppertone 

suntan lotion (Drissi et al. 2022; Svarc 2015). These encounters with mountains and the con-

ditions of wars, ultimately encounters with the sun, were reportedly critical moments in in-

spiring the development of contemporary commercial sunscreens.  

Sun Protection Factors (SPFs), a rating of the effectiveness of sunscreen at preventing burn-

ing (Osterwalder & Herzog 2009), which was first accepted nationally by Australia in the 

1980s (Drissi et al. 2022). The SPF rating is variably credited to Piz Buin’s Greiter in 1962 

(Drissi et al. 2022; Osterwalder & Herzog 2009) or 1974 (Donglikar & Deore 2016) and Ru-

dolph Schulze (Svarc 2015; Young et al. 2017) in 1956, with the former building on the lat-

ter’s calculations (Osterwalder & Herzog 2009). The first publication of such discourse in 

Western academia originates from a ‘landmark study’ by Erik Kohan Widmark in 1889 

Stockholm (Drissi et al. 2022), who built on Sir Home’s research to experimentally show 

that UV radiation caused sunburns.  

 

 
78 I analyse adverts from Piz Buin in Chapter 3 to discuss how advertising has contributed to imaginaries of idyllically, 
desirably tanned skins. 
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In 1894-1896, Dr. Paul Unna is reportedly the first to describe a connection between sun ex-

posure and skin cancer (idem.), describing pre-cursor skin cancer changes as sailor’s skin 

carcinoma. Ma and Yoo’s (2021) more nuanced sunscreen history also acknowledges Du-

breuilh, the Professor of Dermatology at University of Bordeaux, who in the same year 

noted a considerable difference in skin cancer incidence between vineyard workers and 

nearby urban populations. The first experimental study showing such an association was 

published in 1928; Dr G. M. Findlay observed the incidences of sun cancers when he ex-

posed mice to UV radiation. Many interviewees and much of the scientific literature impli-

cated sunscreens in skin cancer protection, but this protection was not as clear and obvious 

as one may expect. An important study in this history (c.f. Clydesdale, Dandie and Muller, 

2001; Young, Claveau and Rossi, 2017) is the Nambour trial of 1621 participants in Aus-

tralia by Green et al. (1999), which showed that daily sunscreen use decreased the incidence 

of Squamous Cell Carcinoma (a particular type of skin cancer) as opposed to discretionary 

use.  

The first widely used active ingredient was para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) and this was 

combined with benzyl salicylate by Eugen Schueller, the founder of L’Oréal, to produce 

“Ambre Solaire” in 1935, another brand which persists today (Sakkaravarthi 2022; Ma & 

Yoo 2021). Why Greiter’s Glacier Cream is seen as the first modern sunscreen and not 

Schueller’s Ambre Solaire is unclear (c.f. Svarc, 2015; Drissi, Carr and Housewright, 2022; 

Sakkaravarthi, 2022). In the 1980s, PABAs use was “abandoned” due to concerns about its 

safety and decades of reported allergic reactions (Svarc 2015, 931; Drissi et al. 2022, 122; 

Ma & Yoo 2021). As newly developed organic UV filters proliferated, Avobenzone and oc-

tyl methoxycinnamate became the most popular UVA and UVB filters respectively in the 

SPF15-30 sunscreens of the 1990s (Drissi et al. 2022; Sakkaravarthi 2022). It is only in the 

past decade or so that researchers have really started to investigate where these UV filters 

go ̶ in bodies and ecologies ̶  and what they might do in these contexts (Drissi et al. 2022; 

Sakkaravarthi 2022). In the early 2000s, researchers began to publish their work associating 

sunscreen UV-filters with coral bleaching(Drissi et al. 2022; Sakkaravarthi 2022), asking 

important questions as to how these ingredients may interact with physiologies.  

Appendix 2: Further Interview Methods 

I interviewed people as I wanted to hear why they used sunscreen, both implicitly and ex-

plicitly. I wanted to know how they related between the sun and sunscreen and how they fig-

ured their bodies in this material-semiotic arrangement. I wanted to learn about who they as-

sociate with sunscreens and why they think this is, is this consistent with who emerged 

through less focused conversation? I wanted to hear how they grappled with the question of 

where sunscreens go after they leave the container, and what sense they make of this jour-

ney. I wish I had provoked interviewees a little more here, presenting them with ideas on 

Endocrine Disruption and sunscreeny-blood to see how they made sense of them. As it were, 

I was lucky that Tim proposed such ideas in our conversation with Ani, yet this acted to 

highlight that such an opportunity had been missed in prior interviews.  

Interviewees were chosen from 13 volunteers along three main criteria. One relates to the 

practicalities of conducting research amidst a public health emergency: my original selection 

of UK-based interviewees was influenced by a risk-appraisal of meeting and travelling to 

meet people in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. As such, factors including recent 

health histories, geographies, and my own likelihood of meeting the individuals outside of 

interviews were considered.  
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I wanted to hear rich, diverse stories and this also played a part in selecting between volun-

teers. An example of this is the choice to interview Darwin instead of a mutual friend of 

ours, which in part I motivated through Darwin’s position as a father, potentially offering a 

distinct perspective on generational practices and knowledge re-production associated with 

‘becoming’ a parent. The intention for greater richness was also behind a follow-up call to 

interview specifically for men and masculine people, as very few initial respondents fitted 

this description, and I was concerned that certain stories and recalled practices could have 

been missed. I would have wanted to interview more Scandinavian people, as I believe this 

may have led to deeper stories and points of difference between some narratives, but I had to 

do justice to the stories shared by those I had already interviewed. This was then supported 

in the interviews themselves, where ‘the UK’ figured relatively prominently in British inter-

views as a technology to articulate specific narratives around relating to the sun and to 

weather, as well as figuring in stories of risk-perception and sunbathing cultures.  

Nominally, the interviews fit somewhere amongst the semi-structured to conversational and 

this changed between interviews as discussed. It is worth also noting that the particular so-

cial dynamics of Zoom likely reduced the conversationality of the interviews slightly, which 

became more apparent through conducting one interview in person: there was considerably 

more back-and-forth and interrupting each other. The first interviewee had read the infor-

mation sheet a month before and seemed to start to reflect more towards the end of the inter-

view. Following this, I asked all interviewees to re-read the information sheet for the study 

in the days before the interview, hoping to prompt an opportunity for reflections which we 

could explore immediately in the interview. This seemed to work well; some interviewees 

commented that the information sheet had prompted specific reflections which they then 

outlined early on. These are the most obvious examples of how the early interviews affected 

latter ones, however there will be untold ways in which each interview affected the others, 

with there also being a sense of looking back with new eyes at earlier interviews now that 

the stories of the latter ones had been shared.  

I attempted to construct interview questions and styles which combined an affordance for in-

terviewees to report on previous experiences and their practices, in a way which gave them 

some distance between the interview as a practice itself, whilst at other times calling them to 

this very particular articulation of meaning, and asking them to account for how they orien-

tate their experiences within this specific practice. That these interviews took place in Janu-

ary, well outside of peak sunscreen months, gave more time and space for interviewees to 

find the memories and stories which meant most to them, rather than being swept by their 

present and recent encounters  ̶a concern should I have explored sunscreen use through ob-

served summertime practices.  

Interview Analysis 

I transcribed the interview recordings automatically using Otter.ai, which I also used with 

the recordings to verify and edit the transcripts word-by-word, in total yielding 168 pages, 

over 84,000 words, of transcript material. Once all interviews were transcribed, I printed 

them to work with them manually. First, I coded each interview by hand, using a large and 

broad set of codes which emerged from close-reading of the interviews with guidance from 

my heuristic lenses. I noticed here that the first two interviews to be coded, Bea and Frank, 

had a reasonable bearing on the codes which were identified and applied to all transcripts. 

From here interviews and their themes were somewhat squeezed into the codes which I had 

allowed to emerge somewhat organically from the first two consulted interviews. I noted 
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interesting relations which emerged between responses, within and between different inter-

views. I have expanded some of these notes into broader descriptions within this thesis. 

Having identified a range of disparate and interweaving codes, I then combined these into 

broader themes. I did this through a process of thematic mapping, placing all the codes onto 

a large whiteboard, connecting sub-themes and iteratively re-writing and re-working them 

into a large network, clustered around certain themes. In this instance, it was possible to 

overcome any shortfalls which may have emerged due to the coding being influenced by the 

first two interviews: codes which had carried multiple sub-themes were explicated into their 

distinct categories, and it became clear to see where some (sub-)themes could be merged 

into one. I then went through a new set of printed-out transcripts, cutting them up and sort-

ing them into the identified sub-themes. This was also an iterative, immersive process which 

involved repeated review and re-sorting, as well as continual refinement of sub-themes. 

Working and re-working with the material ensured that I could recall specific strands of con-

versation across my interviews whilst analysing and writing.  

I was inspired in this process by Donna Haraway’s re-employment of A. J. Greimas’ semi-

otic square in The Promises of Monsters (1992). In this seminal text, Haraway re-deploys 

the semiotic square to explore meanings of nature, charting through “four spaces in differen-

tial, relational separation” within the square, acting as a map and a structuring device to 

draw together contestable sources through “structures of difference” (idem. p.305). Thus, I 

temporarily formed four artificially separated, relation material-semiotic fields around the 

themes as they had emerged from the coding, in groups of skin, sun, environments and bod-

ies. I sketched this conceptual map as a guide for me and for readers to explore the diverse 

ways in which sunscreens operate in modes of protection and care, vulnerability, and tox-

icity. As a structuring device, this pushed a keen attention to how the material and semiotic 

intra-act and relate to support and undermine each other. This work with the material-semi-

otic square offered a useful heuristic tool for the latter stages of interview conversation anal-

ysis and the drafting of the text. In the middle stages of writing and revising the text I gradu-

ally moved away from this method as it proved too clunky and rigid for the exploratory na-

ture of this thesis and the networked, interweaving themes79 which ultimately emerged.  

Appendix 3: The Interview Information Sheet for volunteer participants 

What is the research about? 

The aim of this study is to investigate how sunscreens mediate and re/produce diverse entan-

glements of toxicity and love in Western societies. In Western Europe, sunscreens- as a ma-

terial, image, or idea- are widespread, found in cosmetic markets; beauty, health and travel 

discourses, in water systems and bodies and in cultural productions such as magazines, TV 

broadcasts and films. Across these diverse fields, sunscreens are implicated in both embod-

ied and environmental exposures, as bodies are exposed to suns, to chemical concoctions 

and to skin-encounters. Normative bodily ideals are also implicated in sunscreen discourses 

and practices, pointedly those surrounding skin colour, gender, sexuality, sociality, and 

class. Focusing on sunscreens, I seek to explore some of the many ways in which love and 

toxicity in their various forms are entangled across each of these many fields, through focus 

on selected sites. 

 

 
79 These themes built outwards from protection, taking in skin, care, beauty, exposure, place, ‘holidays’, occasions, weather, 
intimacy, boundaries, norms and sun, to name a few. Due to the networked form of this theme exploration, identifying what 
is a theme and what is a sub-theme is open to interpretation. 
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This will be a study which combines many methods, to assess a wide range of different data. 

Specifically, for you, one branch of this research will be to hear from others as to how sun-

screens and their related practices have figured in the lives of several informants, in the UK 

and Sweden. Here there is a focus on the mediation of relationships through sunscreen prac-

tices and how sunscreens may be used as orientation devices: How diverse forms of love and 

toxicity manifest through present and historic experiences with sunscreens. I will combine 

this with a number of other data, such as films, advertisements, and scientific literature.  

Why is the research being carried out? 

I, Tobias Bharucha, will conduct this research for my thesis as part of the Global Environ-

mental History Master’s programme, at Uppsala University. I am supervised by Cecilia 

Åsberg (Linköping University) and Anneli Ekblom (Uppsala University).  The thesis will be 

published on DiVA (https://www.diva-portal.org/smash/search.jsf?dswid=-4384) as is re-

quired for the master’s degree. It could contribute to a future research publication, but this is 

not currently planned. Should a new purpose emerge for using your data you will be con-

sulted.  

What will happen to participants – when, for how long, where, and with whom? 

You will be interviewed by me at a time and place we pre-agree upon. It will be very con-

versational in nature. The interview will likely be around 2 hours including breaks. The in-

terview will be digitally recorded for transcription and analysis. You are able to listen to the 

recording if you would like.  

How will their rights to confidentiality be maintained? 

You have the right to confidentiality and will be asked if you wish to remain anonymous or 

be named. If you wish to remain anonymous, you will select a pseudonym which all records 

and recorded material will use in place of your given name. Your interview will be stored 

locally on password protected devices.  Should you wish to be named, you will be refer-

enced correctly by name when any of your story is mentioned or analysed.  

The right to decline participation/or not answer questions? 

You may decline to participate in any or all of the research at any time. Before beginning 

your engagement, you must give your fully informed consent, which means that you are able 

to ask any questions you wish about the research which this information sheet fails to ex-

plain.  

In the interview, should you wish to not talk about any questions or topics you can state this, 

and we will move on (there will be no mention of you wanting to not talk about that topic in 

the research.) Should you want to take a break or end the interview, you can at any point. 

You can read any notes or hear any recordings should you wish. You will be given the op-

portunity to read the full thesis, by email, before publishing and object to any representations 

of you which you would like removed or contested.  

Possible benefits and risks of taking part? 

You will hopefully learn more about your sunscreen use and sun-related behaviours in an in-

teresting way. You will also hopefully gain a greater appreciation for the complexity of daily 

objects, using sunscreen as an example. 

Before the interview you will be asked if you have any allergies, specifically to sunscreens 

or paints, to avoid the risks they could pose.  

 

What will happen to their data? If participants decide to withdraw from the study?  Might it 

be used for future research? 

https://www.diva-portal.org/smash/search.jsf?dswid=-4384
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Your data will be stored under your chosen pseudonym. It will be locally stored on devices 

which are password protected for the duration of the study. Should you wish to withdraw 

from the study, your data will be deleted. If there is a possibility that I may want to use your 

data for future research, you will be consulted and your consent sought before this happens.  

This research has been submitted for review by the Ethical Guidelines Committee at the De-

partment for Archaeology and Ancient History at Uppsala University. Contact details will be 

provided at the earliest opportunity.  

 

 

 


